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ABSTRACT
The acoustic startldescape response of the rVncan migratory locust, Locrrsrn

nligrnroria L., is a short-latency stereotyped response to high-fiequency sounds. The
characteristic changes in wing kinernatics and body posture are hypothesized to hnction
in the avoidance of insectivorous bats. In this thesis. I present a detailed analysis of the
changes in winj kinernatics, tiight motor pattern and free-tlight behaviour accornpanying
this response. High speed cinematogaphy and mrilti-channel electromyography were
used to record wing kinematics and motor patterns of locusts responding to 30 kHz batlike sounds. Within a few wingbeats of stimuIus onset. wing stroke angles became
asymmetric in which the forewing on the inside of the turn path occupied lower elevation
ansles than the contralaterai ivins rhroughout the downstroke. Foreiiing aqïnmetry \vas
positively correlated nith abdomen detlection; an indes ofattenipted steerinp direction.
Hindivins asymmetry lvas mininial or opposite in direction to foretsin: asymmetry.
Durino steering attempts. depressor tirnins advanced in the tving beat cycle for both
fore\ving and hindwing muscles and burst duration increased in ail depressors on both
sides of the animal. Depressor asynmetries were correIated with forewing. hindivina, and
srroke reversa1 as)mmet- for both wing pain. These results support the mode1 that
asymmetric wing depression is effected by bulk shifts in depressor muscle activation that
establish stroke reversai timing. .Aerodynamically it is arped that asymmetric wing
depression shifts the direction of lift generated by the forelvings durin,n dotvnstroke
translation creatins roll torques that augment the effécts of angle of attack and abdomen

deflection. Data also suggest chat locusts control the timing of wing rotation for
generating steering torques. Free-flying locusts in a fiight roorn react to bat-like and other
sounds with avoidance flisht similar to responses of other insects reacting to bats and barlike sound. Locust responses were independent of carrier fiequency and pulse structure
suggesting reactions were general stade reactions and not specifically bat-avoidance
behaviours. Reactions of tethered locusts and wild-caught moths in the same flight roorn
under similar conditions confirm the locust responses were not due to artefacts of the
esperimental set-up. These results suggest that tethering affects auditory processing in
locustS.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
"Should the animal be Free in its naturai environment so that it can show "normal"
behavior. or should it be placed in an experimental chamber where environmental factors
can be controlled?"
Kenneth D. Roeder
from his ces i V m r CIrlls mtd Iiisecr Bthaviorw. 1967.

One of the findamental tasks of the nervous system of al1 organisms is the processino of
incoming sensory int'ormation and integrating that information n i t h ongoing motor
activity to effect adaptive movemenrs for naviaation of the environment. Sound is used
by many animals for communication and for orientation in the en~ironment..Amon$
terrestrial animais. it is onlp tvithin the insects that ears are so diverse. Tympanal ears
have evolved independently in numerous insect taxa stron_rlysugaesting sound plays an
important role in sumival (Fullard and Yack. 1993; Ho' and Robert. 1996). Ears and
hearing serve two prima? purposes for al[ anirnaIs. first. ears are used for detection and
recognition ofsounds produced by conspecifics and/or heterospecifics. and second. ears
are used for localizinp sounds. Reacting appropriateIp to sound is of paramount
importance for insects that tly at night and are at risk of predation by echolocating,
inseciivorous bats. In this thesis. 1 investizate the changes in wing kinernatics. motor
pattern, and kee-tli-ht behaviour of the -4frican migratory locust. Locrrstn ntÏptr/orin L..
in response to acoustic stimulation svith bat-like sounds.
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It is now clear that tympanate ears protect many noctumal flying insects from
predation by insectivorous bats by evoking behaviours that aid in bat avoidance and
escape (for reviews, see Hoy, 1992; FuIIard and Yack, 1993; Hoy and Robert, 1996). .An
acoustic stanldescape response (ASR) is defined as a CO-ordinatedseries of muscle
contractions (Le. a behaviour) of rapid onset that occurs in response to an abrupt, startling
sound. Further, the sound that elicits the ASR must be meanin$Ùl to the insect and the
reaction of the insect depends on the context of its ongoing behaviour at the time of the
stiniulus (Hoy, 1989; Hoy rr ol., 1989; Hoy, 1992).
Research that began as obsen~ationsof moths evadins capture by bats in the early
1960s has today culrninated in simiiar observations tom a diversity of insects that span
t?ve insect orders and numerous families and subfamilies. Xcoustic startle responses
have now been described for moths (see the classic volume by Roeder. 1967a). lace~vings
(hiiller and Olesen, 1979), pralin- mantises ( Y a ~ errr cd.. 1990). tiger beetles (Yager and
Spangler. 1997). scarab beetles (Forest ~r rd., 1995). noctumal buttertlies (Yack and
Fullard. 2000). crickets (htoisetFèr c d , 1978). karydids (Libersat and Hoy. 199 1 ). and
locusts (Robert, 1989). For members of certain of these insect orders. namely moths.
praying mantises and lacewingn the connection between auditory sensiti\iy to
frequencies above 30 kHz (bat detection) and behaviours that decrease the probability of
predation (bat avoidance). is quite clear due to risorous behavioural observation and
electrophysiological investigation in both field and laboratoty studies. Observation of the
insects interacting with bats in their naturd environment provides the best ekidence for
the fitnction of the ASR but the technical chaIIenges of field studies of noctumal insects
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and bats has ofien favoured less direct approaches. For example, in the field, playback of
recorded sounds and sjnthesized bat-like sounds evokes behaviours in scarab beetles and
noctumal butterflies that are similar to those of the aforementioned insects. Less direct,
but still convincing evidence has also come fiom laboratory observations of the responses
of tethered insects stimulated tvith bat-like sounds. Tethered tiger beetles, crickets,
katydids, and locusts show elements of behaviours (e.3. abdomen and hindleg deflection
away fiom the stimulus. changes in \vina kinematics) that are presumed to hnction in
changins the flight path of the insect if it were in fiee-tlight.
The ASR of tethered Qing L. miCgrn/oricrwas formally described by Robert
( 1989). Loctrsrcr ~iiigrcrtorirrreact

with short latencies of 50 to LOO ms to high-frequenq

bat-Iike sounds consisting of trains of short duration sound pulses with carrier fiequencies

-zrearer than 10 kHz presented at intensities geater than 45 dB SPL.

Reéctions consisr of

abdomen deflection and dorsiflesion. hindleg estension and deflection. changes in ivina
beat frequency. including tlight cessation. chanses in wing stroke kinematics and other
postural adjustments. Robert ( 1989) showed that abdonien and hindleg dstlecrion in
response to stimulation with bat-like sounds \vas also accompanied by the production of
steering toques in directions opposite CO the side ofstimulation. Using the fiearing
threshold of locusts for hi&-frequency sounds and assumptions about the flight speed of
a typical bat, and the intensity and fiequency of its echolocation calls. Robert ( 1989)
estimated that locusts would be able to detect a bat at a distance of ?O rn whereas a bat
would detect the locust onIy when it was wïthin 5 m. These estimates sussest it is
possible that locusts possess an earIy waming system for detecrina approaching, f o r a g n ~
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bats and that the XSR Functions in bat avoidance by changing the flight patk of the locust.
The question of whether bats eat locusts is still under debate aithough onhopterans, in
general, are palatable to gleaning bats (La Val and La Val, 1980; Belwood and Moms,
1987) and ctickets and katydids have been found occupying 8% of the diet of Tnphozoirs
y e r f o r ~ ~ t ~a 'large
,
(Zog), high-flying bat from Erhiopia (Rydeil and Yalden, 1997).

Further, the lacCr of direct obsemation of fiee-flying Iocusts interacting with bats in the
tield. or even reactions to bat-like ultrasound. Ieave an open question as to whether
Iocusts change their flight path in response to bat-like sounds.
The free-flight reactions of moths. Iacewings and prayins rnantises seem to show
convergence in repertoire. hroths detecting the calls of nearby bats react with turns.
loops. active and passive dives. and increases in tlight path erraticism (Roeder. 1962:
1964; 1974). Lace\\inas fold their \vines and drop tkom the sky punctuating their descent
nith occasional ning tlips (lliller and Olesen. 1979). Praying rnantises sirnilarlp respond
~vithturns loops and dives to the ground (Yager er cd., 1990): although unlike moths.
these reactions are not directionai given the mediai. thoracic position of the mantis ear
(Yager and Hoy, 1986; 1957). Tethered insects also sho~vconvergence in their responses
to bat-Iike sounds. Prayins mantis (Yager and May, 1990). tiger beetle (Yager and
Spangler, 1997). cricket (Moiseff rr c d . 1975; Poilack and Hoy. 1981; Pollack and
Plourde. 1981: Nolan and Ho'

1986. \Ir$tenbach and Ho- 1997). katydid (Libersat and

Hoy, 199 I; SchuIze and Schul. 700 l), and locust (Robert. 1989; Robert and Rowell.

19926) responses indude abdomen and hindleg deflection. chanses in wins beat
frequency and wing kinematics. flight cessation and changes in body posture such as
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head rotation and foreleg extension. These similarities suggest evolutionary convergence
due to cornrnon finction and may reflect the aerodynamic constraints of generating a
rapid change in flight direction.
How is auditory information used to change ongoing flight behaviours to effect
changes in the flight path? How is auditory processing of bat-like sounds different than
processing of the sounds produced by conspecifics and why is it that only bat-like sounds
effect avoidance responses? Why does this diversity of animals show conver,crence on
similar behaviours in response to stimulation ivith bat-like sounds? Does this
convergence reflect a common motor strate3 due to aerodynamic constraint? What are
the aerodynamic consequences of these kinematic changes? These are questions of
general interest to neuroethologists. and insect tlight aerodynamicists. .Answering these
questions requires an esperimentai animal sensitive to different auditoq stimuli and that
uill respond with quantitiabls behaviours. Slany insects have been chosen for
aerodynamic and kinematic studies of flight but, arguably, the most detailed analyses
have been completed for bumblsbees (DudIey and EIIington, I990a. b). the tobacco
liornitorm moth 3 l~itrcltrccrs r m ( Willrnott and ElIington, 1997a. b), dragontlies
(Wakeling and Ellington. 1997a-c), the fruitfly, Drosopi~ilnsp. (Dickinson and Gotr
1996;Lehmann and Dickinson. 1998; ), and. of course. locusts. Of these insects. only
Iocusts are tqmpanate and possess a demonstrated ASR Further. no studies have
esamined, in detail, the chanses in \king kinematics and motor patterns that effect rapid.
in-flight. escape responses. Locusts in gerteral have been a mode1 organism for insect
tlight since the nork of Weis-Fosh and Jensen in the 1950s [Jensen, 1956;Jensen and

3
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Weis-Fogh, 1962; Weis-Fogh, 1956% b; Weis-Fogh and Jensen, 1956). Since this time,
considerable information has continued to arnass concerning wing kinematics,
aerodynamics, steering, muscle structure and function, central pattern generation of the
tlight rhythm, and more which is reviewed below. Further, the locust ear has been a
mode1 of insect audition since Gray (1960) described its structure and Michelsen (1971ac) described the bioacoustic and physiological bais of direction and frequency
discrimination. For these reasons more than a-,

locusts provide, at present, the best

opportunity to answer questions about auditory sensonmotor integration of bat-like
sounds for avoidance steenng.
In this thesis. I present a detailed analysis of the changes in wing kinematics,
motor pattern and fiee-flight behatiour that underlies the acoustic stanldescape reaction
of tlying locusts.
In the remaining pages of this chapter, i review the literature necessary for
understandin2 the studies presented in this thesis. i begin by presenting the locust as a
mode1 system and describe certain aspects ot'its natural history and its amenability for
studies of insect tlight. 1then describs the ilight system of the locust in terms of nins
kinematics. aerodynamics, motor control and steering. Following this. 1 esplain how
locusts hear. describe sounds ofsiylificance to the animal. and review our curent
understanding of how sounds are processed and integrated with the flight system of the
locust. 1 end this chapter with a synopsis and ovemietv of the remaining chapters of the
thesis.

6
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1.1 The Locust as a Mode1 System

1.1.1 Locust Biology
The .LVncan migratory locust, Locristn niig-mrk L. (Order: Orthoptera, Family:
Xcrididae) and its subspecies are widely distributeci and are found in equatorial regions af
Xfrica south ofthe Sahara, parts of southem Europe, China, Asia and northern Australia
(Barras. 1964). The distinction between locusts and grasshoppers is primarily
behavioural in that Iocusts tend to aggregate in large numbers for mass migration by
swamiing (Chapman. 1976). This disrinction is not a tavonomic one as Iocusc species
occur in several subfamilies of the Acndidae (fiarov. 1966). EcoIo_oicailylocusts are
t'ound in areas of patchy vegetacion due to their dual requirement of bare ground for
and locusts in general.
o~iposiiionand plants for food and shelter. Lncirsrcr nr~~p-mrici,
are of geat ayicultural importance due to their potemial for consumin%and destroyins
srops. Concern continues today as human disturbance of natural areas and certain
ayicultural practices. such as clearino land for gazing and allo\ving land to be
overgrazed, has inadvertently created habitat favourable for locusts. .Usa there is
continued concem regarding the impact of pesticides on non-target species (Chapman.
1976). It is not surprising therefore. that a rich literature spanning several decades has
accumulated on man? aspects of locust bioIog.
Locusts begin their Iife cycle as eggs deposited in soi1 within a protective matris
secreted by the female. The maximum number of eggs that c m be deposited per pod
depends on the number of ovarioles nithin the ovaries and in L. nticqarurÏo this is
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between 80 and 105 depending on phase (see below). This potential is not realized and
typically a pod wil1 contain approximately 60 eggs depending on the age and condition of
the female; approximately six pods will be deposited during the life of the locust. The
eggs develop in 8 to 12 days and first instar hoppers emerge from the egg chambers at the
soi1 surface. Locusts are hemimetabolous insects and as such the nymphs resemble the
adults. Locirsirr ~tiigmoriirhoppers develop in five juvenile instars, requiring
approsirnately 20 to 35 days, depending primarily on temperature and food availability,
before they emerçe as adults with hlly fonned wings. Reproductive maturation requires
approximately 25 to 33 days afier adult emergence. In some species this period of
development is hastened by the presence of mature adults and it is believed that males
produce a pheromone that hnctions to brin- the population into breeding synchrony
(Loher, 1960).
.-Vter adult emergence. a tùrther developmental period of approsimately two
iveeks is required before the ivings and tlight apparatus is capable of sustaining normal.
powered. prolonsed tlizht. During this period fit storage increases. niuscles increase in
mass. the cuticle thickens. hardens and changes colour and both the peripheral and central
nervous system undeyo substantiaI changes (Chapman, 1976; Wang et nl.. 1993: Jensen
and Weis-Fogh, 1962: Burrows, 1996). These changes include growth and
reorganization of flight intemeurons and sensory afferents (Gee and Robertson. 1993;
Gray and Robercson, 1996). Increases in afferent activity also influence the development
of the flight motor (Gray and Robertson 1994; 199f). Overall, the period of adult
maturation is characterized by an esponential increase in iving beat Frequency (Kutsch.

1973) and the ability of locusts to generate appropriate kinematics for generating lift and
thmst (Gewecke and Kutscb, 1979; Kutsch and Gewecke, 1979).
.Ail locust species eshibit two behaviouraily, and in some species morphologically
and physiologically, distinct phases (Uvarov, 1966). When locusts aggregate in large
numbers for migration by swarming, they are in the gregarious phase. At other times,
locusts tend toward isolation in their behaviour and are accordingly said to be in the
solita- phase. For several species of locusts. including L. ntigrc~toricr,the phases can be
distinguished by morphological characteristics. Solirary phase L. nrigr~iorinpossess a
pronotal crest and enlarzed hind-femora relative to gregarious phase individuals. rUso.
solitan phase females are larger than gregarious phase fernaies. but solitary phase males
are tqpically smaller than gregarious phase males. The two phases are also
distinsuishable by the colouration patterns of the nrmphs. Gregarious phase L.

r~i~grcrtoritr
nymphs are black and oranse but solicary phase nyrnphs are ="reen or straw
coloured. The transformation between phases is believed to bc primarily mediated by
frequent physical contact tvith conspecifics (i.e. the social enkironment) (Kennedy. 1956.
Cvarov, 1966).
Solitary and gregarious phase Iocusts differ in their tlight tendencies with solitac
t dispersal) and gregarious
phase locusts having a greater tendency to fiy at n i ~ h (for
phase locusts tending to fly during the day (in swarms) (Kennedy. 1956). XIass
mismtions allow the animals to esist in an emironment where food supply is irregular
and seasonai. One trigger ofien cited for the initiation of swarms is the onset of tain
caused by the convergence o f ~ v m
air masses; conditions that tend to favour g o w h of
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new plants and creation of habitats suitable for breeding and hopper development. Swarm
sizes of desert Iocusts, Schisrocrrca grrgarin, have been estimated to consist of rnany
million individuals spanning hundreds of square kilometers at altitudes reaching more
than 1000 meters (Uvarov, 1943). Swarm direction is primarily determined by wind
direction and svarms can travel50 to 100 kilometers per day and several hundreds of
kilometers before dispersing. These distances are not travelled in single flights and
locuscs set d o m during the night and during inclement weather, it is when the swarrn
settles that it does the most damage to plants and crops. The mechanism underlying
swarm cohesion is still little understood but is believed to involve a combination of
sensory cues including an optical tlow field, acoustic input, light cues. and detection of
wind senerated by the beating wings of other locusts in the swarm (Chapman, 1976;
Kutsch rr cri., 1994: Camhi cf of.. 1995). blost impressive is the density of indi~iduals
tlyins within swarms. Indiiiduals have been obsened travelino at speeds between three

and sis meters per second with mal1 inter-iridividual distances. Kutsch clr d.( 1994)
repon that smail pockets of locusts within a swam may be aerodynamically coupled and
tlying as close as 10 centimeters apart. Despite these high densities. and the tàct that at
the edges of swarms locusts are observed chanoing direction to fly back into the swarm.
locusts have never been reported to have mid-air collisions. In other words. Iocusts are

agile fliers. able to change speed and direction very quickiy.
For comprehensive information on the biology of locusts inciuding ecolog and
Iife-history. development, distribution and svarming behaviour. see the two voIumes by
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Sir Boris Uvarov (Uvarov, 1966; 1977) and reviews by Farrow (1990) and Gatehouse and
Zhang (1995).

1.1.3 Amenability for Flight and Sensorimotor Intesration Studies
ln locusts, flight is a robust behaviour and tethered locusts \ d l beat their winss for long
periods of time. oflen several minutes and in some instances more than an hour,
îàcilitating data collection. The rhythrnicity of the wing beat cycle means that large
amounts of cycle-to-cycle data can be collected quickly. A variety of recordin: methods
have been employed to record uing movement and muscIe activity. h'ing movements
have been recorded with various photopphic techniques (strobe photogaphy: Camhi.
1970; stereophotogaphy: Zarnack, 1972; long exposure sinole fiames: Thüring. 1956).
hi@-speed cinematography ( Weis-FOC and Jensen. 1956; Baker and Cooter. 1979a. b.
Baker el rd.. 198 1). masnetic coils (Koch. 1977: Zamack, 1978). and optoelectronic
methods (Hedwig and Becher. 1998). The accessibility of the tlight muscles. coupled
ivith identitiable landmarks on the esoskeleron that aid in localization (e.=. sutures,
membranes. and spiracles), has faciiitated multi-channe1 electromyo~raphyfrom tethered.
flying locusts (Wilson and N'eis-Fogh, 1962; Zarnack and XIolil, 1977). Perhaps the
most signiticant advance facilitating neuroethological approaches to nudying locust
tlight has come From Woifiam Kutsch and coIlea_oueswho have recently developed
telemetric dekices for recording flijht muscle activity in free-flyïng Iocusts (Kutsch- er

d,1993; Fischer, rr cd., 1996; Fischer, 1998). Aithough the size of available electronic
components bas Iimited the device to nvo channels of information and the weight ofthe
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battery necessary to powver the device has restricted studies to primarily fernale

Sd~ismrrcngrrgmia, considerable understanding is beginning to accumulate about the
relationship between wing kinematics and flight muscIe activity during fiee-flight.
Locusts are capable of tenerathg fli@t-Iike rnotor patterns in a restrained,
dissected condition making them amenabIe to studies using intracelIular recording
techniques for determining the neuronal (cellular) basis of sensonmotor intezgation
(Robenson and Pearson. 1983).Like man? invenebrates. locusts possess an accessible

CNS cornprised of identifiable intemeurons that are few and Iarge in comparison with
the interneurons of vertebrate nenous systems (Corner and Robertson, 700 1). This

means that the motor systern controlIing flight in locusts is more tracrable than other

venebrate or rnamrnalian motor synems. It is becominç increasingly etident that many
sirnilarities esist in the o-anizational principles soverning CNS orsankation in
invertebrates and venebrates. Because it is dificuIt, ~ v i t hfew esceptions. to understand
[lie celIuIar and synaptic mechanisms ot'sensorimotor integratian using vcrtebrate

models, locusts. and other imenebrate preparations. will pr0t.e valuable for tùture studies
ilfurphey. 1986: Harris-Wamck. 1993: Pearson. 1993).

1.7 The Locust Fli~htSystem

i . T l Kinematics

Li€iand rhrust are produced by the coordinated mot-ements of two pairs of ~vings. In
Iocusts. the \vin@ move independently unlikc other insects such as moths and bees in
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which the forewinzs are structurally coupled to the hindwings. The forewings of locusts
are long narrow and stiffer than the hindwings which are broader and more flexible. The
wings are comprised of thin cuticle andor epicuticle within a lattice of veins and cross
veins. The veins, which are primarily structural, also cary tracheae, nerves for sensory
organs such as tvind sensitive hairs, and haemolymph to maintain hydration of the cuticle
(Burrows, 1996). The shape of the wings is very important for generating aerodynamic
force. The forewinas are each slightly twisted along their length and resemble the blade
of a propeller. The structure and arrangement of the veins work in concert ~vithaccessos

flight muscles and the sclerites at the base of the wings to control camber. .A recent
biomechanical analysis of the hindwings ltas shown them to be particularly remarkable.
The carnber of the hind~vingsduring the do~vnstrokeis developed by the -umbrella effect'
which is an automatic consequence of the mechanical properties of the cuticle. the
anangement of the veins and cross veins. and the shape of the ~ving(Herbert rr a/.. 2000:
Smith er d..1000: Wootton, rr cd.. 2000)
Dunng straieht. level flight, the body is positi\.ely pitched at an angle betneen 5
and 10 degrees relative to the tlight path. The hindwing stroke leads the foreuins stroke

and the lefi and right \vine strokes are syrnmetrical about the dorsal-ventral a ~ i of
s the
body. Forewins stroke amplitudes are smaller than hindwing stroke amplitudes by
approsimately 30 d e g e s . Locuns tyically beat their wîngs at rates benveen 16 and
26 Hz and tlight speeds range from 3 to 6 meters per second dependin: on whether the

locust is in tethered or fiee-flight. Dunng horizontal free-flight, tlight speed is positively
corrclated wîth wing beat frequency (Baker et uL, 198 1). .As each wing is flapped- the
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wing tip path typically tollows a loop or figure-of-eight pattern and the major avis of this
looping pattern defines a stroke @ne. The stroke plane ofthe forewings and hindwings
are not paraIlel and the foreuhg stroke piane tends to be inclined away from the verticai
more than the hindwing stroke plane (Baker and Cooter, 1979a; Fischer and Kutsch,
2000). The downstroke duration is nonnally lonzer than the upstroke duration but

depends on the ascent angle of the iocuns flight path (Baker and Cooter. 1979a: Fischer
and Kutsch. 1990). At the end of the downstroke and upstroke the ivines flip over to
establish the angle ofattack for the next half stroke. Angle of attack, also called wing
twist or the amount of pronation or supination of the wing is the angle formed between

the surtàce ofthe ning and the direction of air flow. In tethered tlisht. the wings are
norrnally pronated dunng the dorvnstroke and supinated during the upstroke. CaIues for
kinematic parameters measured from rethered and fiee-flyins L. wLcrroriïrare
summarized in table 1 . 1 .
-4s noced above. many ofthese kinematic patterns depend on lvhother the iocust is

in horizontaI, climbing or descending tlisht. The do\instroke is responsibis for
producing most of the Iifi required for weight support and during climbing fli_otit
do~vnstrokeduration increases ~vhileoverall cycle Iength decreases (Fischer and Kutsch.
1999). .-Uthough this rneans that rting beat frequency increases. durins ascending flisht ir
is not correlated with flight speed Kutsch et al., 1999; Fischer and Kutsch. 1999). Body
angle relative ro the flight path decreases di-htly as ascent angle increases (Kutsch et c d .
1999: Fischer and Kutsch 1999). ï h e angle ofartack of the forewings increases

Table 1.1: VaIues of kinematic parameters surveyed fiom the literature* measured during
horizontal flight in tet hered and Free-tlying Locusta mipforicr.

Value
Rmge
Value
Ranp
1Y
16 to U
23
18 to 26
Wing b a t f q u c n q (HL)'
Wing b a t period (ms)
5;
63 to 41
43
56 to 33
Flight Spced (m/scc)'
3.15
1.5 to 4.3
4.5
3.5 to 6
Upsuoke to Doi~mtrokcRatio1:l.I ro 1:l.j
Foreuinps
1:I.j
1:1.3 10 Ir1.6
li1.4
1:L.j 10 L:L6
1:l.l to 1:l.S
~indtvink
80
75 10 140
liio
to 115
Foretvine. stroke amplitude (degrces)'
Hindt~ingstroke amplitude (degrcesY
1IO
95 io 1 3
135
to 155
B o d ~ange (dc_enics)'
not rclevcint
not cclevant
7.4
-5.1 to iii.5
ReIativc IO Iionzontal
Relative to flight patli
noi relevant
not rckvanr
5.2
-5.3 to 18.4
Srroke planc idcgmsl"
23
14 to 30
70
10 to 31
Forc~ving
Hindwings
3
not ~ncmtred not ~ i i c m r e d
'Wing b a t f q u e n q and îiiglir s w d in tethered fliglir are affecred by the spd of tlic windiunncl
c~nploycd.
'.AtXcled by b o d ~angle relative to horizontril t terlieredl or axent angis (frcc-fliglit): onI: nnge of valucs
WJS cited for Fm-Biglit (Baker and Cootcr. 1979;i)
'Fm flight wing slroke amplitude variation is as Iiigti as = 60 d c g e a (Brikcr and Cootcr. 1979a)
'Body angle is fiscd bu esperimenter dnring tetliering ~liercforcno values are prcscntcd. Dnring Ircc-flirlit
valtics rneanired Ironi Ili&-spced films ofsi~armsarc rcponed relative to Iiotizontal and rc1atr1-c
to tlie flight path of the indkiduds within rlie n i a r m
'bIcanired relative to IatcraI view of body iiitii O degrecs directl~above the animal and positive angles
measurcd counter clochise- Xote: miues depend on body angle (tetherai) and asccnt angle
ifree-ilight). Values for tetliered fliglit t e r e invariant (Gavtxkc and Kutsck 1979). values not
tneasurcd for Iiindwings during free-nidit(Baker and Cooter- L979a1.
* Daia compiled from: Baker and Cooter ( IY79a. b): Baker er O!. ( 199 1): Dawson. ri ai., ( 19971: Ge!\-xke
(1970: 1975): Gcwccke and Kurscli ( L979)r Kursch and Gctmke ( 19791: Robertson and R e y
( 1992)r Robertson er al.. ( 1996): Sciirveme and a r n a c k (1987): Tliüring ( 19SG). Average values
are cited wliet-c appropriate.
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(becomes more pronated) and wing stroke amplitude of both the forewings and
hindwings increases (Fischer and Kutsch 2000).
The movements of the wings do not soIely depend on muscle activity. Kinetic
energ from wing movements is stored in the cuticle, muscle, and connective tissue of the
thorax which has a mechanical resonance near the wingbeat fiequency of the animalThis is energetically favourable at the ends ofthe haIf-strokes when the \vinas reverse
direction. In insects such as flies and bees. the mechanical properties of the thoras play a
more estensive role in generating ~vingrnovements. In these insects flisht muscles are
myoaenic and therefore contractions are stimulated by the movements of the flisht
apparatus; neuronal input to the muscles acts to stan. stop, and 'tune' the rnovements of
the wings (Dudley, 2000).
It would be incorrect to impIy that the great diversity of insects that fly use the
same kinematic strategy. but obsenations from many insects. especially bees and
Iiawkmoths owing to their particularly ive11 characterized kinematics (Dudley and
Ellingon. 1990a. b; \\'ilIrnott and Ellingon. 1997%b) indicate certain trends that are
iisehl for comparison with locusts. The foliowing account describes the flight of a
typical insect (Ellington 1999;Dudley, 2000). Dunng horizontal fonvard flight, body
angle becomes more horizontal as the animal reaches its top tlight speed. Winp stroke
amplitude tends to decrease with increasins speed, and as the animal accelerates fonvard.
the stroke plane tilts fonvard. For those insects capable of hovenng, the stroke plane
approaches a horizontal Ievel as fonvard veIocity decreases to zero. Angle of attack
varies with flight speed and for some insects, a change in ange of attack done is
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sufficient for inducing forward acceieration. During slow forward flight and hovering,
the body hangs below the wing bases and stability is aided by the pendular motion of the
abdomen due to the relative positions of the centres of lift and mass. Similarly, during
tonvard flight, the centre of mass, which is ofien at the thorax-abdomen junction, tends to
produce an upward pitch of the head. For manoeuvrability, bilaterai differences in stroke
amplitudes and angle of attack produce rolI torques whereas increases in drag on one side
of the body, due to Ise- Iiiph ansies of attack in one wing, result in yaw torques.
Pitching is controlled by fore-afi shifis in the centre ooflift established by fore-afi
ditterences in the angles of elevation of the ~vingsrelative to the stroke plane.
Lrnfortunately, the majority of research into locust flight has employed tethered
Iocusts and many of the relationships betwesn kinematic and flight variables during
fonvard free-flight remain to be systematically quantified under controlled conditions.
For esample. for a free-flying locust in horizonta1 tli~ht.the relationship between body
angle. stroke plane angle of the fore- and hindwings, and iving stroke a m p h d e at
different flight speeds is not known. Changes in ansle of attack of the foreivings and
hindwinss at different flight speeds has also not been determined for locusts in freetlight. The data in table 1.1 show that there is ageement between some kinematic
variables in tethered and fiee-flying L. migrc11ori~7
validating the use of tethered animais
for man'; types of flight studies. However, certain variables such as wing beat frequenc.
tlight speed and stroke amplitudes, as weli as measurements of lifi and d r q , emphasize
that the soal of hture studies shodd be to employ ftee-flying animais. Knowing how
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kinematic variables interact under identical conditions in free-flight is prerequisite for
accurate mathematical modeling of the aerodynamic consequences of the kinematics.

1 2 . 2 Aerodynamics

To consider the flapping w i n ~ sof insects to be no different than the wings of an aircrafi
would mean that steady-state aerodynamic mechanisms can account for the lifi and thmst
observed in flying insects. When insect wings are considered to be fiat plates and the
cornples motions of the wings are ignored, then calculations of Iifi and drag will be
insutficient to account for ihat produced by the insect in tlight. This. of course. is the
fàllacv behind the daim rhat "an aerodynamicist proved that bumble bees can't tlF
(1:lcblasters. 1989). Steady-state aerodyamic mechanisms are those at play on a wing in
constant veiocity at constant angle ofattack. The motion of insect ivings. in contrast. are
no[ steady. The wings are constantly changing direction as they move up and down and
the angle of attack of the \vinas is constantly chansino throushout the stroke. Further, the
1i-h-tips

and wing bases travel through the air at ditferent velociries. The unsteady

movement of insect wïn~_s
means the underlying aerodynamic rnechanisms are different
than those that keep airplanes and helicopters aloi?.
Initial analyses of locust tlight (Jensen. 1956; Weis-Fogh. 1956) treated the
tlapping iving as a time senes of static States with the assumption that the instantaneous
forces would be the same as those on a wing in steady motion at the same instantaneous
velocity and ansle of attack. This quasi-steady approach is most usehl for m o d e I i ~the
fast fonvard flizht of certain insects, bats, and birds where the flight veIocity dominares
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the air flow over the wings and the flapping motion minimalIy disturbs the steady floivinç
air (Ellington, 1995). At slower flight speeds and larger flapping amplitudes, including
hovering, the quasi-steady approach breaks down, and for many insects, becomes totally
inadequate (Ellington, 1984a-c Ennos, 1989; Dudley and Ellington, 1WOa, b; Zanker and
Gotz, 1990; Dudley, 1991; Wilkin and Williams, 1993). For locust fight, Cloupeau rr 01..
(1979) measured Iift in tethered flying locusts and showed that peak lifi is approsimately
tivice the value calcu1ared by Jensen (1956). Differences between measured and
calculated lie using quasi-steady approaches confirm rhat unsteady effects are dominant
in insect fli&
Lifi is generated ~vhenair tlow over the upper surface of a wing is hster than the
air flow beneath. The velociry difference depends on the camber and angle of attack of
the \vins relative to the direction ofthe air meeting the leadingr edge of the iving. The
velocity difference can be represented by a vortes of air circulatino around the tving
nhere the strensth of the circularion of the vonex is directly proponional to the lifi

-zenerated by the \vins (Ellington. I9S4d). During flight, the wings must stop and reverse
direction at the end of each half stroke. In insects the leadins edge of the winss are
particularly sharp and the rapid start of the stroke at high angles of attack creates an
additional vortes at the leading edge. caIIed a Ieading edge vortes (LE\'). within the
bound vortes of the wing. The circulation of the LEV creates additional lift that
augments the lifi created by the bound vortes of the wing. Axial tlow within the LEV
travelling toivard the tvino tip dutins translation stabilizes the LEV and delays separation
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of the air flow From the wing surface in a process cailed delayed stall (Ellington. et a/..
1996).
One of the earIiest unsteady eEects to be suggested was the fling mechanism
proposed by Weis-Fogh (1973) for the rvasp Eticarsiafornosa. These wasps 'clap' their
wings together dorsaily then 'fling' them apart drarving air into the tvidening gap. The
circulation of the air entering the gap generated by the rapid opening of the whgs adds to
the circulation bound to the rving thereby enhancing lift. Variations on the fling
mechanisrn have been proposed by Ellington (l984d) and are ernployed by a variet' of
insects including locusts (Cooter and Baker, 1977).
At the ends of the translation phases of the wing, stroke, the tvings must rotate to
establish the angle of attack for the nexs translation phase. As the wing nears the end of
the downstroke, it supinates for the upstroke. and at the end of the upstroke. the wing
pronates for the downstroke. Dickinson rr cil.. (1999) has s h o w that if the win, rotates
just before the stroke reversal, rather than at or afier the stroke reversal, then the rotation
of the !king will a u g e n t the circulation of the vortes bound to the wing thereby creating
additional lie. This effect is similar to the Magus effect that esplains why a basebal1
thrown rvith spin follows a curved trajectory.
When the wing reverse direction at the haif strokes, the wings momentady corne
to a stop and shed their bound vonicity as a stopping vortex. In sorne insects. like
Drosopl~ilnsp., the ningbeats are so rapid that the linserino vorticity from the previous

stroke is 'captured' by the vorticity- of the present stroke. The interaction of the new
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bound vortex and the circulation in the 'captured' wake generates additional lift
(Dickinson et al., 1999).
The mechanisms descnbed above are believed to be general pnnciples underlying
flight in many insects, however, the insect models used to determine these mechanisms
(e.g. bees, hawkmoths, and fmitflies) are tùnctionally two-winged insects. Locusts, and
many other insects, are fùnctionally four-winged and the aerodynamic interactions
benveen the forewing pair and hindwing pair has not been nudied thoroughly but are
IikeIy to be comples. One complexity is that both the forewings and hindwings produce

lifi but not in equal amounts; the hindwings produce approsimately 7596 ofthe lift
required for weight balance in horizontal tli$t (Jensen, 1956). The hieh-titi mechanisms
employed by insects could not have becn predicted from quasi-steady analflical
techniques and it is interestin2 engineers developing micro-air \:ehicles (hIXlrs) are
turning to insects for kinematic strategies to rnaximize the payloads that these devices can
c a r y The mass supported by a MX\' is proportional to n ' ~ ' where n is winp beat
frequeiicy and R is \vins lengh (Ellington. 1999). This means that increases in [cina
Iength are more effective at increasing payload than increases in tvingbeat frequency Ir
follows that devices with four wings \vil1 be able to generate more lie than two-winged
devices operating at the same wing lengths and \vins beat tiequencies and in the comins
years. it is Iikely that focus will tum to hnctionally four-winged insects such as locusts.
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1.7.3 Motor Control

During flight, the four wings are controlled by approximately 40 muscles (10 per whg)
which in turn are innewated by approximately 110 motorneurons with cell bodies in the
thoracic central nervous system (Burrows, 1996). The oscillation of down and up
movements of the ~vingsare effected by depressor and elevator muscles respectiveiy.
These muscles can be fùrther classified as either direct muscles, indirect muscles or
accessoty muscles depending on their insertion sites within the thoras relative to the
wing Direct muscles control wïng movement by insertine directly on the sclerites at the
base of the wing. Indirect muscles affect wing movement by distorting the shape of the
thorai: these musdes insert on the tersurn and sternum of the thoras. or the cosa and
trochanter of the leg. Accessoty muscles shape wing movements and affect angle of
attack. The arranrement of the flight muscles in the thoras is s h o w in figure 1. i and the
nomenclature and kinematic etfects of the major flight muscles are summarized in table
1 . . In locusts, muscle contraction is initiated neurogenically and therefore

depolarkations of the tliyht muscles are synchronous with motor neuron activitu
originatins at the central nemous system. The number ofmotorneurons innervatins the
major flioht muscles is indicated in table 1.2.
The basic flight rhythm in iocusts is generated by a central pattern,nenerator

(CPG) comprised of a pool of intemeurons distributed within the three thoracic gan-ia
and first three abdominal neuromeres (Wilson, 1961; Robertson and Pearson. 1984:
Robertson and Pearson 198%~b). The CPG is suficient for generatin- the basic pattern
ofaItematin_aacti~ityin elevators and depressors but interactions wîth propt-îoceptors

Figure 1.1. Diasram of the thoracic rving musculature of a Iocust with accompanying
videostills o f a dissected Locirsrrr miLprroricr. DorsolongitudinaI muscles and
central nervous system (A). EIevator muscles (B).Depressor muscles (C).
Anterior is to the lefi. dorsal is up. TAS, tympanic air sac; II. mesothoracic
ganglion; III, rnetathoracic sanglion: IICs, mesothoracic cosa; IKs.
metathoracic cosa. Muscle nunibers follow Snodgrass ( 1929). Diasrams
modified tiom Sandeman ( 1961) and Xlohl and Zarnack (1977) as presented in
Burrorvs (1996). Scale bar is 10 mm for bot11 diagrams and videostiil images.
iTideostilI images taken by the author.

Table 1.2: Major flight muscles and reported* kinematic effects.
- .- .
--

hluscle'

Fint basalar
Second basalar

- ...

&~lcsotlionr Slcntl~otm
'17

117

Kincmatic effcct

~nscnion'

Depressor / Pronator
Depressor / Pronator
Dcpressor /Supinritor
Depressor
Etcvritor
Elcl-ator
Iflucnces mole of

Direct
Direct

Moror
vcuroni
1

Direct
Indirect
DosoIon_eirudin~I
First tcrgosremal
Indirect
Sccond tcgosernal
Indirect
Pteuro-aIar
Accesso~
attack
l=pleuroasiIlap)
Indimt
Elmror
Anterior t c r p o s a I
Elcvntor
Fint posterior tcrgocoscil
Indircct
Elevator
Sxond postcrior
Indirect
t c r-m o s a i
Tergotrocliantcnl
103
:;1
Elcvixor
Indirca
j
'Muscle nomcnclaturc according to Snodgnss !19291.
'~nscnionrcfc'cts IO ilic sile of mkclc nttaclrmcnt: dircct milxies insert onto the base of the wing. indirect
musclcs inscrt on Imtions iritliin ilie t l i o m otlicr tlian the a-ing bases (e.g tergum. sicrnunr.
cosac and trociirintcni.
'The nuinber of inotor neurons inncrmting the muscIc; for tlir second posterior tergocosal. four n i o m
nzumns innenate tlic incsotlioncic muscle and sis inncmte tlie mctatlioncic rnusclc. Burroïis
( 1996) reports sliglilly diffcrcnt numbcn of motor neurons innemaring XIliT=2. hIlZS=5 and

Subdar

hiS9=3.

Wilson and \Veis-Fo& 1962: Bently, 1970r Elson and Pflügr. 1986: Pflüger er 01.. 1986- WoIL 199,:
Burmvs. l996: Shocrn6&crand Robertson. 1'19%
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(e.g. tejulae, stretch receptors, and campaniform sensillae), eaeroceptors (e.g. wind

sensitive hairs on the head and wings), and humoural factors (e.g. octopamine) contirm
that sensory feedback and neurornodulation is necessary to account for the emergent
properties of the Bi& system (Gewecke, 1970; Wendler, 1974; Gewecke, 1975; Bacon
and Tyrer, 1979; Atman, 1982; Horsmann, et crl., 1983; Pearson, et al., 1983; Mohi,
I985a-c; Elson, 1987; Pearson and Wolf, 1987; Wolfand Pearson, 1987; Reye and
Pearson. 1988; Wolf and Pearson, 1989; Pearson and Ramirez 1990; Ramirez and
Orchard, 1990; Ramirez and Pearson, 199 1; Orchard rr al., 1993; Wolf, 1993; Gee and
Robertson. 1998; Gee rr al.. 1998). Sensory input to the flight motor is critical for
making adaptive changes to the pattern of movement of the wings. X locust with a @id.
uninterruptible flight pattem would not be able to make the continuous and numerous
adjustments necessa? to cope ivith turbulence. motor errors in the tlight apparatus. and
unespected events occurring in the environment.

The fùnction of the tlight pattern generator is to produce a motor pattern that niIl evoke
appropriate wing movements that will result in the production of aerodjamic forces
sufficient to balance body weieht during flight. A motor pattern is the coordinated series
of muscle activations that underlie a behaviour. in locusts, because contraction of the
tlight muscles are under neurogenic control (Le. the flight muscles are synchronous or
nonfibrilIar), eiectromyograms (EMGs) are a sood tooI for studyinz aspects of the central
and motorneuronal events effecting flight. EXIGs recorded tiom fligiit muscles provide
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three types of information. The first is recruitment, rvhich is the number of motor units
beinç activated within a cycle. When more than one motor unit is activated, the resulting
waveform in the EhfG oiten appears larger in amplitude or with shoulders relative to the
waveforms of subsequent cycles. This is because different motor units of the same
muscle are activated synchronously or nearly so. The second piece of information is the
number of depolarizations of the muscle per activation cycle. This is a measure of the
force of contraction of the muscle (or depression of the wing). The Iast piece of
information is timing information. The timing of muscle activations (often called phase
shifts in the Iiterature) are most important for flisht and steering because asymmetries
berween contralaterally homologous muscles and between different muscles on the same
side affect the timing ofkinematic changes in the wings. The amplitude ofthe E!!G
waveforms is ofien not usetùl because ElIGs are estritcellular recordings and susceptible
to physical parameters such as electrode position relative to the muscle of interest and
adjacent musdes. conductivity of the tissue and electrode material. and movernent
artefacrs. Hon evcr. relative amplitude ttlitliin a sinije recording can be used to discern
the activity ofdifferent motor units. and in some cases. antagonistic muscles le.2.
elevator and depressors).
The force generaced by contraction of the muscles is controIIed by rhe number and
tiequency of depolarizations. Typically. locust fliaht muscles are innenated by
relative- few 1<5) motor neurons and recruitment probably plays a small role in
regdatins contraction stren,nth. Motor neuron terminais innervate the muscle fibres
along their Iengli and in large musctes, such as the dorsal Ionsitudina1 muscIes (XI8 1.
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M l 12), the innervation d l be such that different motor units are formed. Because the

wing beat period is short (50 ms), ttvitches induced in depressor and elevator muscles can
overlap creating inefficiencies in flapping. Octopamine released during flight shonens
the duration of twitches and increases the force of muscle contractions (Whim and Evans,
1988).
As indicated by Schmidt and Zarnack (1987). when recording a flight motor
pattern it is important to record fiom as many muscles as possibIe because lifi and thrust
are controlled by many kinematic parameters ( e . ~wing
.
stroke amplitude, angle of attack,
fore-hindwing interactions, etc.) which in tum are established by the concerted action of
al1 the muscles controlling each of the tvings. Simultaneous multiple muscle recordings
tiom tlight muscles during straight, terhered flight were first recorded by !Vilson and
Weis-Fogh (1962) and latsr by others (Zarnack and Mohl. 1977: Nohl. 19Sja;
Shoemaker. 1998: Kutsch. 1999). During horizontal tethered Biaht, the hindivings lead
the forewings and accordingly the hindwing depressor muscles are activated bcfore the
forewing depressor muscles (figure 1.1).The las between hindwing and forewing
depressor activation depends on winn, beat fiequenq, but is typically in the range of 5 to
10 ms. Al1 hindwing depressor muscles are essentiaily activated together and bI 127.

MI38 and Ml29 inte~alsare typicaily Iess than 4 ms. In the forewings, M97 tires first.
followed by M9S and M99. M98 and M99 usually tire within approsimately 2 ms of
each other. The do~mstrokeis normal- longer than the upstroke and elevator actikity
begins just before or at the beginning of the upstroke.

Figure 1.2. The locust wingstroke and basic motor pattern. The Iarger amplitude
hindwing stroke (open circlesj leads the lower amplitude forervin3 stroke (closed
circles) (Top). Xpproximate times ofdepressor and elevator activity are indicated
in relation to the phases of the wingstroke (rectangles) (Bottom). Lon~itudinal
depressors are the dorsoIongitudina1(indirect depressor) muscles and verticai
depressors are rhe direct depressor muscles of figure 1. I and table 1.2. D-E.
depressor-elevator inten-al;E-D, elevator-depressor intemal. Moditied from
\ireis-Fozh ( l956b) as presented in Burrows ( 1996)".
*Prim of die dirignm prcscntcd in B u m n s ( I W G I an: dso prcsuiii;ibly frorn LGison and \VUSFoch [ 1'167 1.
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The motor pattern during straight, horizontal, free-flight is the same as during
tethered flight wïth the exception of the timing of M99 which occurs before M97 and
M98 (Kutsch, 1999). This difference in timing rnay be related to the requirernent of fiee-

flying Iocusts to regulate lift. The timing of M99 (and M85)relative to M97 and Mg8
infhences the angle of attack of the forewings (see below) which \vil1 affect the amount
of lifi generated by the wings. .iüthough only a trend, the activity of the motor units of
M99 may also depend on flight speed where the second motor unit increases spiking as
ilight speed increases (Kutsch rr cd., 1999). During climbins flight, elevator timing is
delayed as ascent angle increases (Fischer and Kutsch, 1999). Both motor units of M9Ci
are active during descending flight but only the first is active during climbing tlight.
Similarly, MS3 and bIS4 only have one motor unit that increases in number of spikes as
ascent angle increases (Kutsch t.1 cd.. 1999). These results are consistent with
obsenations of tethered locusts at different body angles (Zamack and b'onrnann. 19S9:
IVonrnann and Zamack, 1993).

1.2.5 Steering

Steering can be defined as behatiour that induces yaw. roll or pitch toques that chanse
the flight path of a tlyÏng locust ( t i g e 1.3). Steering mechanisms are necessary to make
corrections to unespected deviations from a straight flight path (correctional steeirg) and
to esecute volunta- turns (intentionai steering). Of these two types of steering, the

neuromuscuIar mechanisms underlying correctionai steering to maintain a stable tisuaI
field has been the rnost intensively studied.

Figure 1.3. Lifl and thnist are the orthogonal components of the resultant force generated
by the flapping motion of the wings durin= tlight. Yaw, pitch and roll are
rotations about the principle tliaht axes that result from toque forces generated
during steering manoeuvres. Sideslip is lateral translation of the body without
rotation about the flight ases. Pronation and supination are rotations of the nings
about their longitudinal &\es; pronation results when the leadin8 edge tilts dotvn
relative to the direction of oncoming air. supination results ~vhenthe leading edge
tilts up. Taken fion1 $[oh1 (1989).

The locust optomotor response is a reaction to instabilities in the visual
environment, detected by the compound eyes and oceili. that cause a corrective steering
response. The optomotor response of Iocusts can be demonstrated by placing a tethered
flying locust on a torque meter in front oPa textured pattern. When the pattern is rnoved,
the locust wil1 rotate its head and produce a steering torque in the direction ofmovement
of the pattern (Robert, 1988). Head rotation is believed to protide visual reafference and
a proprioceptive sipal Eorn mechanoreceptors at the neck that together improve the
accuracy of the correctional steering response (Hensler and Robert, 1990: Robert and
RoweII, I997a). Unexpected deviations tiom straight flizht can also produce momentan
asymmetries in airflow oover the locust body which are detected by the wind-sensiti~~e
rnechanosensory hairs on the head and body Weis-Fogh. 1949).
The correctional steerino response. ur -autopilot', is mediated by deviation
detector neurons tvhich are large cells tvith somata in the supraoesophagea1 ganglion and
descending asonai projections to the tharacic ganglia. The? receive input t'rom the
compound eyes. ocelli and wind sensitive hairs and discharse ronically to specitic
stimuli. The rnorpholo~and response propenies olthree deviation detectors. DhX

DhXI and DNC. have been characterized in detail (Griss and Roxvell. 1986: Rowell and
Reicliert, 1956; RoweII, 19S9). As an esampIe. D M responds best [O an ipsilateral (ivith
respect to the side of the descending a o n ) roll alfa'. fiom the horizon coupled ~ i t yaw
h
and doimward pitch. such as a banked- downtvûrd turn. Debiation derector neurons rnake
connections with flight motor neurons but also ivith thoracic interneurons that. in turn
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make excitatory and inhibitory connections ivith specific flight motor neurons (Reichen
and Rowell, 1985).

The thoracic intemeurons are numerous and are divided into two classes based on
response properties (Reichert and Rowell, 1985). The first class are al1 are multimodal
and respond to wind, visual input from the cornpound eyes and ocelli, tactile input andor
auditory input. These neurons receive syrnmetric input from the ocelli. are not pliasically
rnodulated dunng flight. and therefore probabty play a role in initiatins tlight or
mediating stade responses but are not invdved in correctional steering. The second
class are more certainly invoived in correctional steerine and receive asymmetric oceilar
input and respond to specific roll. and pitch conditions. These neurons are multimodal
and are modulated dunng specific phases of the flight cycle (i.e. the? are escited durine
either the depressor or elevator phase) (Reichert and Rowell. 1985). As an esample.
intemeuron 0 16 is a candidate for definition as a thoracic interneuron: it is active during
ipsilateral roll and is (possibly)post-~napticto D M and DNLI. it is depolarized (and
produces action potentials) duting the depressor phase of the fli& cycle and is inhibited
during the elevator phase. and it receives input from interneurons of the tlisht pattern

-(Jenerator(e.g. IPSPs tom interneurons 40 Iand 5 I l and EPSPs from interneuron 506)
(Rotvell and Reichert. 199 1). The modulation of the thoracic intemeurons by the flight
pattem generator is important because is proildes a mechanism for gatins the descendininformation From the deviation detectors ro the flight motomeurons dunng the
appropnate phase of the iiing beat cycle. Therefore. only when the fli-t

pattem
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çenerator is active, as is the case wheo the animal is flying, \vil1 corrective steering
responses be evoked (Reichert and RowelI, 1985; 1986; Reichert rr ni,. 1985).
Intentional steering occurs when an animal voluntarily changes its fl ight path.
This may be a response to an eaernal cue such as impending collision, or an interna1 cue
such as finding a food source. Locusts must possess mechanisms for suppressin_e
correctional responses generated during intentional steering. For esample, the visual
tlow field !vil1 appear to move to the right both for an intentional turn to the left or an
unespected deviation in tlight path to the lek if the correctionai steering response is not
suppressed then the motor command generated by the intentionai steering response will
be in conflict. During intentional steering, head rotation is in the opposite direction to the

turn and current evidence suygests that optorriotor intertèrence is suppressed in such
instances (Robert and Rotvell. l992a).
Steerïns torques are zenerated by changes in iving kinematics a d o r chanaes in
body posture rthat create asymmetric Iifi or rlirust forces or increase drag on part of the
body. U'lien locusts stser the? defiect their abdomens and hindless toward the direaion
ofthe intended turn (Carnhi, 1970; &bas, 1956; Baader, 1990: Lorez. 1995) Deflection
causes an increase in drag and shifts the centre of rnass around which flight forces act
(Carnhi. 1970; Zanker. 1983). .%lthoughthese rnovernents contribute to the steerinr
turques thar are zenerated. it is changes in the \vins kinematics that are most important
for steerin~.In fact, during correctional steerins often ni-inokinematic changes alone are
suffitient for restoring the flight path. The iiing movernents that are produced during
steering and their underlyin_rmotor patterns are not welI undemood. especially in free-
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tlight. Wing kinematic changes in tethered Iocusts that have been described as
contributing to steering torques include asymetric changes in angle of attack of the
wings, asymmetric changes in wing stroke amplitude and phase shifts in the timing of the
wing beats either bebveen forewing and hindwing pairs or between contralateral wing
pairs (for review see Roweil, 1958 and Dudley, 2000).
Studies of correctionai and intentional steerins most frequently cite changes in
angle of attack as being the most important kinematic parameter for generating steering
torques (Dugard, 1967; Baker 1979a; Zarnack, 1988; Waldmann and Zarnack, 1988).
During a turn, the wing on the inside of the turn path is more pronated than the wing on
the outside of the turn. Increasing the angle ofattack (pitchin~the wing down relative to
the oncoming air) decreases the amount of lift produced by the vino. .Ansle of attack is
established by the relative timing of basalar, subalar and pleuro-alar muscles and moror
patterns recorded from the fore~vingsdurins steerins frequently show phase shifis in the
relative timing of these muscles (Zarnack and MohI. 1977. Shoemaker, 1998). The
mechanism for establishing angle ofattack ruas determined by Sachtigail( 1981 ) and
Pfau and Sachtigall( 1981) but is brietly reuetved in English by Nachtigall(1959).
-4qmrnetric forevins depression coupled with asyrnmetries in angle of attack.
are commonly o b s e ~ e ddunns avoidance reactions (intentional steering) to objects on
collision courses (Robertson and Reye, 1992) and intense radiant heat (Robertson et d,
1996). During coIIision avoidance, forewina asymmetcy is accompanied by the
production of yaw torques away from the oncomin_oobject (Robertson and Johnson,
1993). .bymmetric changes in wkiingstroke ampiinide are also obsemed during
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correctional steering but aerodynamic expIanations for their role are less clear (Thüring,
1986; Waidmann and Zamack, 1988; Zamack, 1988). Changes in the forewing stroke
relative to the hindwing stroke are also thought to play a role in steering (Schwenne and
Zamack, 1987; Zamack, 1988) but until the aerodynamics of these interactions are better
understood the siyificance of the observed kinematics \vil1 remain speculation.
Regardless, it is clear that the forewings play the dominant role in generating asynmetric
forces for steering and e~idenceof this is that hindiving kinematic changes during
steering, when they are observed. are smaI1.

1.7.6 Motor Patterns Durin2 Steering
Lefi-right asynmetries in the timing of contraIateraIly homologous muscle activations are
most important for establishinç asymmetric wing kinematics that will produce yaw and
roll torques. Zamack and hfohl(I977) found that tethered locusts rotated independently
around their yaiv. pitch and roll axes while flfino in a ivind Stream sliifted the activation
times of al1 the major depressor muscles relative to the mean time of the \vina stroke
cycle (calculated as the mean time of al1 active spikes for a cycle). When locusts were
rotated in yaw, they found that muscles M97, M98, M127. and Ml28 (the first and
second basalars) shifted tosether and fired earlier on the ipsilateral side relative to the
direction of yaw rotation. hIuscles XI99 and MI29 (the subalars) shified tosether and
fired later on the ipsilateral side of the rotation. When locusts were rolled. they found
that a11 foreilng muscles on the contraiateral side relative to the roll direction shified and
fired earlier whereas the muscles on the ipsilateral side were depolarized later. M e n
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locusts were pitched, they found that the depressor muscles on left and right sides shified
together with M97 and Mg8 advancing in the cycle and M99 and 129 firing later. For al1
these stimuli, the amplitude of the rotations was 15 degrees and the magnitude of shifis in
the muscles was less than 6 ms. During these correctional steering responses, shifts in
muscle timing were accompanied by changes in the number of spikes per cycle in some,
but not ail of the depressor m'iscles. During imposed yaw. Mg8 and M99 showed
increases in the number of spikes but kt97 and Ml27 did not (Evlohl and Zamack. 1977).
Similar shifis in timing are observed when locusts are engaged in correctional
steering to re-stabilize a roIIing visual horizon (Thuriny, 1986; Schmidt and Zamack.
1987: Waldrnann and Zamack. 1988). [n these studies, the forewing depressors

ipsilateral to the tum direction fire earlier. bp about 5 ms, than their contralateral
hornolo~uesbut there is no accompanying change in the number of spikes per cycle. The
time shifis of the hindtving depressors. Ml27 (Schmidt and Zarnack. 1987) and 1.1119
(Tliüring, 1986) shifi in opposite directions ta the foretvings.
-4though intentional steenng manoeuvres are noc isolated in yatv. roll and pitch
as above. similar patterns of change in depressor timing are obsen-ed durin2 thermal
avoidance steering (Shoemaker and Robertson. 1995). Foretting depressor muscles are
activated earlier on the side on the inside of the turn path but hindwing MI27 are
activated later. The shifis in forewing muscie activation are larger than observed during
correctional steering and shifis as large as 12 ms have been observed (Baker, 1979b.
Robertson Cr cd.. 1996; Shoemaker and Robertson. 1998). Further. unlike correctionaI
steering, intentionaI steenna manoeuvres are accompanied by increases in the nurnber of
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spikes per cycle. Hindwing motor patterns have received relatively Iittle attention,
presumably because they are thought to contribute little to generating steering torques.
and shifts in depressor timing during intentional (and correctiond steering) are small
relative to the shifts of seen in the forewings.

1.3.7 Tethering \!S. Free-flight
Lrntil recentiy. motor pattern studies have been restricted to studies with tethered animals.
Although tethering animals is convenient for detaiied recordings of wing movement and
muscle activity and for employing other transducers durin: esperimentation. this
convenience comes at a cost. Tethering afFects the performance of the locust by opening
or interfering with sensory feedback loops that are normal1 closed during free-flight.
Even with sophisticated tethenn- equipment (Baader. a ni., 1992; Spork and Preiss.
1993). restricting the movement of the animal results in either absent or inappropriate

esteroceptive and proprioceptive sensory information being processed by the animal.
The most commonly cited effect of tethering is that wing beat frequency of tethered
locusts is lower than that for free-&in% locusts (Baker. er ai., 1981; Kutsch and
Stevenson, 198 1) and that tethered locusts frequently do not produce suficiem lift to
counter their body weight (Gewecke and Kutsch, 1979; Kutsch and Gewecke, 1979;
Zamack and Wortmann. 1989). During steering studies. the direction of fictive turns is
otien affected and this is apparent as biases in left-right qmmetries in the timing of
contralateraily homologous flight muscle activation (Robertson rr c d , 1996: Shoemaker
and Robertson, 19%). -Aithou$ manipulating the tether can reverse the direction of
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these biases, frequently it is not possible to eliminate the biases altogether (Dawson,
persona1 observation).
Despite the limitations of tethering locusts, it is clear that elements of the
behaviour are real. The responses of tethered locuns to bat-like sounds (Robert, 1989),
objects on collision course (Robertson and Reye, 1993; Robertson and Johnson, 1993)
and intense radiant heat sources (Robertson et al., 1996; Shoernaker and Robertson.
1998) are coordinated responses that show agreement in several behab-iours indicative of

attempted steering direction such as the direction of abdomen and hindleg detlection. the
direction of yaw torques. shifis in wing kinematic parameters such as angle of attack and
fore~vingasymmetry, and the sign of shifis in leil-right M97 activity. Roeder ( 1967b:

1975) has offered enliehtenino discussion on the subject of esposing tethered insects to
sound and cautions that that certain aspects of the responses obsewed \vil1 be affected by
the etfects of tethering more than others. This author agrees and notes that in the case of
startldescape responses, whicli are characteristically short latency. abrupt reactions to a
stimulus, the initial events of the reaction are likely less affected by tethering than Iater
events. This is especially tme in cases where reactions last several hundred wing beat
cycles (e-g. thermal avoidance).
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1.3 Locust Bioacoustics

In Iocusts, as with many members of the Acrididae, the e a n are located on either side of
the first abdominal segment. The tympanic membrane of l.ocirsto ~nigratorinmeasures
approsimately 1.5 mm wide and 2 mm long and is supported by a r i n ~of rigid. heaviiy
scleritized cuticle recessed into the abdominal wall Itigure 1.4). The tympanic membrane
is backed by several air sacs (labelled TAS in fisure 1.1) derived tiom trachea. The air
sacs. which are open to the esterior of the animai by way of the spiracies of adjacent
segments, allow the tympanic membrane unimpeded tibration.
Sound localization occurs in two ways. A r toiv frequencies (less than approsimately S

W )sounds
,
are transmitted tliough the body. which acts as a low-pass filter. and the ear
acts as a mised pressure and pressure gradient receiver. At high frequencies (sreater than
approsirnately 10 Hz). sounds are ditfiacred and attenuated by [lie body and localization
is by inter-aura1 intensity differences (Romer, 1976: Miller. 1977). A t these hipher
tiequencies the ear acts as a pure pressure receiver t'clichelsen. 1971a-c). The sound
pressure gradient at the two ears of a locusr anaesthetized in ypical flight posture (mid
doiinstroke) esposed to 15 kHz and 30 M z sounds is on average 8.1= 2.1 dB and is due
to a -sound shadow' cast by the body of the Iocust (Robert. 19S9). The posture of the
~ving,legs, and abdomen have a srna11 effect on the ability of Iocusts to localize sounds
at these hi- tiequencies (Adam 1953; hIiIier, 1977: Roben. 1989j.

Fisure 1.4. Diasram of the locust tympanum (A). Video still image of a dissected
Lociurn n~ig-nroricrtvmpanum with the tympanic air sac removed showing
Miieller's Organ. ~ i &is from the inside animal looking out through the
tympanic membrane. AN. auditory neme; $1. Müeller's Orsan: Py, pyrifonn
vesicle; Thick, region of thick membrane; Thin. region of thin membrane.
Anterior is to the left. dorsal is up. Scale bar is I .5 mm. Diagani taken from
Gray ( 1960). videostill image taken by the author.
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Frequency discrimination in locusts is due to the mechanical properties oFthe ear and the
spatial arrangement of the receptor cells within the auditory receptor organ, called
Müller's organ (Michelsen, 1971a-c; Stephen and Bennet-Clark, 1982; Breckow and
Sippel, 1985). The locust tyrnpanum varies in thickness with anterior portions being
composed of relatively thick cuticle and posterior portions composed of relatively thin
cuticle (figure 1.4). Müller's organ is an assernbly of sclerites attached to the interior
surface of the tympanic membrane at the transition of the thick and thin regions of
cuticle. It sits atop a tripod of three sderites: the folded body and styliform body
forminp two leas of the tripod positioned on the thick part of the membrane, and the
hsiform body forming the third lez which attaches at the pyriform vesicle on the thin
portion of the cuticle. The sclerites ofkIü1lerts organ contain approsimately 60 to SO
scolopidial cells (Gray, 1960). the axons of ivhich form the auditos. nerve which enters
the metathoracic ganglion bu way of nerve si,. The scolopidial cells are organized into
four groups based on their location within MüIler's organ (numbers in parentheses
indicate approsimate number of scolopidial ceIls found): the 2 receptors (n=35) are found
near the elevated process. the b receptors (n=12) are near the tip of the styliform body.
the c receptors (n=lO) are near the folded body and the d receptors (n=8) are near the
pyriforrn vesicle. The Iast group of receptors, the d goup, are ofparticular importance in
hish-fiequency hearing because the pyriform vesicle is attached to the tynpanum ivtiere
it is quite thin, although not the most thin regon of the membrane (figure 1.4).
Pressure waves set the t-panic

membrane into kibration but because it varies in

thickness and because of the presence (Le. iveight and location) of Müller's orsan. the
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vibrations of the systern are cornplex. The systern, as a whole, has two fiequency ranges
within which it resonates, one resonant peak is in a low Frequency range of 1.5 to 9 kHz,
and the other is in a higher fiequency range of 10 to 30 W. Funher, the membrane
where the sclerites of Müller's orsan attach resonate at different Frequencies. The
membrane at the folded body resonates at 3.5 Wz, at the styliform body it resonates at
5.6 kHz,and at the tùsiform body it resonates at the highest fiequency of 13 W .

Depending on frequenq, when the tympanurn vibrates, a cornplex distribution of
sheanng forces are generated between the different sclerites of Müller's organ that
generate a unique pattern of receptor potentiats in the dendrites of the auditory receptor
ceils. Therefore, it is the relative activity of the different receptors. due to their spatial
anan_nernentwithin Müller's organ and the mechanical properties of Müller's organ and
the tympanic membrane that provides fiequency specitic information to the CNS.

Recently, Meyer and Elsner ( 1996) surveyed several acridid grasshopper species
usin5 laser-doper vibrornetry to determine the relationship between membrane vibration
characteristics. auditory newe thresholds, and characteristics of the sons spectra. This
study surveyed IS species from the subfamily Gomphocerinae, a p u p tvhich uses
elaborate acoustic signals in mate finding and recopition, and two species fiorn the
subfarnily Oedipodinae including L. migrcltorilr. They showed that for L. migr~irorraand
the Gornphocerinae. the membrane is in maximum tibration around S IiHz at the a ceIl
attachrnent site and is in rna.imurn tibration around both S lrHz and 16 Eiz at the d cell
attachment site. Song spectra for L. rrtigrntorin and the rnajority of the Gornphocerinae
indicate a low ffequency peak around S kHz which agees ttith the frequency of
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masimum vibration at the a ceIl attachent site; however. the sono spectra of the
Gomphocerinae also show a high-frequency peak around 30 CcHz which is does not match
the kequency of vibration of the membrane at the d ceIl attachment site. A t h o u ~ hMeyer
and Elsner ( 1996) only indicate a low fiequency peak in the song spectra of L.

migrutorin, this author's analysis oFthe stridulation sounds indicates a second peak in the
spectmm, albeit of lower energ relative to the peak fiequency. between 30 and 40 kHz
(see below and figure i .6).Therefore. just as in the Gomphocerinae. there appears to be a
discrepancy in the high-frequency tuning of the tympanum vibrations for L. migrnroricr.
Audiograms generated by recording compound action potentials from nerve sis of

L. migrc~roricr(fisure 1.5) show geatest sensitivity to frequencies below 70 kHz which
are in register \rith the dominant frequency band contained in the sonç spectmm.
hudio~ramsfroni nerve sis recordings of the Gomphocerinae, in contras. are more
broadly tuned and typically slio~vt~vobest tiequency ranges. one bet~veen5 and 15 kHz
and the other around 30 kHz. This is also in agreement tvith the frequencies contained in
the Song spectra but is not in agreement nith the tuning ofthe tympanal vibrations at the
hi$-tiequency receptor ceII attachment locations. The esplanation suggested by lleyer
and Elsner (1996) for this discrepancy is that the fusiform body has a resonant tiequency

-zreater than 20 kHz. This is possible because the fùsiform body iç attached to the
membrane at the pyn'form vesicle. a thin pan of the membrane. and because it is
stnxturally separate fron the rest of hiüller's organ, it will therefore have unique
vibrational characteristics. Breckow and Sippel11985) shorved that the fusiform body
had a resonant fiequency near 13 W but their tests onIy esended to a maximum of

Fipre 1.5. Audiograms of Loarstn migrntorirr denved fiom extracellular whole nerve
recordings fiom nerve six Audiograms were determined with the hindwing
elevated to simulate the start of the downstroke (closed circles) and with the
hindwing depressed and covering the ear to simulate the bottom of the
downstroke (open circles). The audiogram shows that the locust ear is most
sensitive to sounds with carrier frequencies below 20 W (the frequency range of
the speaker used in the procedure did not allow testing below 5 kHz and therefore
determination of the best frequency). The number of low fiequency receptors,
n=57, originating in klüeller's Organ is much larger than the number of hi@Fiequency sensitive receptors, n=8 (Gray, 1960). Therefore. in e?rtracellular
whole nerve recordings, it is more dificult to detect the activity of the highfrequency fibres against background activity and this results in an apparent
absence of high-fiequency sensitivity. Despite this limitation, a slight increase in
sensitivity to frequencies between 30 and 45 Wz is apparent. Data are means
fiom five animais, error bars represent one standard deviation.
Audiograms were determined in a Faraday cage lined with sound attenuating
foam. Animais were fastened to modeling clay ventmm up. X small \vindow was
cut into the meso-metathoracic sterna to expose the metathoracic ganglion and
nerve sis. Care was taken not to disturb the trachea or air sacs of the ear
Estracellular recordings were niade with stainless steel hook electrodes and
compound action potentials (CJSs) were amplified (Grass, model P 15) and
displayed on the screen of a digital storage oscilloscope with sweep avera~ing
capabilities (Tektronis TekScope, model THS7 10-4).A speaker (Technics. mode1
EXS 10TH400B)was position 20 cm from the tympanurn. Stimulus pulses
consisted of 5 ms shaped pulses (0.5 ms risdfall time) presented at a 500 ms
period. During testing, the carrier frequency of the stimulus pulses t'as
incremented fiom 5 Wz to 75 kHz in 5 W steps. At each frequency, intensity
was gradually increased until threshold was determined. ThreshoId was detected
by triggering the oscilIoscope with the stimulus pulses and averaging eight
consecutive sweeps. ThreshoId was reached when the amplitude of the CAP ivas
twice the amplitude of background noise. Sound intensity was calibrated by
broadcaning pure tones equaI in peak to peak amplitude as the stimulus pulses
lstapells rr ,'IC 1982) to a K inch Brüei and Kjrer microphone (type 4135 withour
protective grid) positioned in the faraday cage at the same position as the Iocust
tympanum durin%testing. Intensities were read directly frorn the output of a
Brüel and Kjzr sound Ievei meter (type 26 10).

100

--

Ears uncovcred
Ears coverd

20 W . Therefore. as Meyer and Elsner (1996) susgest, it is an open question as to

whether there is a separate resonance peak in the ultrasonic region. This is an important
question to answer because if this is true for the Gomphocerinae then it wouId likely also
be true for L. tnigrcrtorin and would provide a biophysical basis for explaining the high(Robert, 1989).
frequency tuning of the ASR of L. n~~gntor~cr
Estracellular recordings fiom neme sis are multiunit recordings and the amplitude
of the compound action potentia1 depends on the number of receptor fibres active aat the
site of the recording electrode. There are approximately 57 Iow frequency receptors and
S high-frequency receptors in L. tnipr.crruric~(Gray. 1960). Therefore it is more dificult

to detect the activity of the high-frequency receptors amongst backgound activity
occurring in the nene than it is to detect the activity of the low frequency receptors. The
fùnctional consequence of this is that threshold ivill be underestimated when based on
detecting the amplitude of the compound action potential, for esample by considenng
threshold when activity esceeds tibice the amplitude of background acticity (Yack et cri..
2000).
Another method of assessin,o auditory sensiti\.ity, especially to high-fiequency
sounds, is with audiograms derived from behavioural criteria for threshold detection.
This technique takes advantage of the tàct that certain components of the acoustic
startlelescape response are relatively stereotlrped behaviours and are easy to detect in
tethered. tlyins locusts. One parameter used by Robert (1989)and by îhis author (chapter
4, figre 4-4) is lateral deflection of the abdomen indicating an intended steering response

(Camhi. 1970). Behatioural audiogams show a clear best frequency between 23 and 30

Fisure 1.6. Oscillograms and frequency spectra of the tegrnino-femoral stridulatory
sounds of Lonrsm tt~igrntorirr,Chirps from three different locusts were recorded
in a faraday cage lined with sound attenuatinç foam. Topmost oscillograrn is two
chirps, lower oscillogam is an espanded view of the first chirp. Sounds are
produced when the metathoracic femur is moved against serrations present on
intercala- vein of the forewins. The first pulse in a chirp is the result of the leg
beinç elevated and subsequent double pulses are generated by the leg being
Iowered and raised again ngainst the 'file' on the forewing. The sounds are broad
band with peak energies between S and 30 kHz Harmonies are also e~ident
between 30 and 50 kHz. T>~icallyody a few chirps are produced at a rime by
solitary males or males in copula when disturbed by other individuals. Each chirp
consists of 6 to 12 double pulses and the pulses uithin a double pulse are
produced at a rate of 10 to 12 Hz.
Sounds were recorded uith a 3 inch Brüel and Kjzr microphone (type -1135 n i t h
protective grid and with a gpe 26 18 preamplifier) coupled to a Bniel and Kjm
sound level meter (type 1606)onto magnetic tape f BXSF HiFi DP16)using a
R K X L instrumentation tape recorder (mode1 Store-!) using a direct board ivirh
the tape traveling at 30 ips. For analysis. sigals on tape were replayed at 20 ips
and digitized at a sampling rate of 333 kHz ( k o n Instruments Disidata. mode1
IOOB using Axoscope v7.0 software). Spectra were generated with ScopeDSP
v3.6a (Iowegian InternationaI Corp.)
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individuals (Bar-Ilan et d,1969) but it is unlikely these sounds play a role in obtaining
mates (Haskell, 1957; Bar-Ilan rr al., 1969).
Loc~rstantigratorin also produce sound by mandibular stridulation (Uvarov, 1966)
by way of an unknown mechanism involving the rnandibles or other oral structures.
These sounds (figure 1.7) are produced most oflen immediately before and during
feeding but also by individuals interacting in a cage. They are short duration ( 1.4 ms),
broad band clicks or trains of clicks. Frequency spectra of the clicks often show two
peaks of energy; the first peak is approsimateiy 8 kHz, and the second is approsimately

30 kHz. Temporal-spectral parameters of the clicks are summarized in table 1.3.

1.3.; Auditory Processin;

Axons tiom the auditory receptors ~vithinMiller's O-an enter the metathoracic aano,lion
i.icr

newe sis and project ipsilaterally to the rnediai ventral association centre (rnVXC) in

al1 three thoracic sanglia and the first abdominal neuromere of the metathoracic sanolion
cTyrer and G r e s o ~ 1952).
,
The afferent terminations in mV-AC are segreaated
anatomically accordin3 to frequency and threshold intensity (Romer, 1985). Low
tiequency fibres terminate ventral-metiially viith higher threshold afferents more
prosimal than lower threshold afferents. Hish fiequeni. fibres terminate ventrally more
distal to the low frequency fibres. Both fiequency and intensity are important parameters
coded by man', ascending auditory intemeurons (KaImring I975a).
Interneurons are found nithin ail three thoracic zangiia that receive direct
monosynaptic input fiom afferents. E~amplesinclude interneuron 530 (=BSXI) and

Fisure 1.7. Osciltograms and frequency spectra of clicks produced by mandibular
stridulation in Locrtsm m~grcrrwicr.Clicks were recorded while h e males were
interacting in a foam lined faraday cage. The topmost oscilIogram shows seven
clicks and the lower osciIlogram shows an enlarged version of the first click.
Xlthouçh intensity was not measured, the clicks are very intense given the la-e
amplitudes reIative to background noise. The clicks are very short duration with
durarions less than two milliseconds. The clicks are broadband wich two peaks of
enersy. The tlrst peak typically occurs between 5 and 70 kHz. and the second
betueen 30 and 15 kHz.
Rtrcordino mrthod as in figure 1.6.

Frequenq spean of the tint bur clicks in [hi: riscillogam:
IO

1O

Table 1.3: Temporal and spectral characteristics of mandible clicks produced by Locrrsm
nrrco?prori(imales interacting in a cage. See figure 1.6 for recording and analysis
method.
[n[er-ClicbInterval'
Tnin
Clicks Click
Panmcrcr Dunrion
pr
Duniion
(ins)
Tnin
(ms)

in
(iris)

Loi,. FRquenq~

in
C1icks
S p m n l Bandwidtl?
BiIrsts Peak

(ms)

(kHz)

&HZ)

Hi& ~rcquenq'
S p c t n l Bandwidtli'
Peak
ALlbhE
(Wx)
(kHz)

.

3 1.2
13.Y
1 1.0
S.0
S .
7.Y
25.2
3.1
1.4
+
4.1
.J
2.1
17.9
1.5
1.2
0.4
1.5
18.5
25.7
Y.?
Y.1
1.26
6.0
Siin
62.0
6
0.7
10.4
-t -; .y
21.7
9.9
14.3
Mas
114.0
IO
2.4
9
5.5
II
11
13
17
N;
6
6
3S
15
26
'Tnins of click consisted of individual clicks and shon biirsts of clicks. Clicks witliin bnnrs of oftcn
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'Bnndwidtli \Yi15 caIcullitcd ris dic diff'rcncc in frequcncics occumng 10 dB belot~rlic spccinl penk
'Y refers [O rlie numbcr of trains or clicks analynd. not the number of animrils. Rccording wcrc made
fmrn fht male Locttstn nrtgrmrtn intencting in a cage.
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intemeuron 601 (=ml).Synonomies for some auditory intemeurons are listed in table
1.4. Some higher order thoracic auditory interneurons, such as interneuron SN5, have

tuning characteristics similar to the d-group (high-fiequency) afferents (Marquart, 1985a
cited in Robert. 1989). Many of the higher-order thoracic auditory interneurons are
predominantly excited by hi$-fiequency sounds. Intemeuron 533, for example, is
inhibited by low frequency sounds but shows mised excitatory and inhibitory responses
EO conspecific sounds and

is escited by hiah-frequency sounds (Romer and Seikowsky,

1985). This type of response pattern suggests it may play a role in detecting or
identi@ing predators such as echolocating bats. In general, the hnction of thoracic
auditory interneurons appears to be primarily estracting features of sounds and
Iocalization of sounds rather than reco~izingsounds. The thoracic auditory interneurons
v a v in response propenies ~ i i t hsome interneurons simply responding phasically or
tonically to stimulation while others show pretèrred responses to certain Iiequencies and
incensities or to stimuli h m parricular directions (Kalmnng. 1975a). The majority ofthe
auditory intemeurons in the nietathoracic gangIion possess this latter property and recei\.e
binaural input from both ears suogesting they function in sound localization (Rowell and
) M a y , 1969; Kalmaring rr c d , t 972; Romer rr ui.. 1981: Romer and Dronse. 1982:
Romer and Seikowsky, 1985; von Helversen and Rheinlander. 1988).
The auditory intemeurons in the suboesophageaI ganglion and brain tyically
possess long latencies suggestins they are several layers post-qnaptic to the auditory
afferents (Kalmnnp I971). In contrast to the thoracic auditory interneurons. many of
these intemeurons respond to the entire sono (or stridulato~sequence) but not

Table 1.J: Some auditory interneurons responding to sound in the flizht system of
Locrrstn rriigrcrtortn as suweyed t'rom the literature*.

BI
BSN 1
AN1. Bl. TH3-ACI
ANI
AN3

AN4
m l

-

G

SX5- UGNj

Somenclaturcfollo~~s
Robenson and Pearson r t9S2 1
*Boys 1956: Hedwig. 1986: 1989: Kalmring 197k: Rclibcin. 1976: Robcn. 1989: Rorncr and Marquan.
1954: Romer rr 01.. 1953: blarqliart. 1985.
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necessarily components thereof(Romer and Seikowsky, 1985) and may play a role in
recognition of sounds (Kalmring et aL, 1978). Funher, several intemeurons in the
suboesophageal ganglion also respond to visual stimuli suggesting they play a role in
multimodal intesration. The idea that auditory information must make a loop through the
brain for recognition is supported by connective transection experiments that show that
the connections from the metathoracic ganglion to the brain (supraoesophageal sangIion)
must be intact on at least one side of the ventral nenre cord for Chorrhippics bigwrriirs
(subfamily Gomphocerinae) to engage in response sinsing (Ronacher et al.. 1986).
There is increasing evidence that modularity of neural circuitry is a general
principle underlying central nervous system organization in both vertebrates and
invenebrates (Grillnet, 1985: Leise. 1990: Corner and Robertson, 200 1). Developmental
studies of the auditory system in Iocusts are also shon-ing that there is modularity in
auditop processing circuitry and that this might be true of other tympanate insects as
well (Boyan. 1993). In the locust. the ear located on the first abdominal segment is
serially homologous tvith the metamerically repeating pleural chordotonal organs located
on the lateral walls of the abdominal and thoracic segments (Meier and Reichen. 1990).
The chordotonal organs in segments other than the first abdominal segment most likely
monitor stretching of the body wal1 (Husten. 1978). The afferents of al1 the pleural
chordotonal orsans project to the mVAC in their correspondin- ganglia and make
connections tvïth intemeurons in each segment. Some of these intemeurons have
comrnon embryonic origin (Le. they are homoIogues) creating the possibility that serially
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repeating 'processing modules' exist throughout the length of the ventral nerve cord that
have been CO-optedfor auditory processing.
Within the rnesothoracic and metathoracic ganglia there is a set of serially and
bilaterally hornologous neurons that receive monosynaptic input from a single
interneuron and rherefore form a 'processing module' (Boyan, 1991; 1992). These
neurons are al1 derived from a comrnon neuroblast (NB 7-4)and are repeated along the
length of the ventral nerve cord (Bastiani er cil.. 1983; Pearson rr al.. 1985). The serially
homoIogous interneurons are organized into two .arrays' (figure L .8)(Boyan, 1992). The
'G' anay consists of interneurons 529 (=B2) in the first abdomina1 neuromere of the
metathoracic sanglion, 53 1 (=.&Y 1. B 1, TH3-AC1) of the rnetathoracic sanglion, and 7 14
(=G) of the mesothoracic ganglion. The second array, the 'C' atray. consists of
interneuron 5 19 ofthe tirst abdominal neuromere. 3 1 I ofthe metathoracic ganglion. and
3 14 (=C) of the mesothoracic ?an-lion. The interneurons of the two arrays that are found

in the same ganglion are each sibGng cells. .Ail of these interneurons receive
rnonosynaptic input fiom interneuron 530 Iocated in the mesothoracic ganglion which in
turn receives monosynaptic input tiorn low frequency (c. 4 H z )and hi-h-frequency (c.
12 kHz) auditory afTerents (Boyan, 1992).
The intemeurons in the two anays al1 receive auditory input but in different ways.
Interneurons 714 and 519 receive monosynaptic input fiom auditory afferents and
escitatory input from other auditory interneurons (Peanon er ni., 1985: Romer and
Marquart. 1984: 198%)- htemeuron 53 1 receives a mis of excitatory and inhibitop
inputs to sound from other hizher order interneurons. [naddition to audito- input.

Fisure 1.8. Summary ofthe synaptic connections between serially homologous cells in
the G and C array. T-bars indicate excitatoq rnonos~napticconnections. T2.
mesothoracic ganglion; T3,metathoracic sanglion: AI. tirst abdominal neuromere
of the metathoracic zan&on. hlodified from Boyan ( 1991).
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interneurons 7 14, 539,: 14,3 1 1 and 3 19 also receive input frorn the descending
contralateral movernent detector DCMD (Pearson et al., 1985); a motion sensitive visual
feature detector that may be involved in predator detection (Gray rr al., 200 i).
The interneurons of the G array are synaptical1y coupled but the communication is
in an ascendinj direction only. This is to Say that interneuron 529 rnakes a monosynaptic

escitatory connection ivith 714 but 714 does not make the reciprocaf connection.
Similady, intemeuron 53 I makes a rnonosynaptic connection with 714, but 7 15 does no1
niake the reciprocal connection. nor is there a connection from 53 I to 579. Connectiviry
esperirnents have not been cornpleted with ceIls in the C array but the descending monal
processes of each of the cells suzgen that communication in this array is in the
descending direction. The connections betn-een ceIls of the G array and sibling ceIls in
the C array are also unidirectional. In rhis case. interneuron TI4 makes monosynaptic
escitaton connections with 3 14 but 5 14 does not make rhe reciproca1 connection.
Finaily, the celIs in both the G and C arrays do not make connections ivith their bilateral
homoIo_rues. ivhich is to sa? thac, inremeuron 714 in the lefi hemisangiion does not makr

a direct connection across the midline co 71-1 in the right hernkanglion. These
connections are summarized in f i p e !.S.
The properties of the post synaptic potentiais (PSPs) of the neurons from the two

arrays. recorded fiom equident Iocations nithin the dendritic arborizations. are different
(Bo-

1992). For esample, the PSP recorded Corn intemeuron 714 is a Iarser

ampIitude. faster EPSP relative to an EPSP recorded kom interneuron 55 I or 2 14. This
suszests that information deIivered to the cells is dinributed differentiy tvithin the
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network due to the cable propenies of the cells. The specificity of the direction of
information flow ivïthin the network may be related to the post-synaptic connections of
the celis. For example, interneurons 714 and 3 14 output to leg motorneurons and are
invoIved in jumping (Pearson et al., 1985). whereas interneuron 529 outputs to flight
motor neurons and is also involved in bending the abdomen durin; fiight steering
(Baader, 1991).
It is now well established that the evolutionary precursor to the tppanate ear. in
al1 insects, is the proprioceptive chordotonal oryoan (see retieivs by Boyan, 1993; 1998;
Fullard and Yack, 1993 and Ya~er.1999). This has been established by comparative
studies of tympanate and atympanate species ( e . ~Yack
.
and Fullard. 1990) and by
developmental studies (e.g. &leierand Reichert. 1990). The precursors to ears tùnction in
proprioception by monitoring body movements ( e g noctuoid moths. wing hinge stretch
recepror, Iocusts, abdominal body wall stretch). or tùnction in esteroception, by
monitoring substrate vibrations transmitted throu_nhcuticle (e.g. crickets and Gatydids.
prothoracic tibia1 subgenual organs; praying mantis. vibration receptor). Despite the
divenity of locations on the body where ean are found (Yack and Fullard. 1993).
auditoy afferents tiom a11 these insects, ~ l t the
h esception of praying mantises. project
ipsilaterally to the mVAC and make connections ivith local and intersegiental
intemeurons. This stronyoIy susgests that the auditory processing circuitry in al1 these
insects is derived fiom pre-esisting mechanosensory processin2 circuitry.

If this is tme it also sugsests the on@ of the mechanisms underlying in-flight
evrisive responses and could esplain why many insects show simiIarities in their

responses to bat-like sounds in fiee-flight and tethered flight. In the case of locusts, the
abdominal pleural chordotonal organs are serially homologous with the thoracic
chordotonal organs monitoring wing elevation. In the thoracic segments, these
proprioceptors have extensive influence over the flight pattern generator (Burrows, 1975;
'vfohl, 1985b; Reye and Pearson, 1987). Therefore, it is quite possible that ears exert
their effects on the fliçht pattern senerator

modules of circuitry homologous to the

circuitry that mediates proprioceptive influence on the wings. This is not surprising

-given that during evolutioii pre-esisting circuitry is more likely to be CO-optedfor new
purposes than the de! 11o\.o creation of circuitry (Dumont and Robertson. 1986). Funher.
as suggested by Yager (1999), the modularitu of neural circuitl in the CXS suggests that
small changes may be al1 that is required for creating auditory evoked evasive responses
in insects. Simply disconnecting input to a proprioceptive circuit and connecting it to a
pre-esisting escape circuit might contribute behavioural components to escape
behaviours. This means that circuitn used for ivind-evoked escape (Le. the cercal giant
intemeuron system) and for terrestrial based protective displays such as tvins flips and
fore-leg extension. ma' become pan of in-flight auditory evoked evasive responses.

1.3.4 Auditory Input to the Flight System

It is clear that sound can affect the tlight behaviour oFlocusts and it is comrnon practice
in the Iaboratory when working wirh tethered Iocusts to initiate flight with hand clapping
andlor hissing Haskell (1957) tested the idea that tlight noise mkht intluence the onmass take-off behavïour of ~ e g a n o uIocusts
s
so as to initiate or maintain swarming
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behaviour. He found that wing beat noise, as produced by the wings contacting the body
during flapping, when played back to settled and roosting locusts under some
circumstances initiated take-off Yinon et al. (1971) completed a more comprehensive
behavioural analysis and found chat pure tones and broadband white noise could initiate
tlight in ScI~is~ocrrca
gregoria. More recently, Robert (1989) demonstrated that tethered
locusts attempt to steer away from hish-fiequency sounds by producing abdomen
deflections and yaw toques. Several investigations have now showvn that auditory input
to the tlight system oflocusts is ex~ensive(table 1-5) and is mediated by afferent
connections with several identifiable auditory interneurons or by direct connections to
flight interneurons (Boyan, 1985: 1986; Hedwig, 1989) but the neuronal mechanisms
utiderlying phonotactic steering in tethered tlying locusts are still unknown.

The neuromuscular events occumng in the flight system oFL«c.~rs/c!crrn~pf«r;ci
followin~stimulation wvith sound have been surnrnarized by Boyan ( 1955) and are
presented in figure 1.9. The tirst events recorded in the central nenous system is afferent
spikes at the metathoracic ganglion that make esciraton connections with several
audiroc intemeurons; these occur approsimately 5 ms afier stimulation. Followin~this.
actikity is obsened in flighr intemeurons and aller approsimately 20 ms. post synaptic
potentials are seen in flight motor neurons. Spiking in flight motcr neurons and flisht
muscies then follow with considerable variation in timing.
Boyan (1986) notes that it is often assumed in intracellular investigations that the
response of a neuron to a given stimulus recorded from an animal in a dissected.
restrained preparation wiI1 be the sarne as that that might be recorded. if it were possible.

Table 1.5: Some flight interneurons responding to sound in the flight system of Locirm
migrnroricr as surveyed from the Iiterature*.
Intcrncuron'
122
20 1

Sound'

IO4

Influence'
Elmator
Depressor
Elcvator

>O7

Elevator

17 1
302

Elevator
Depressor

unspeciiied
frequency
HF
HF.
10 1iHr
16 IiHz

Notes4

5 kHz

10 kHz
HF

5 kHz
5 kHz
16 kHz

Makes dircct conncction d i dcprcssor tnotor ncurons
Weak EPSPs to HF sound: P-naptic
to FhCN
118/133.
Rcsponse grcatest during. or tvitliin two seconds of.
rli!dimic flight-like activity.
M s to HF sound: EPSPs to 10 kHz sounck Reccivcs
input from HF auditory rcceptors. forewing stretch
rcccptor, c e r d gant interneurons. Elicits IPSPs in
elcvator mbrs

EPSPs to 16 kHr sound. mponses potentintcd by wind
or pnor fli_pIitactivity
jH z
-i 7 1
Depressor
EPSPs to 5 kHz soiind
n; r
Deoressor
1G kHz
[PSPs to 16 kHz sound
~il)
~icvator
HF
IVmk EPSPs to HF sound: mny bc postq-naptic to DNC
Nomenclature folfows Robenson and Pearson (1983
-The basic idca is tiiat an intcrneuron is considcred to influence the clevator pliasc of tlic flielit pattern if it
promotes wing elevation (cg. rn'ikes an escitata- connection n-itli clcmtor matorncurons) or
contributes to inhibition of ning depression (e.g. tnakes inliibitoy connections witli dcprcssor
motorncumnsi. Iïcr wrsn for interncurons labelled deprcssors.
'Rcièrs to the carrier frequency of the acoustic stimulus uscd dunng espenments. cited vaIues are not
meant to impIy tliat tliese are the only frequencies to nliicli tliesc interneurons arc cesponsivc. HF
refers toc. 8 iiHz sounds gcneratcd by 'Iiissing-. 'making kissing sounds'. or 'clickin9 the
fingrnails- (Rowell and Reiclien. L99 1).
'XP. action potential: EPSP. escitatop post qniiptic potential: IPSP. inhibitory post ynaptic potential;
FMN, flight motorneuron. DNC is a deviatian dctector neumn (sce test).
* Boym. 19Y-h. b: 1985: Roaell and Reiclien. 1991.

-

--

a

Figure 1.9. Sequence of events occurring in the locust flight systern oCLocrl~stcr
n l p m w i u resulting from auditory stimulation. The scale at the Ieft is an
expansion of the tirst 20 ms of events. Acitivity is first recorded in auditory
receptors at the metathoracic çanglion, then auditory interneurons, then flight
interneurons and flight motorneurons and finally flisht muscles. Xctivity tirst
5 13. presumably for wina opening, followed by depressor
occurs in elevator
Fms. .UN. auditory intemeuron: Fmr. flight intemeuron; F>W. tlisht
motomeuron; LF. low frequenq: HF. hizh frequency; e. EPSP: i, [PSP: E,
elevator; D, depressor; Meta, metathoracic ganglion. Taken from Boyan t l9S5).
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from an unrestrained animal engaçed in its normal behaviour. Hoivever, it is clear that
the responses of neurons in sensory pathways can be affected by ongoing motor activity
and this is true of the auditory system in flying locusts. When a locust flies, the fonvard
motion of the animd generates air currents that flow over the body and tyrnpana
providing a natural source of auditory stimuIation. Similarly, as the hindïvings beat they
contact the abdomen and hindlegs also creating sounds that are expected to be
panicularly intense given the location of the ear on the first segment ofthe abdomen.
Therefore. wind and wing beat noise are two ethologically relevant sources of sound to a
tlying locust.
Boyan (1956) found that the responsiveness of auditory interneurons to sounds.
measured as the number of spikes elicited to a given stimulus or the amplitude of post
synaptic potentials. changes \vith concomitant nind stimulation. He found that responses
of several auditoq interneurons were suppressed dunng low frequency (5 kHz)acoustic
stimulation wliile others were unaffected or even enhanced. Boyan ( 1956) determined
tliat these etfècts were not due to activity in the flight pattern generator or were a resulr of
stimulation of the wind sensitive hairs on the head of the locust but were rather due to the
effects of wind on the tympanic membrane itself. Wind stimulation of the tympanic
membrane therefore affects the responsiveness of intemeurons and effectively shifts the
sensitivity ofthe auditory system to higher frequencies.
Hedwig ( 1989) esamined the responses of newe six and thoracic auditory
intenieuorns to auditory stimulation in tethered flying and quiescent locusts. He found
that flight alone produced phasic and tonic actitity that could be recorded from nen-e sis.
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This actikity \vas due to noise generated by the beating rvings, as Boyan (1986) had
found, but \vas also due to flight induced vibrations of Müller's organ. When animals
were flying, activity in nerve sis and in auditory receptor fibres elicited with a white
noise stimulus \vas only 19% of the value recorded in quiescent animais suggesting that
auditory sensitivity is greatIy reduced during flight. SimiIariy, responses recorded in
interneurons to sound pulses were reduced during flight to between 26 and 35% of the
value recorded ftom resting animals. These findings suggest that vibrations generated by
the animal itself dunng flight influence auditory sensitivity. Further, it is not
unreasonabie to expect that other motor acts such as walking, breathinr and stridulation
\vil1 similarly affect auditory processing and mechanisms have been described for coping
with competins a d o r interfenng signals (Wolf and von Helversen, 1956; Lang and
Elsner, 199-1; Lana, 1996).
\irind tlouins over the locust body can also play a role in sensorimotor
inteyration by selectively gating information flow to motor outputs. Boyan ( 1989)
provides an escellent esample. interneuron 519 (=B2) receives monosynaptic input ti-on1
auditory afferents and the descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD).
Interneuron 529 also makes connections with elevator and depressor motor neurons in the
metathoracic ganglion. [n the presence of wind, responses of interneuron 529 to 12 kHz
sound pulses are reduced 40% relative to values recorded in the absence of wind.
However, wind does not affect the response of 519 to tisual stimuli. Therefore. in the
presence of simuItaneous cisual and auditory information, wind selectively sates the
visual information to the motor centres over the auditory information. This may have
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important consequences during certain behaviourai acts where tlsual information must
take precedence over auditory information. During landing, for example, wind flowing
over the body would suppress spurious activity fiom auditory afferents that might
interfere with the visual-motor coordination necessary for landing. Conversely, when an
animal is sitting on the ground and no wind is present flowing over the body, both
auditory and visuai information couId be imporrant in detecting approaching predarors
and triggering escape tlight.

1.4 Summary and Overview of the Thesis

Like any insect that tlies at night, Iocusts are susceptible to predation by insectivorous
bats. .Uthough there is no direct evidence that Iocusts forni a regular or substantial
portion of the diets of certain bat species, there is no reason to think the? would not be a
nutritional meal. This speculation is intriguing given that locusts posssss an ASR that is
sirtiilar to that of rnany other tympanate insects preyed upon by bats. Locusts possess
ears that are sensitive to a broad range of frequencies that include both those contained in
stridulatoq sounds and those employed by larse, hiah-altitude îlyino echolocating
insectivorous bats ( e . ~fiee-tailed
.
bats, Trrrhrrth sp. and ernbaIlonurid bats, Tnplto=o~rs
sp.). Social sounds, produced by te-pino-fernorai stridulation and mandibular 'clicking-.
are unlikely to be heard by a Iocust in tl@t when produced by an individual on the
ground and therefore likeiy play no roIe in orienting a flying indibidual. Diurnal animals.
such as birds, are prirnarily visuaI predators and typically ernpIoy a tactic of scealth and
not acoustic conspicuousness when hunting. Therefore. the only etholo_eicallyrelevant
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sources of sound, other than wing-beat noise, to flying locusts seem to be environmental
noise (leaves, wind) and that produced by echolocating bats.
The auditory system of the locust has been studied in considerable detail and the
emerging model of auditory processing seems to be one of parallel processinç. Features
of sounds such as frequency, intensity and direction are extracted by thoracic auditory
interneurons. In the case of high-frequency sounds. there is evidence that direct
connections with flight pattern generatot and flight motor neurons esist and it is
presumed that this facilitates rapid escape responses. Merent auditory information also
simultaneousIy ascends to the suboesophageal gangIion and brain where recognition of
sounds takes place. Integration of auditory and visual information takes place in boih the
cephalic and thoracic centres and there are mechanisms for resolving sensory conflict.
During tethered flight, sounds can intluence the flight rhythm and evoke directional
responses. Further. during tethered flight it is possible that the ears are more sensitive to
Iiigh frequencies because of a maskinç effect mediated by wing beat noise and air
flowing over the locust body.
It is an escitino time for insect tlight studies because recent advances in air-flow
visualization and the application of robotic approaches have facilitated the discovery and
characterization of severaI unsteady, high-Iift mechanisms employed by insects for
manoeuvrability. Locusts have long been a model orsanism for insect flight studies and a
rich literature has accumulated on rving kinematics and motor patterns for straight flight
and steenng. The majority of this work has been done nith tethered locusts responding
to ÎnstabiIities in artificial tisuai emironments. or to imposed rotations about the tlight
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aues; however, recent advances in telemetry are beginning to determine the interplay
between wing kinematics and motor control. Comparisons of locusts engaged in
correctional steering with locusts engaged in intentional steenng, such as colIision or
thermal avoidance. show similarities in kinematics and motor patterning at only a basic
level. Wing kinematic and motor pattern changes observed during intentional steenng
are larger in magnitude and perhaps interact more with changes in body posture (e.g.

hindtving-hindleg-abdomen interactions) than during correctional steering. As such, the
significance of one kinematic manoeuvre, asymmetric wing depression, has been
overlooked in the literature. Asymmetnc wing depression is frequently observed during
intentional steering but only rarely during correctional steerinç and probabIy plqs a
signiticant role in generating the large steering toques necessary for rapid escape
manoeuvres.
The . G R of lociists provides us tvith an etholo$cally relevant framework within

ivhicli studies oflocust tlight, interitional steeriny. and auditory sensorimotor inregration
can be completed. The overall objective of this thesis is to determine how filins locusrs
react to sound. Chapter two of this thesis documents asyrnmetric ti-ingdepression and
other changes in win- kinematics and body posture that accompany responses to
stimulation with bat-liks sounds. The etiect of asymmetric tvin_odepression is believed to

-szenerate a roll torque in the direction of the lotver wing and the aerodynamic basis of this
is discussed. At the end of this chapter. a mode1 is proposed to esplain how asymmetric
wing depression is established. Chapter three determines the motor pattern for
intentional steeting to bat-Iike sounds and tests the mode1 presented in chapter ttvo.
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Hizh-speed cinematography with concurrent multi-channel electromyography of
depressor muscles show that bulk shifis in depressor timing establish the timing of stroke
reversais which bring about asyrnmetric wing depression. Funher, in this chapter it is

discovered that asymrnetries in onset of pronation may play a significant role in
senerating steering toques by affecting rotational circulation at the transition to the
downstroke. In chapter four, 1 test Robert's (1989) hypothesis that the .&SR in locusts
tùnctions in bat-avoidance by obsenfng free-flying locusts presented with bat-Iike and
other sounds whiie in ffight in a large flight room. The resuIts show that locusts do
respond to sounds while in free flight and that their reactions are sirnilar to those of otlier
insects such as moth lacen-ingsand praying mantises reacting to bat and bat-like sounds.
However, the locust responses do not show frequency dependency and 1 conclude that the
reactions are a general startle reaction to sound and not specifically a bat-avoidance
response. The last chapter of this thesis. chapter tive. provides a general discussion of the
siyificance of the findings of the studies comprising this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
FOREWTNG ASYMMETRIES DURING AUDITORY AVODANCE IN

FLYING LOCUSTS~

2.1 Abstract
Flying locusts orient to sounds in their en\ironment. Sounds similar to those produced
by echolocating bats cause a tlying Iocust to change its flight path. We used high-speed
cinematography and videography to stiid-; changes in body posture and \vin- kinematics
in response to stimulation with bat-like sounds. Locusts showed both negative and
positive phonotasis to this stimulus. Within a few wingbeats of stimulus onset (bettveen
126 and 226 ms), locusts deflected their abdomens to one side and the angle ofthe Iefi

and right foreivin~swith respect to the dorsal-ventral body asis became asymmetrical
durino the downstroke. This foreivins asymmetry. in ivhich the forewing on the inside of
the turn became more depressed. ranoed from 20 to 45 degrees (37 = 9 7 degrees. mean =

S.D.)
and ivas correlated witli the direction and masnitude of abdomen deflection. a
rneasure of steerins in tethered. tlyino Iocusts. Hindwing stroke ange asymmetries were
minima1 or non-esistent afier stimulation. Coïncident nith changes in forewing
asymmetry and abdomen deflection rvas a decrease in stroke amplitude ( 19 = 6.5 degees)

of the foreuino on the inside of the attempted turn. Motor patterns t'rom forewinz first

Reprinted from: Dawson I. W..Darvson-Scull- EL. R o k r t D..and Robcnson. R. M.(1997). Forenino
risynnietries during auditop aroidance in fl-ingIocucts. J. Erp. Biol. 200.2323-355.
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basalars (M97)showed an asymmetry in the timing of Ieft and ri_ohtdepressor activation
that ranged fiom 10.4 to 1.6 ms (4.23 = 3.85 ms). The number of spikes per depressor
burst increased to a mavimum of three spikes in the muscle on the inside of the attempted
tum and depressor frequency (wingbeat frequency) increased by approximately 2 Hz

(3.17= 0.36 Hz). We sugsest that the asymmetry in foreiving first basalar activity is
causally related to the asymrnetry in the timing of the initiation of the doivnstroke,
resulting in an asymmetry in the ranges of the stroke angles of the forewings, which
would irnpan a roll torqlre to the locust. This would augment the steering toques

-cenerated by concurrent changes in the angle ot'attack of the fore- and hindwings and
changes in abdomen position to effsct rapid avoidance manoeuvres.

2.2 Introduction
\[an' insects flyins at niaht are susceptible to predation by insectivorous bars. The
classic esample of this interaction is the in-tlight behaviour of tympanare moths to the
echolocation calls of approaching bats IRoeder. 1962. 1074). An insect successfull~
negotiating such an encounter must be able to detect and move itself au-ay from the
source of the high-frequency sounds. Acoustic startle responses (XSRs) have been
described for many tympanate insects. most notably: crickets (MoiseK et d.1978).
katydids (Libersat and Hoy, 199 1). prayirg mantises (Yager, rr cd, 1990: i'ager and
May, 1990),and iacewings (SIiller. 1975: kllller and OIesen, 1979). Liltrasoundsensitive ears have been found in tiger beetles (SpangIer, I9SS: Yager and Spangler.

1995)and an ASR has been described in scarab beetres (Forrest, rr al.. 1995). Acoustic
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stade responses are typically of short-latency and show directionality to sounds of
behaviouralIy relevant fiequencies and intensities occuning in a particular context (e.g.
flight) (Hoy, rt cd, 1989). Tethered fiyin; Lociisfanzigrotoria also exhibit an XSR (Hoy,
ci al.,

1989;Robert, 1959;Robert and Rowell, 1992b). When stimulated with

short-duration sound pulses with carrier frequencies greater chan IO kHz and intensities
greater than 45 dB SPL, Iocusts increase their wins beat frequency and deflect their
abdomens and hindlegs atvay from the source of the sounds (Roben, 1989) Abdomen
and hindIeg deflecrions increase drag on the side to which they are detlected (similar to
the action of a rudder) but they also shifi the location of the centre of mass around which
the tlioht forces act (Zanker. 1988). These postural adjusments are accompanied by the
production of yaw torques swgesrin~that if the Iocust ivere free flying a change in tlight
path would have resulted (Camhi. 1970; Arbas. 1986; Robert, 1989). Aong with
postural adjustrnents, changes in \vin: kinematics also play a role in tlight steering.
For a locust in Ievei tlight, Iifi must equal ~ieightand thrust niust equal drag Lifi
and thrust are controlled bu !vins kinematic parameters orisinatino tiom the CO-ordinated
actiiity of approsimately 40 muscles and chanses in win- rnovements that generate lift

ma)- also, coincidencally, generate thrust. M e n a locust changes the direction of its
fiight path. it must generate either yaw torques or roll torques or both. Torques are
generated when thnrst andor lit? is changed aspnetricaliy on either side of the body.

\rra- of the data for ni- kinernatic changes during steering are derived from
studies of Iocusts engaged in correctional steering to maintain a straight course te S.
Thuring 1956: Waldmann and Zamack. !9SS: Zamack, 1955). Locusts also ensage in
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intentional steering to change their course (e.g Baker, 1979a; Cooter, 1979; Roben,
1989; Robertson and Reye, 1992; Robertson, u al., 1996). A comparison of correctional
steering (to an artificial horizon under closed loop conditions) and intentional steering
(elicited with high-tiequency sounds) reveals that many of the mechanisms are similar. in
both types of steering, Iocusts modulate their wingbeat and use abdomen and hindleg
deflections to tum (Robert and Rowell, 1992a). However, differences are observed in the
two steering modes. In particular, the magnitude of the changes in \vin: kinematics and
body posture are different between correctional and intentional steering. During collision
(Robenson anal Reye, 1993; Robenson and Johnson. 1993) and themial avoidance
(Robertson, er c d , 1996), changes are of greater magnitude than during correctional
steering. Aithough abdomen and hindleg deflections. and the resultin- yaw toques. in
response to hi$-fiequency auditory stiniuli have been documented (Robert, 1989). the
associated chanses in wing kinematics are currently unknown.
Durin3 collision and thermal avoidance the forewings show profound
asymmetries during the do~vnstrokeand these are accompanied during thermal avoidance
by asynmetries in the timing of activation of the lefi and right forening tirst basalar
muscles (M97, ning depressors). We show here that similar changes in iving kinematics
and motor patterns are employed by Iocusts in their steering responses to bat-like sounds
indicating that there may be a common motor strate3 underijing rapid avoidance
manoeuvres in flight. Current ideas of flisht steerïns in Iocusts (e.g Schmidt and
Zamack. 1937;Zarnack, 1988) esplicitly discount a role in steerins for phase shifis in the
timing of transitions to the doivnstroke. CVe a r p e here that such phase shifts are
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critically important during intentional steering by producing an aqmmetry in the range of
srroke angles of the forewings, thereby imparting a roll torque that would augment the
steering torques produced by other described kinematic asyrnmetries to increase the
rapidity of the manoeuvre.
As with many wing kinematic studies ernploying stationary cameras and
electromyographic recurding equipment, it is an unfortunate necessity to tether the
animal. The influences of tethering have been dealt mith in detail in previous papers
(Robertson and Reye, 1993; Robertson and Johnson. 1993; Robertson, er cil., 1996) and
they mainly relate to the removal of exteroceptive input that would normally be present
during free tlight. We therefore anticipated that biases would be present in our data in
spite ofour etions to minimize the intluences of the tether. Specificaily. we predicted
that al1 our locusts would show abdomen deflections atvay from the sound source
indicatina attemprs to steer anay fiom the sound source. hoivever. ive found that some
locusts detlected their abdomens in one direction only despite the side of the applied
stimulus and that others displayed a steerina bias prior to stimulation. In our EhIG
recordings, this bias was manikst as a pre-stimulus asymmetry in the time of depressor
activation and an asymmets in the number of depressor spikes per burst in lefi and right
hl97 recordings. In spite of these observations ~ v are
e confident that Lve investigated a

real behaviour and not an artefact of the tether for the following reasons. First.
abdominal detlections were elicited nith behatiouralIy relevant sound intensities
(thresholds behveen 45 and 55 dB) and deflections occurred tvithin one or tri-Oiiinzbeats
atier stimulus onset. Second. CO-ordinatekrepeatable changes in ning kinematics ( e . ~ .
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Forewing asymmetry) were observed that are similar to those of other avoidance
beliaviours (collision avoidance - Robertson and Reye, 1992; thermal avoidance Robenson, et cri., 1996). Finally, the direction of forewing asyrnmetry was predictabIe
kom the direction of abdomen deflection even though the latter was not always away
kom the sound source. The acoustic stimuli used in this study were adequate to induce
tme steenng manoeuvres whose direction and magnitude may have been affected by the
esperimenta1 set-up.

2.3 >iatenals and Methods

Lomsm niig~aroricrL. of either ses and at least two weeks past ima~inalecdysis tvere

seiected fiom a crowded colony maintained at 3 1°C on a 16:s light:dark cycle. XII data
Ivere coliected at room temperature (approsimately 71°C). Only apparently healthy
animais nith intact w i n ~ suere chosen for esperinients.

2.3 2 High-speed Cinematogaphy and Videogaphy

.himals were dorsalIy tethered with wax by the pronotum to a rigid copper rod and
suspended 7 cm in front of a wind tunnel (mouth: 20 cm S 20 cm, length: 25 cm)
producing an air flow of 3 m-s-' (ventied wïth a hot-vire anemometer). -himals were
filmed from behind during sound presentations nith either a hi$-speed

16 mm Locam

motion picture camera operating at 250 fiamessec-' with a shutter speed of 111225 sec ( 5
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animals) or a Hitachi camcorder (mode1 W5200A) operating at 60 framessec~'with an
eIectronic shutter speed of 1/L000sec (10 animals) (Fig. 2 . 1 4 .
Speakers ( K R Swiss, mode1 FT17H)were pIaced equidistant (13.5 cm) ftom the
midline of the locust at an angle of 72 degrees reIative to the long axis of the locusts

body. A Iiçht emitting diode was placed in the video fiame to monitor the stimulus.
CVhen animals were in stable flight, sounds were presented alternately from the left or
ri$t with the side receiving the first presentation chosen arbitrarily. Sounds consisted of
10 ms, 30 H z shaped pulses (2 ms risdfall time) presented tvith a ?O ms period for a

duration ofapprosimately 400 ms. The shaped pulses were sqntiiesised by passin= a 30
Id-hsine wave from a frequency oenerator (Dynascan Corporation. mode1 30 1 1) into a

custom-made pulse shaper that \vas gated by a pulse generator (N'orId Precision
Instninients. model 5; 1). The shaped pulses were then amplified (Harman-Kardon,
model KK 6 100) and passed through a step attenuator (Hewlett Packard- modet 35OD).

Sound intensities ransed tiom 50 to 90 dB SPL. Sound pressure IeveIs tvere measured
iiirh a Brüel and Kjzr sound level nieter Imodel2209) and a BrüeI and K j m 1/J inch

condenser microphone (mode1 4 135. nirh protecting grid). A BrüeI and Kjzr pistonphone
(mode14220) {vas used for calibrating the sound measuring equipment. Each sound

presentation at a particular intensity ivas considered a trial. kkasurements (wirh the

Fisure 2.1. For kinematic analyses, locusts n-ere tethered 7 cm in front of a ivind tunnel
equiciisrant €rom laterally placed speakers. Sounds were delivered ftom either the
leti or right and responses \i.ere tilrned from behind ivith either a hi&-speed
(Locam) carnera or a Hitachi carncorder equipped with a 111000 s shurter (-4)
For moror pattern analysis (B). EL[G electrodes recocded activity in the Ieft and
ri& forewinz first basalar 11197) depressor muscles nhile locusts ivere ilyin8 in
front of a nind tunnel tvithin a tàraday cage lined with sound attenuating foarn. X
single speaker was placed above the animal and one ear ivas deafened.

-

-
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microphone described above) verified that sounds from each speaker produced sound
pressure Ievel differences of 3 to 7 dB SPL across the body at the location of the sars.
Wing movements were analysed by methods previously described (Robertson and
Reye, 1992; Robertson and Johnson, 1993; Robertson, et al., 1996). Briefly, hi;h speed
(Locam) films were analysed by projecting the image of each frame onto a piece of
tracing paper on a glass plate and measurin; with a protractor the angles of each wing
and the horizontal and vertical positions of the abdomen. Care was taken to ensure the
imag \vas not distorted afier projection onto the glass plate. Angles were measured to
the nearest 5 degrees and abdomen position measurements were accurate to 0.5 mm.
Approsimately I2 %amesper \vina beat cycle were captured using the Locam.
i'ideotaped trials ivere analysed with software and hardivare %om Peak
Performance Technologies (Englenood. CO. L X A ) lvhich entailed encoding the
videotapes so that each frarne could be reliably recalled and measured. Approsimately 3
tiames per wingbeat cycle ivere captured with the videocamera. For each \.ide0 tirame.
the top and bottom ofthe vertical tether. the tips of the ninos. and the position of the rip
of the abdomen were marked. From the marked points. the coniputer calcuIated ning
angles and abdomen position relative to the tether. -4ngles tiom tideotaped trials ivere
accurate to 5 dearees, abdomen positions were accurate to 0.5 mm. Forewing and
hindwing aqmmetries (left wing angle minus right wing angIe respecrively for torewings

and Iiindwings) were tlien calculated fiom the i ~ i n gan~lesmeasured when the anima1
was esecuting downstrokes. Frames capturing downstrokes were identified uhen the
an:uIar difference (the hindwing angle minus the forewing angle) of the wings on the
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ourside ofthe turn (direction of turn indicated by direction of abdomen deflection) [vas
geater than 10 degrees.
For each trial, a pre- and posc-stimulus rneasure of abdomen deflection,

abdominal dorsiflexion. forewing asymrnetry and hindwing asymmetry was obtained as
foILows. The pre-stimuIus nieasurement was obtained by averaging 200 ms of dara from
the period immediately before the stimulus \vas applied and the posr-stimulus
mesurement !vas obtained by averaging 100 ms of data 100 ms afier the stimulus was
applied (see bosed regions in Fig. 2.6). The changes in deflection, ff exion. and
as'mmetries Lvere then caiculated by siibtractin~the pre-stimulus measuremsnt fiom the
post-stimulus measurement.

2.3.; Motor Patterns
R'e esaniined niotor patterns in response to acoustic stimulation in a large (65 cm deep.

125 cm \vide. 75 cm tall) Faraday cage lined tvith sound-attenuaring foam. Locusrs w r e

t suspended 5 cm in tiont ofa wind tunnel (mouth: 14 cm S
dorsalIy tetliered as a b o ~and
14 cm, length: 16 cm) producino an air tlow of 3

nvs" (verified tvith a hot-\vire

anernomerer). A single speaker (Technics leaf-tweeter, mode! EXS iOTH4OQB. response
tiat (= 3 dB) to at least JO kHz) as positioned 19.5 cm above the animal at an angle of
35 degrees (Fis. 2.1B). One ear (chosen arbitrady) \vas destroyed ri+h an insect pin bu

sornplerely tearing the tympanic membrane. Care was raken not to disturb the underl-in?
tracheae or to induce bleeding. The eyes and oceIli were painred with opaque naiI polish
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because ofthe lights required for filming and to eliminate the possibility that Iocusts were
using visual cues for steenng.
Sounds were presented when animals were in stable flight. Sounds consisted of 6
rns. 30 kHz shaped pulses (1 ms risdfall time) presented with a 30 rns period. These
stimulus conditions differ from those used for the kinematics above. however, both
stimuli are suficient for eliciting the reported wing movements. Sounds were generated
by passing a 30 ZrHz sine wave eenerated by a tùnction generator (BK Precision, model
30 10) through a pulse shaper (Coulboum Selectable Envelope Shaped Rise/Fall Gate.
model SSJ-03) and ampliQing with a custom built amplifier (using a National
Semiconductor LlflS75T chip). Sound intensity of the shaped pulses was calibrated bu
tneasuring the intensity ofa pure tone ofequivalent frequency and amplitude (Stapells. t.r
cd.. 1952) ~isinga Bniel and Kjxr (model 2206) sound level meter and a Brüel and K j m
I!4 inch condenser microphone (mode1 4 135. ~virhprotecrino grid) placed nesr to a dead

locust. ivith winss outstretched niimicking tli$t, tethered in the esperiniental position.
We used 7 1.76.87.97. and 100 dB SPL pulses to induce responses ti-orn the locusts
Tt-iaIs consisted of a train of pulses at a panicular intensity presented for approsimately
500 ms. Each animal was Ieft for at least ovo minutes between stimulus presentations.
EIectromyographic (E'VIG) electrodes consisting of fine copper !\ire insulated
escepr at the tip. were insened just beneath the ctiticle of the sternum into rnuscIes YI97
Iforewing first basalars. depressors. numbenng according to Snodarass, 1929) and
secured wïth a drop of w a x To prevent the animals fiom disIodging the electrodes
duting flight. al1 Iegs were removed at the cosae. Actitity from Ieft and right foretving
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depressor muscles was referenced to a ;round electrode inserted behind the head beneath
the pronotum. EMG signals were amplified using Grass Instruments (model P15)
differential AC preamplifiers and recorded onto videotape for later analysis using a
Panasonic videocassette recorder (model PV-4770-K) and Neuro-corder (model DRSS6). Peak times from lefi and right forewing depressor EMGs were obtained from

digitised recordings using software and hardware from Datatvave Technologies
(Longmont, CO, K A ) .

Statistical tests w r e performed using Jandel Scientific's SigmaStat software package
(Corte Siadera, CA. CSX). Data were tested for norniality and heteroscedasticity and
appropriate parametric or non-pararnetric measures and tests were employed. AI
statistical tests assunied sisniticance ivhen P < 0.05.

2.3.5 Definition of Tems

Al1 ning angles were measured ii-om behind the animal {i.e. vieiving the animal along its
posterior-anterior body asis). For caiculations of asymmetry and angular difference. zero
degees is direct[! above the animai. i;ort?i.iirp=Ignrinen-f F W l is deîïned as the
difference in the angle the left and risht foreivin_osmake with the D-Ya+. It is. by
convention, the right forewing ansle minus the left forewing angle. A positive m ' A
indicates the ri$

wing is depressed more than the lefi tving. H i i r ~ l i i . i t r g A ~ ~ n ~ i n t > ~ ~ ~ +

/HK-I) is simiiarly defined escept it is nith reference to the lefi and right hindl~ing.
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-411gdarDijferwce (AD) is the angle made between forewings and hindwings. It is
defined as the hindwing angle (relative to the D-V a i s ) minus the forewing angle and a
positive XD indicates the forewin; is at a greater elevation than the hindwing. rltigztlur

Diffrreuce r l s p m e t n (AD& is the riçht angular difference minus the lefi angular
diRerence. Positive ADA values indicate a greater separation of the right fore- and
hindwings. Depressor ; I s ) m n ~ r (DA)
g
is defined as the difference in the time of
activation of the lefl and right forewing depressor muscles. It is, by convention. the time
of the Iefi muscle activation minus the right. A positive DA indicates the right depressor
muscle was activated before the lefi. =Ihdotr~irrd
tleflzcriorr frrrtltkri~~g)
is detined as the
position of the tip of the abdomen in the rieht/lefi asis ~vithzero as the midpoint (prestimulus position) and detlections to the right as positive. .4bthnri~rnl~zsio11
is defined

as the position of the tip of the abdomen along the D-L' mis tvith positive values
indicating an elevation of the abdomen from its pre-stimulus position.

2.4 Results

In straight. stationar).tlisht. locusts that were minimally affected by tethering flew xith
the liindwins stroke leading the forewinp stroke and forewing stroke amplitude less than
hindwing stroke amplitude. Locusts held their abdomens straight behind them. some
with slight dorsiflesion and upstrokes and dowstrokes were symmetrica1 in letl and
right wing pairs. This posture changed afier stimulation ~vithultrasound. One animalstimulated from the right (Fis. 2.2) deffened its abdomen and Iefi hindles to the leîi (the
inside of the presumed turn) and Iified its abdomen (dorsiflesion). The lefi and right
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forewings had asymmetrical positions during the downaroke. In al1 animals tested, albeit
to varying degrees, we observed the characteristic changes in ande of attack with
increased pronation of the wings on the inside of the presumed tum. These changes are
tvell established as contributing to steering torques and we did not analyse their
occurrence or magnitude furthet. In this paper, we focus on observations of forewing
asymmetries and abdomen movements.

2.4.1 High-speed Cinematography

In the tive animals tilmed. stereotypical changes in wing kinematics and body posture
occurred shortly after the stimulus !vas applied. We chose one trial kom each animal for
detailed analysis. Of those trials chosen. tivo were animals stimulated from the risht and
three were animals stimulated from the lefi. Sound intensities ranged from 60 to 90 dB
SPL. Four of the five locusts tilmed detlected rheir abdomens to the right (the remaining
locust showed no rneasurable abdomen detlection to the stimulus) and since direction of
abdomen detlection is correlated nith steerina direction in cethered. tl~inglocusts (-*bas.
1956; Camhi. 1970; Robert, 1989). we assumed that abdomen detlection indicated an

attempt by the locust to steer in that direction. Tliresholds for eliciting abdomen
niddering were between 45 and 55 dB SPL as measured from t\vo of the five animals.

Figure 7.3. Single high-speed cinematographic fiame capturins a tethered fl'ing locust
during its response to a bat-like sound frorn the right (.4) and correspondiny
measurements tiom the tiIm of forelking and hindwing elevations (B). Large
circles in B indicate the frame corresponding to the image above. Bat-like sounds
were present during the entire sequence anaIysed. ..\ consistent observation in the
response to sound was the production of an as>mmetryin the angle of the lei? and
nght forewings relative to the dorsai-ventral body a = sduring the downstroke.
Xthough the foreltings becorne stnkin-y qmmetricai, the hindlvings do not.
In many instances, forewing asymmetries were so esverne that the fore\ving on
the inside of the tum was depressed to a point below the ipsilateral hindwing.
Note the abdomen and hindlegs deflected away kom the sound source tvith
coincident abdominal dorsitlesion. We ais0 o b s e ~ e dchanges in the angle of
attack of the fore- and hindwins (i.e. the relative amounts of niny surtace
visible).
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Positive forewing asymmetries during the downstroke were observed in al1 five
animals. Two of the five animals filmed showed forewing asymmetries before the
stimulus was applied; however, this bias was most likely an effect of tethering the animal
(see introduction). Changes in forewing asymrnetry (post-stimulus minus pre-stimulus)
ranged from 20 to 45 degrees (37 "- 9.7 degrees, mean = S.D.).Abdomen deflection (and
flexion) preceded changes in forewing asyrnrnetry by between 15 and 44 ms. Latency to
abdomen deflection !vas between 100 and 210 ms. and Iatency to forewing asyrnmetry
ivas between 126 and 226 ms. Lrnlike the forewings, appreciable asymmetries were nor
consistently observed in the hindwings in response to the stimulus. We observed
abdominal dorsiflexion in four ofthe five animals filmed. Lei? and right forewin- and
hindwing elevation and calculated forewing and hindwing asymmetries with abdomen
positions for one of the five animais filmed are presented in fisure 2.3.
In four of the tive animals tilmed. foretving stroke amplitude on the inside of the
turn path decreased betn-een 15 and 30 degrees ( 19 = 6.5 degrees) (Fig. 2.4). The tirne
course of this decrease coincides ivith the time course of the change in forewing
asynmetry and abdomen detlection. Differences in the period of elevation and
depression were not obsened between left and right forewings. however forewing
depression vas consistently lonser than foretving elevation. Consistent changes in
hindtvins stroke amplitude were not observed.
Forewing asqmmetry was most estreme at the start of the downstroke. We
plotted the difference in time between maximum elevation of the Ieft and right foretvings

(ar the start of the stroke reversal) to compare it with the time course of changes in

Figure 2.3. Detailed description of the iving kinematics from one Iocusr (different from
chat in Fis. 2-21 stimuiated with a bat-like sound from the lefi (stimulus bar)
tilmed with the high-speed camera. Plots of hindwing and forewing elevation are
wina tip positions measured every 4 ms (zero degees is directIy below the
animal). Before the stirnuIus was applied, the rizht and lefi forewings began their
up- and downstrokes at the sarne time and the eIevation angles of the right and lefi
wing pairs were equal throughout the stoke. AAer the stimulus was presented, the
abdomen tiFted Idorsiflesion) and deflected away from the sound source to the
right indicating the animal was atrempting to steer to the right. Further. the ri#
and Iefi forewings developed an asynrnetry in elevation angle during the
downstroke but not during the upstroke (boscd region). The wing on the inside of
the tum path the right wing began its doivnstroke before the ivins on the outside
ofttie turn patli. the lefi iving. This is not seen in the hindivinss. Xsymrnetries
ivere quantified by plottinp the difference in elevation angles betiveen the Iefi and
n'ght wing. Hindming and foreiiing asynmecries were caIculated for every \vinangle measured durino the response (solid Iine in respective asynmetry plors.
large circIes are a-mnietries ca1culated during rhe doivnstroke). Foreislng
a-mmetry during the doivnstroke was zero before the stimulus but increased to
approsirnately 40 de=
urees.

Figure 2.4. Wing stroke amplitude on the inside of the turn parh (direction of turn
deterniined [rom abdomen deflection) \vas less chan that on the outside ofthe turn
paih. Changes in forewing asymmetry (see Fig 2.3 for explanation of forewing
asymmetl) folIo\ved the same tinte course as changes in abdomen deflection. In
ttiis trial. a 20 degee forewing asymmetry \vas present before the stimulus was
applied and is most iikely an etyect of the tether (see introducrion). The dara in
this figure are fiom a different animal than in figure 1.3.

Timc imsi
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forewing asymmetry (Fig. 2.5). Even with the 4 ms time resolution of the high-speed
camera, a relationship between the difference in the time of initiation (left minus right) of
the do~vnnrokeand forerving asymmetry was observed in four of the five animals filmed.
The time course of this difference followed the time course of forewing asymmetry. Four
ofthe 5 anirnals filmed revealed significant (P<0.003) regressions with slopes rangng

Ciom 1.26 to 3.25 (Fig. 2.5).

1.4.2 Videography

Frame by frame analysis of high-speed films lirnits us to detailed esaminations of a small
number of animals (five in the case of ihis study). We used a Hitachi videocamera (with

a fast. V1000s shutter) to facilitate data collection and analysis of a larger sample of
locusts to verie the consistency ofsome of the obse~ationsmade rvith the hish-speed
camera. Specifically. ive used the iïdeotaped trials to determine horv changes in the
magnitude and direction of forelving asymrnetn were related to changes in abdomen and
to determine hon- the direction ofthe sound source affected forenine asymmetries
Plots of forewing and hindrijng asymmetq-and horizontal and vertical positions
of the abdomen ofone locust before and after stimuiation are presented in figure 2.6 (see
.\ltrr~~-~a/s
cii~clXfetftoJsfor esplanarion of bosed reaions). This figure demonstrates that

the \ideographic method is suficient for capturino, changes in forewing and hindivina
asymmetries and abdomen deflection. Measurements of \vina ansles and abdomen
position ivere made from 8 5 sound presentations to 10 animals. Of the 10 animals

Figure 3.5. The time course of changes in dovinstroke initiation (At at masimum
forewing elevation) followed the time course of chanses in forewing asymmetry.
The relationship between the time difference of doivnstroke initiation and
foreuing aqmmetry was linear and predicts that foretving asymmetry increases
by 1.16 to 3.15 deorees for each millisecond difference in the time of downstroke
t data t'rom animal presented at lefi.)
initiation. (Regression ar n ~ h for

/
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forewing and Iiind~vingasynimetry and abdomen deflection and flexion were
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tvhich the pre- and post-stimulus measurements were taken.
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tethered. half (5) showed abdomen deflections in only one direction in spite of the side of
the applied stimulus. Of the remaining five animds (which accounts for 39% (3352) of
the trials), 70% (2333) exhibited negative phonotauis.
Scatter plots of abdomen deflection (we discarded II trials From the initial 85 to
use only trials with abdomen deflections greater than 0.1 cm) and forewing and hindwing
asyrnmetries for al1 trials, irrespective of the direction of phonotaxis or stimulus intensity.
revealed that on- 7 of 71 triais (9.9%) show a discrepancp between the direction of
abdomen deflection and the direction of forewing a s p m e t y (Fig. 3.7A). Similarly. 75
of 71 trials (35.254) show a discrepancy between direction of abdomen deflection and
hind~vingasymmetry (Fis.2.7B). Some animals yielded more trials than others and not
al1 animals showed phonotasis in one direction. therefore. we selected two siibsets of data
fiom the JI trials fi-onl 10 anirnals. The first subset consisted of trials showin2 nesarive
phonota~isto 60 dB SPL sounds (Fis.2.7 C. D). Where multiple trials from a sinale
animal were chosen. the responses were averaged to avoid pseudoreplication. The
magnitude and direction of foretving asymmetv \vas significantly correlated with the
direction and magnitude of abdomen ruddering (Pearson product moment correlation.
R=0.794, N=7, P=r).O3)and hindwing asyrnmetry was neither correlated with abdomen
niddering nor forewing asyrnrnetry (hindwing asymmetn, 1,sabdomen niddering
R=O. 13S. N=7. P=0.769: hind~vingaqmmetry 1.s foretvins asqmmetry: R=OX 7, N=7,

P=0.159).The second subset of data, consisting of trials from animals showing positive
phonotasis towards 60 dB SPL sounds. found the same relationships (Fig. 2.7 E, F).
'r[agnitude and direction of fore\+

asymnett-y was signÎficantly correlated with

Figure 2.7. The magnitude and direction of forewing asymmetry was significantly
correlated with the direction and magnitude of abdomen niddering. Hindwing
aqmmetry tvas neither correIated with abdomen rudderin-, nor forewing
asynrnetq. Scatter plots of data from al1 triaIs combined (N=IO animais) shows
nieasurements of abdomen detlection with corresponding forewing and hindivins
asymmetries (abdomen deflections Iess than O. I cm omitted). Of 71 trials, only 7
(9.9%) showd disagreement benveen the direction of abdomen deflection and the
direction of forewing asymrnetry (.A). Hindiving asymmetry does not show rhe
same relationship, 25 of 7 t tnaIs (35.2?.'o)show disagreement u.ith direction of
abdomen deflection (B). M e n esamining responses to 60 dB sounds only (data
from multiple trials per anima1 combined). animals turning away fiom the sound
source (negative phonomis. C. D) and animak turning towards the sound source
(positive phonotaxis. E. F) showed the same resuits.
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magnitude and direction of abdomen ruddering (R=0.9, N=5, P=0.0372) and hindwing
asymmetry was not correlated with either abdomen niddering or forewing asymmetry
(hindwing asymmetry vs abdomen ruddering: R=0.803, N=5, P=O. 102; hindwing
asyrnmetry iii forewing asymmetry: R=0.805, N=7, P=O. 100).

2.4.3 Motor Patterns

Forewing asyrnmetries are most extreme at the initiation of the downstroke and a
relationship was found between the difference in the tirne of downstroke initiation of the
forewings and the magnitude of forewin: asymmetry (Fiç. 2.5). This prompted us to
record motor patterns from lef? and right foretving depressor muscles (forewing first
basalars, X197) to determine if similar asymmetries occur in response to bat-like sounds.
We recorded motor patterns from four Iocusts. In response to acoustic
stiinulation. an asymnierry in the tirnine of lefi and right depressor muscle activation
occurred that ranged from 10.4 to 1.6 ms (4.23 = 2.85 rns). The number of spikes per
depressor burst also increased in the muscle on the inside of the turn path (turn direction
assessed by the direction of abdomen deflection) and the number of spikes per burst in
the muscle on the outside of the turn path simultaneously decreased (Fig 2.SX). In al1
animals, an asymmetry in the number of spikes per burst \vas present before the stimulus
was applied and is likely an artifact of tethering lsee introduction). Ciring beat fiequency
( frequency of depressor activation) befo re the stimulus ran-d

ti-om 15.4 to 18.4 Hz and

showed an increase of 2.17 = 0.26 Ifi followhg stimulus onset. The increases were

Figure 1.8. klotor patterns from lefi and right forewins first basajar muscles (1ar;er
spikes - X197. depressors: smailer spikes - crosstalk from an elevator muscle)
show asyrnmetries of up to 10.4 ms after stimulation. In addition. more spikes per
depressor burst (relative to the pre-stimulus condition) were observed in the
muscle contralateral to the stimulus (inside of the tiirn path as assessed by
direction of abdomen deflection) (A) .Aqmrnetries in depressor muscle
activation were accompanied by a 1.17 r 0.26 Hz increase in \vina beat frequency
(rneasured fiom depressor bursts). The increase in depressor frequency was briet:
lasring from 3 to 5 depressor cycles, but was coincident with the initiation of
abdomen deflection and fiesion (8).Xote that depressor frequency ranged from
15.4 to 18.4 Hz and in the short sequence of spikes selected for -4. it appears that
depressor tiequency has decreased. The motor patterns (A) and changes in
depressor Frequency and depressor as!mmetries (B) are tiom different animals.

-
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consistent. albeit brief, occurrences that lasted From 3 to 5 depressor cycles and were
coincidene tvith the initiation of changes in abdomen deflection and flesion (Fig. 2.8B).

2.5 Discussion
Stationarv, flying Iocusts attempt to avoid sounds that mimic the echolocation calls of
hunting bats (Robert, 1989; Robert and Rowell, 1991b). In this paper we describe our
investiçations of asymmetries of forewing downstrokes of tethered tlying locusts
attempting to steer in response to auditory stimulation. It is well established that abdomen
and hindlee deflections are correlated with the direction of turning in tlying Iocusts
(Camhi, 1970; Arbas. 1986; Baader, 1990; Robert and Rowell, 1991a.b). and we used the
direction of abdomen deflection as an index of turning direction in our esperiments Our
principal tindinzs can be summarised as follows: 1) attempced steering manoeuvres
evoked by ultrasound stimulation tvere accompanied by profound asymmetries in the
elevation anges ofthe fore~tinssdurins the dowstroke tthereas tlie hindivinss rernained
rttlatitely syninieirical durin- the donnstroke. 2 ) tlie magnitude and direction of
abdomen detlection signiticantly correlate witli those of forewing asymmetry; 2 ) the
foretvhg on the inside of the attempted turn \vas less elevated than the one on the outside:
4) the stroke transition from elevation to depression occurred earlier for the foretvins on

the inside of the attempted tum; 5) the activation of YI97 during a tvingbeat q c i e
occurred earlier- and there was an increase in the number of muscle potentials durino

each cycle on the inside of the attempted tum. X simiIar motor strategy has been
described for collision (Robertson and Reye. 1992) and thermal avoidance (Robertson- ri
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a/.. 1996) during Iocust flight. Ure argue below thar a phase shifi in the timing of

transition to the forewing downstroke has consequences for steering. This idea has
previously been esplicitly discounted for correctional steering in locusts (e.g. Zarnack.
1988).

3.5.1 Wing Kinematics

Sumerous investioations of steering during Iocust flight (revieived in Kamrner, 1985;
RowII, 1988) have resulted in an emersing consensus of which ivingbeat parameters can
be altered to produce the required asymmetrical lift and thnist. Asynmetries in angle of
attack (inside winss pronared: Dugard, 1967; Baker. 1979a; \f'aIdmann and Zarnack.
1988, Zarnack. 198s). asymmetrical timing ofstroke reversals (Thüi-ing. 1986: Scii\venne

and Zamack, 1987; Waldmann and Zarnack. 1988). and asymmetrical relative positions

of the fore- and hindnings (Schmidt and Zarnack. 1957; Schwenne and Zarnack, 1987)
have al1 been associatcd tvith steering manoeuvres ancüor the producrion of steerïng

of intentional a\-oidancesteering
torques. In this study and in previous in\-esti~ations
(Robertson and Reye. 1997: Robertson. er cil.. t 996) the most striking obsetvation was of
the production ofasymrnetries in the fore!@

ektation an$es during the downstroke.

These asymmetries were primariiy attained by changes in the re1atii.e timing of the
initiation of the forewing downstroke an either side ofthe locust (eariier doitnsrroke on

the inside of the turn). We noted, but did not quanritii, chanses in the an$e of attack of
the wings (increased and early pronation inside the attempted turn) durin$ the do~vnstroke
and we espect that such changes tvould have added to any aerodpamic effects of the
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observed forewing asymmetry. The following discussion concentrates only on the
forewing asyrnmetry as a kinematic mechanism comibirritig to the generation of steenng
toques.
An important question is whether the described forewing asymmetry on its own

could have aerodynamic consequences for steering. It has been claimed (Zamack, 1988)
that such a phase shift in the timing of transitions to the downstroke could alter the

-senerated forces only during the beginning and ending of shifiing. or by vinue of the
changed interaction with the hindwings (see below). However the forces generated by
the forewings must interact continuously by virtue of the fact that each wing transfers
these forces to the body of the locust at the wing hinge and the relative orientations of the
forew-ings and the body !vil1 determine a resultant flioht force vector. Assuming the two
forewings are equal in their aerodynamic effect, the resultant lifi vector of the forewing
pair. considenna the pair in isoiation. must Iie in a plane ivhich bisects the angle between
the two forewin_es. At different instances during the doirnstroke the angle between the
forewings chanses, and. if there is an asymrnetry in the elevation angles of the forewin~s
relative to the body, then throughout the downstroke the plane bisectina the angle
between the foretvings is incIined relative to the dorso-ventral plane of the animal. Thus.
although thrust from the forewings may remain s)mrnetricaI. the resuitant Iifl vector is
directed away from the dorso-ventral plane and towards the side nith the lotver forewin-.
and this would occur throughout the force-zeneratins dorvnstroke and not jus1 at the
beginning and end of phase shifting. This is inescapably true whether or not locust flipht
is best considered fiom a standard quasi-steady perspective (Jensen. 1956) or a vones-
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shedding perspective (Brodsky, 1994). The effect of this would be to impan a roll to the
locust and this would allow the larger lifi component of the hindwings to contribute to
changing the direction of flight . Assurning a symmetrical tiindwing beat, hindwing lifi
would be directed dorsally but. afier the foreivin~simpan a roll, dorsal hindwing lifi
would be directed lateral ta the original flight path and would no longer counteract the
weight. Clearly the foreivings rnay not be equal in their aerodynamical effect during
steering due to relative differences in their angle of attacks (Zamack, 1988. Robertson
and Reye, 1992), but this effect would add to. and not subtract from, any effect ofthe
forewing angular asymrnetry. Given that the hindivings remain relatively symmetrical
during steering manoeuires, a tùrther consequence of a shifi in the elevation ranges of
the foreivings on the t n o sides could be a différence in the aerodynamic coupling
betiveen the fore- and the hindnings of the tivo sides (Schmidt and Zamack, 1987;
Schivenne and Zarnack, 1957. Wortmann and Zarnack. 1987. 1993). and this would also
nct additivelu by reducins the lifr on the side ivith the lower foreivina. The complesity of
unsteady aerodynamic phenornena. if they are present in this situation. makes thsir eftècts
dificult to predict. In the absence of aerodynamic evidence to the contra?. ive conclude
that the asymrnetry in the elevation angles ofthe foreninos during the donnstroke.
caused by phase shifiing of the transition to the downstroke. makes a significant
aerodynamic contribution to the generation of steering coques and that this is aided by
changes in the flight forces generated by singie it-ings (angle of attack) and by changes in
the aerodynamic interference benveen the foreuing and hindwing (separation angle). LVe
propose that the specific aerodynamic eRect ofthe foreiing asynmetq descnibed here is
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to roll the locust and allow the lifi from al1 four wings to be directed lateral to the original

tlight path. Simply redirecting the hindwings' forces relative to the flight path may
provide increased reaction speed compared with reconfiguring the hindwing beat to
redirect their forces relative to the animal.

2 - 3 2 Motor Pattems

-4sdescribed above. the same manoeuvre has the etfect of deflecting the resultant tlight
force vector of the forewing pair towards the side of the lower forewinp and increasing
the aerodynamic interference between the forewing and hindwings on the side where the
separation between the foren-ing and the hindwing is reduced. There are t a o motor
strategies ivhich ~vouldlead to this confiyration of the wings during the do~vnstroke
during steerin9: a) CO-ordinatethe beats of right and lefi forewings so that they attain
asymetrical elevations durin? the do~vnstroks(coincidentally this ~vouldaffect the
separation between the forewings and hindivings on either side); and b) CO-ordinatethe
beats offorewing and liind~vingso as to minimise the separation benveen them land thus
maximise interference) on the inside of the tum and maximise the separation on the orher
side (coincidentallythis woufd cause an aspmetry in the elevations of the forewings).
The important question is tvhich motor strategy does the animal actualiy use to change
direction during flight? .AS noted above, a prominent kiewpoint in the literature is that
asymmetry in the initiation of the domstroke to senerate phase asynmetries does not
solve the aerodynarnic probleni of steering in Iocusts. escept in that such an asymrnetry
ttiI1 cause the interactions benveen forewings and hindwings that are considered to be
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more important for steering (Zarnack, 1988). However, in the contes of avoidance
steering we favour the alternative interpretation of our data that it is the asyrnmetry in the
elevation angles of the foretvings that is the parameter under control. This interpretation
is reasonabIe for the follotving reasons. First, the observation that the foretving on the
inside of the tum often appeared below the hindwing (e.3. Fig. 2.2; see also Fig. 3C in
Robertson and Reye, 1992) indicates that the strategy used cannot be described as to
minimise the separation between forewing and hindwing on the inside of the tum.
Second, when hindiving asymmetries were apparent they were in the same direction as
the foreivinç asymnietry (e.g. Fiss. 2.6 it 7.7; see also Fig. 9 in Robertson and Reye.
1991 and Fio. 3 in Robenson. PI cd.. 1996). This would have tvorked asainst the
seneration ofsteerin_otorques by an adjustment of the forewing-hindivins separations
ivhereas it would have contnbuted towards steering torques generated by inclination of
resultant force vectors of the forening and hind~vin~
pairs. Third. this interpretation helps
to resoIve apparent anomalies in the literature on steering motor patterns. Durins visually
induced

roll in^ the changes in the phase shifi bettveen correspondins contralateral

niuscles Ivere the largest obsened in one particular study (Schmidt and Zarnack. 1987).
yet these authors could "offer no plausible interpretation of this tinding". because the
degree of aerodynarnic coupling between contralateral wings had not been investigated.
During the steerins reaction of locusts passively yaived in a tvind Stream one of the
strongest effects tvas on the timing of the beginning of the foreiving dotvnnroke and on
the time intervals between contralateral homologous muscles (Zarnack. 1988). yet it was
concluded that althouoh "these alterations of contralateral muscle actitity are usually the
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-~reatest"they are "unimportant for the generation of aerodynamic forces". It is likely
that large phase shifts between corresponding contralateral muscles (tvithout changing the
relative timing of the activations of a single tving's muscles) would generate phase shifis
in the timing ofstroke reversais between contralateral mngs Civithout changing the forrn
of the beat of a single wing). One consequence of simply chansing the relative timing of
stroke reversals of the two forewings by transientiy increasinç or decreasing the duration
of upstroke or dotnstroke in one cycle (e.g. Fig. 2.;; see also Fiy. 9 of Robertson and
Reye. 1993) is that their stroke angles will occupy different ranses of'elevation.
1Ioreover. if the initial chanse occurs with the beginninç of the downstroke (Le. to
change the relative duration ofthe upstroke durin= one cycle), then one foreiving
becomes more elevated than the other and they remain asymmetrical during the
downstroke but retum to symmetn for some pan ofthe upstroke (Fig.2.9). Thus, bulk
shitis in the phasing of contralateral muscles can be interpreted as the motor pattern
required to çenerate foretvinj as'mmetries during the do~vnstroke.Our esperirnents hatx
confirnied that large phase shifts between contralateral foreiving depressor niuscles
ih[97) occur during attempted auditory steering manoeuires. Such shifts ma! be

invoked in seneratkg differences in angle of attack but would also be required to shifi
the timing oftransition to the do~vnstroke.Similar. though usually smaller. shifis in the
relative timing of 'cl97 across the Iocust are welI described in the steering literature
(Zamack and MohI. 1977; Baker, L979b; Thuring. 1986; Schmidt and Zarnack, 1957:
Zarnack. 1958; Waldmann and Zarnack. 1985: Hensler and RoweII. 1990). Indeed. the
relationship between the relative timing of k W and measured steering

Fisure 2.9. Mode1 of the effect ofchanging the relative timins of the foreiving stroke
rek-ersalon fore\ving position. The difierence in the time of Iefi and @t
depressor activation (A Depressor asymmetry) results in a foreivins asynmetry
dutins the do~vnstroke.Compare with Fig. 2.3, bosed region. .hasymmetq in
depressor activation only afecects the downstroke therefore. the forewings are
elevated toset her.
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torque is so reliable that the timing shift can be used as a monitor of the direction and
magnitude of attempted tums to close the feedback loop in a flight sirnulator (Hensler and
Robert, 1990).
We also obsewed that the burst lengh of M97 increases on the inside of the
attempted tum. This is in accordance with other intentional sreering manoeuvres (Baker.
I979b; Robertson, rr al., 1996) though there is a poor or no correlation between M97

burst length and correctional steering (Thürina, 1986; Zarnack, 1988; Waldmann and
Zarnack, 1988). Sirnilarly the increase in wingbeat ti-equency that we observed is likely
related to the fact that the locust is responding to an abrupt, startling stimulus in its
environment (Coorer, 1979; Wang and Robertson, 1983; Robert, 1939).

2.5 Xeneral Conclusion

Our results sugaest that ultrasound information is processed by flight circuit- (see e.g.
Boyan. 1985; 1959) to produce asymmetries in the tlight motor pattem that ivould elicit
turns. One component of the motor pattern cllange is a shifi in the relatii-etiming of 119(forewing depressor muscles) and this contributes to generating shifts in the timing of
transitions to the downstroke and consequently asynrnetry in the elevation of the
forewings during the downstroke. ï h e aiteration in forewing kinematics results in
asymmetricaI lifi to impart a roll to the locust which aIIows the combined lift of al1 four
wkigs to be directed lateral to the original fliaht path. This acts in combination with
asyunetries in angle of attack. aqrnmetrica1 interference between the fore\vings and
hindnin_rs. postural alterations and an increase in ningbeat frequency to generate rapid
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banked downward tums. The motor strateg employed by the locust to steer in response
to bat-like sounds is very similar to the strateg observed in collision and thermal
avoidance. We sugsest that these three sensory modalities (visuai, thermal and auditory)
converge and elicit a common avoidance behaviour mediated by a cornmon neuronal
circuit.
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and Ron Hoy for loaning us acoustic equipment. James Fullard. Christine Gee. Kelly
Shoemaker. John Dower. and Heather Proctor provided helpfùl comrnents on an early
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CHAPTER 3
ACOUSTIC STARTLE/ESCAPE REACTIONS IN TETHERED FLYrNG
LOCUSTS: MOTOR PATTERNS AND WING KINEMATICS

U-NDERLYINGINTENTIONAL STEERING.~

3.1 Abstracc

By sirnultaneously recording fiight muscle activity and wing kinematics in tethered.
Qing Loclrs~cr~niproricrL.. tve have investigated relationships between asymmetric
niuscle activations and the kinematics of the stroke reversals at the onset of wins
depression during intentional steering manoeuvres elicited with bat-like sounds. Bilateral
asymmetries in al1 forewina direct depressor muscles (M97.9s. 99) ivere positively
correlated tvith asymmetric foreivinq depress~onand asymmetries in the timing of
fore~vingstroke reversais. Simi!arIy. bilateral asymmetries in hindu-ino depressor
niuscles ( 5 [117 and

138 but not h1129) were positively correlated ~vithasvmmetric

hindwing depression and aspmetries in the timing of the hindwing stroke reversal.

Y1129 was nesatively correlated with these shifts. Hindwing asymrnetries in muscle
timing and wing kinematic parameten were smaller and occuned in the opposite
direction than correspondin- kinematic parameters of the forewïngs. These findings
support the hypothesis that intentiond steering manoeuvres employ bulk shifis in

-
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depressor muscle timing that affect the timing of the stroke reversals thereby establishing
asyrnmetric wing depression. We also found correlations between fore~ingdepressor
muscle asymmetries and asymmetries in the timing of the onset of forewing pronation
before the downstroke (dorsal wing flip). Pronation asyrnmetries were established by
changes in the latency of the wing flip relative to the time of the forewing stroke reversal.
This suggests that locusts may actively control the timing of wing rotation as a
mechanism for generatinz steering torques. These effects may act in concert nith forces
yenerated by fore-hindwing interactions to establish rapid escape manoeuvres.

3.2 Introduction

There is a groiiing list of insects ivith descriptions ofacoustic startldescape responses
(-4SRs)that can be elicited bu high frequency (120 Wz) sounds similar to the
echolocation calls of hunting. insectivorous bats. The list to date includes moths (Roeder.
1963: 1967). butterflies (Yack and Fullard. 1000). Iaceu ings illiller and Olesen, 1979).
praying mantises (Yager Cr cd., 1990). crickets (\ioiseR. tv (IL. 1973,Solen and Hoy.
I9S6), katydids (Libersat and Hoy 1991). beetles (Forrest. rr d.1995. Yager and
Spangler, 1997), and locusts (Robert, 1939: Robert and Rowell. 1993). This list is not
surprising ?ken the intense selection pressure bats place on noctunal tlying insects: a
fact aptly summarized in the statement "... any insect that Aies at night is culnerable to
predation by bats" (Ho' rr d,L9S9). For many of the insects above, ASRs have been
described that consist of postural adjustments such as liead rolling leg extension and
abdomen movement, and chanses in i l n g kinernatics. For an in-tlight XSR to be
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adaptive in the context of bat avoidance, the insect must be able to change its course of
tlight away Eom the source of the sounds. tüthough body posture adjustments such as
leg and abdomen deflections may contnbute to steering manoeuvres, it is the wings that
bring about the substantial changes in aerodynamic forces necessary to move the insect
away tiom the stimulus. The XSR of the locust, Locrrstn nriprorin L., provides an
excellent opponunity to study chanses in wing kinematics and underlying motor patterns
that bting about these critical chanses in direction. In this paper. we show that elements
of the motor pattern recorded fiom forewing and hindwing direct depressor muscles
correlate ivith key changes in wins kinematic pawmeters that are believed to senerate
steering torques for intentional steering manoeutres.
The ASR of tethered flying Iocusts. first descnbed by Roben ( 1939). can reliably
be elicited with trains of short duration sound pulses with carrier frequencies geater than
10 kHz and intensities greater than 45 dB SPL. The reaction consists ofhead rolling

away tiom the stimulus side. hindlee detlection. abdomen deflection and dorsiflesion.
chanses in wine beat frequencv (including fli$it cessation) and changes in iving stroke
kinematics. in tethered tlying animals these chanses are accompanied by the production
of yaw torques away from the stimulus and it is presumed that these changes are capable
of changing the îlight path of free-flyin~individuals (Roben, 1989: Robert and Rowell.
1992). Free-flying locusts have recently been shoivn to react to synthesized sounds nith
tums. loops and spirals. drops to the gound. and rapid ascents: manoeuLres consistent
with those described for other insects les. moths. lacewin~sand praying mantises) tested
in tee-flight with real bats (Daivson rr ni., 200 1). Dawson rr a/. ( 1997) eaended the
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description of the XSR for tethered locusts and showed that it is accompanied by the
production of profound asymmetries in the elevation anges of the forewings during the
downstroke. Forewing asymmetries are accompanied by changes in angle of attack of the
wings and increases in wing beat frequency and are believed to contribute to the forces
p e r a t e d by these kinematic changes. Forewing asyunetries are also seen when locusts
are avoiding collision with oncorning objects (Robemon and Reye. 1992; Robenson and
Johnson. 1993) and ivhen locusts are avoiding intense radiant heat sources (Robertson ' r
trl, 1996; Shoemaker and Robertson. 1998) suggesting that the production of forewing

asymmetry is a common stratesy ernployed by Iocusts trying to evade hazards.
There is a rich and copious literature on the neuromuscular mechanisms
underlying steering in locusts. [t is fair also to say that nearly al1 mechanisms described
to date relate to how Iocusts adjust their tlizht systern to maintain a straight course of
tlight in the face of emironmental perturbation and non-Iinearities in the tlight machinery
(Burrotvs, 1996). Recently consensus Iias b e ~ u nto emerge that intentional steering (e.p.
to avoid a predator) is a diKerent behaviour than steering to niaintain a straiglit course of
tlight (correctional steering). T'hese nvo types of steering are superticially similar but
differ in many important regards. Wing kinematic chanses and postural adjustments
during intentional steering are frequentry iarger reiative to those seen during correctional
steering (Roberison and Reye. 1992; Robenson rr cd.. 1996; Dawson rr al.. 1997).
Abdomen deflection is accomplished rvith diEerent segments during intentional steering
(Camlii, 1970). .And. during intentional steering to bat-Iike sounds. the direction of head
roll is opposite to that dur in^ optomotor steering (Robert and Rowell. 1992).
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The neuromuscular mechanisrns underlying steering have mostly been studied
using locusts engaged in correctional steering (for reviews see Rowell, 1988; Burrows,
1996). Recordings From flight muscles show that the changes that occur during steering
are in recruiment, burst length (spikes per bunt) and phase (time of depolarization).
Changes in recruitment of motor fibres and in spikes per burst affect the force of muscle
contraction and do not directly atfect the timing ofwing movements. It is shifts in the
timing of contralaterally homologous muscle depolarkations that is most sensitive to
changes in yaw, pitch and roll (Zamack and Mohl, 1977). The timing of activation of
contralateral muscles will bring about asymmetries in the behaviours of lefi-right ni-is
pairs. and, depending on the effects the musdes esert on the ivinzs. this can have
aerodynamic consequences. Zarnack and hioh[( 1977) recorded motor patterns of Iocusts
flying in a laminar ivind Stream IvhiIe being rolIed. pitched and yawed; the three flioht
axes being manipulated in isolation. They recorded tiom the sis direct depressor muscies

of the fore- and hindwings on each side of the Iocust and tound that many of the muscles
shifi together. Thüring ( 1986) tound similar shifis in depressor muscles in response ro
rnovement of an anificiaI horizon and noted that the shifts nere correlated ~viththe
production of roll toques. Phase shifts in the time of activation of fore\\-ingand
hindwing muscles on one side of the insect and in the time of activation of muscles
within a single mng aIso occur and do have effecrs on winz kinematics. Wilson ( 1965)
suggested the forewings can act as Ieadin-edge flaps for the hindwings thus the time of
forewin~depression and elevation relative to the hindwing wi11 affect the flow of air
across the \vins pairs. The ansle of attack of a tving? which is critically imponant in the
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amount of lift it is able to generate, is established by the relative timing of muscles within
the wins (Nachtigall, 1989).
The neuromuscular mechanisrns underlying intentional steering have only
recently bezun to be addressed. Examination of wing kinematics during collision,
thermal, and auditory avoidance show similar wing kinematic strategies consisting of
asymmetric forewing depression dunng steering responses sugesting that a common
motor strate9 may be empIoyed by locusts for intentional steering (Robenson and Reye.
1992; Robertson and Johnson, 1993; Robertson rr of., 1996; Shoemaker and Robertson.
1998; Dawson L'I id, 1997). Dawson rr r d , 1997 esamined wing kinematics with highspeed cinematography and found that FWA was correlated witli asymmetries in the
timing of the stroke reversal and thar foreiving asymrnetq was accompanied by large
shitis (larser tlian typically obsened during correctional steering) in foreiving first
basalar activity. This study proposed a model relating depressor muscle timing and
asytnmctric ~vingdepression (Fis. 3. 1). This model predicts that n-ino asynmetn. is
established by the relative timing of the stroke reversals ofthe left and right ni-gs. in the
model. the left and right wings are eievated s~mmetricallybut differences in the timing of
the lefi and right depressor muscles cause one wing to reverse direction before the other
thereby generating asymmetric ning depression Since stroke reversal timing is
determined by depressor muscie activity. the prediction ti-om this model is that bulk shitis
in several direct depressor rnuscies wouId be obsen-ed during intentional steering
responses. Coordinated shifis in Iefi and right L197.5198. X.199. MS5 and MI27 inames
after Snodgrass, 1929) have been recorded during thermal avoidance steerin-

Fisure 3.1. A mode1 predicting that asymmetric depression of the wings results from
bulk shifts in the timing of depressor muscles tvhich bring about changes in the
riming of stroke reversais. In the schematic above. lefi direct downstroke
depressor muscles fire before the ri& depressor muscles bringing about an
earlier stroke reversal of the lefi wing relative to the right. The result is that the
leîl wing is depressed more than the right wing throurhout the dotvnstroke but not
durin$ the upstroke. 'cloditied from Daxvson cl cri.. (1997).
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(Shoemaker and Robertson, 1998) and were found to be correlated with asymrnetric w i n ~
depression supporting this model. However, this study did not employ high speed
cinematography and detailed kinematics of the stroke reversal could not be obtained. The
purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that asymmetric wing depression is
esrablished by asymmetries in the stroke reversal brought about by bulk shifis in
depressor muscle activity. We have addressed this question with simultaneous recordings
from direct depressor muscles and high speed digital cinematography.

3.; Materials and kIethods

Adult male and tèmale Lncrrsrir nrigmroria L. aged 15 to 20 days post imagina1 moult
lvere used in these espenments. AI1 animais n t r e reared under crowded conditions in a
continuously breeding culture maintained at 3O'C with 60Sforelative hurnidity under a
16li:Sh Iight:dark cycle.
.himals were tested in a Iarse (65 cm deep, 125 cm wide. 75 cm tall) foam-lined
Faraday case (Fig. 5.2) with a ikind tunnel (circular mouth, diameter 15 cm) prok-iding an
air stream of 3 m-s" as measured ~vitha hot-aire anemometer ITSL mode1 67-7 with
aensor mode! 16 10-12). himals were tethered dorsally by one of two methods. In the
tirst method, animais ivere attached directly to a rigid copper rod tiith a sma1I drop of
beeswa~on rhe pronotum. In the second method- a srnaII aluminium saddIe [vas fastened
across the pronotum nith beeswax The aluminium saddle could be held in the

Figure 3.2. Diagram of esperirnental apparatus. Locusts were tethered inside a large
îàraday case in front of a wind tunnel producing an air Stream of 3 mis. Bat-like
sounds were presented fiom a speaker that could be positioned alon, an arc
equidistant from the locust at any angle lateral and posterior ro the locust. The
faraday cage was lined with contoured foam to minimize reff ection of high
frequency sounds. EMG si_onalswere amplified by a custom built 16 channel
EMG amplifier and digitized at 25 kHz per channe1. .A 500 fps high speed ditital
sarnera positioned directly behind the locust captured chanses in body posture
and wing kinematics. .Al1 recordina equipmenr !vas synchronized by a common
trisser allowing us to reconstruct the motor patterns underiyi- changes in body
posture resulting from the audito- stimulus

.Wind tunnel
Fmday cage wirh

500 @JS hi& spcrd

digital C;IIIICT;I

Bat-like sound
gencmor
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javs ofan alligator clip to allow easy removal of the animal from the experimental
chamber between experiments. For al1 experimental observations animals, were
suspended 10 cm in front of the wind tunnel and adjusted for trueness with the ~vind
Stream. Adjustments were aided by examining the wing strokes with Our high-speed
camera (see below) for symmetricai wing strokes on the lefi and nght sides of the body
and Iimb alignment with the body. himals were flown until they assumed a tucked

ff ight posture after tvhich time stimuli were presented.

3.3.2 Acoustic Stimuli
.A pattern that mimics the tèeding b u u (Simmons et cd.. 1979) of an echolocating bat was

chosen as Our acoustic stimulus. A train of 10 shaped pulses each with a 1 rns
esponential rise/falI time and S ms sustain time repeated with a 20 ms inter-pulse-intena1
(producine a period of 30 ms or pulse tiequency of 33.3 pulses per second) nere
presenred korn a two-inch cons tweeter (YIotorola. mode1 KSX I O7S.A). The pulses ivere
syntliesized \vit11 sine waves \vitIl a carrier fiequency of 30 kHz. The speaker \\.as
positioned 20 cm From the locust with the centre of the speaker aligned venically with the
locust tympanum. Sounds were always presented at least nvo minutes apart to avoid
habituating the anima1 tvith repeated stimuli.
Our sounds were disitaIl! synthesized ~ i t an
h arbitrary waveform generator IPC
instruments, mode1 PCI-3 1 I, Akron OH, USA) controIIed by a microcornputer nith
software suppiied by the manufacturer (BenchTop Lite. v3.3.J). Sound presentation n-as
iniriated by way of a TTL trigger pulse generated by a Grass instruments electronic
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stimulator (mode1 SS, Grass Instruments, Quincy MA, USA) applied to the arbitrary
waveform generator.
Sound intensity ofthe pulses was determined by matching pure tones of
equivalent amplitude and frequency (dB peSPL; StapelIs, el al., 1982) to the stimulus

pulses and measuring the SPL fiom a Brüel and Kjzr sound level meter (type 26LO) with
a Bniel and Kjær !4 inch microphone (type 4 133, without protective gnd) positioned
20 cm in fiont of the speaker (where the Iocust t>mpanumwas during esperiments). The
sound level meter was calibrated with a BrüeI and Kjijar pistonphone (type 4328).

Electrodes consisted of SO um diameter (50 um core) copper \vire insulated escept ar the
tip. Unanaesthetized locusts Lvere placed riolit side do~vnin a large \vas filled Petri-dish
and secured with adliesive tape Electrodes llere then successively iniplanted into lefi
'\l97.'c19S. 'c199. 'r[ l27.'c[I?8 and 'cf 129 muscies (names afier Snodgrass. 1929)
rhrough srnall Iioles. made nith a minuten p i n in the pterotlioracic epistema and epiniera.
Electrodes were secured with a minimum of \vas appiied to the pleura and \vires were

-(ruided and secured to the aluminium saddle at the pranotum.

The locust \vas then tumed

left side d o m , re-secured nith tape. and sis more electrodes tvere impianted into the
contralateral niuscles ~ i i t hwires being similarly secured. Last. a common ground
electrode was insened through the distal region of the second abdominal tersite and
secured tvith wax. The position of the gound eIectrode and \vas did not obscure the ear
Care was taken in locating the ground electrode so tliat intemal t-pana1

tracheal airsacs
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were nat compromised. .41twelve electrode wires and the ground wire were bundled
together at the aluminium saddle and encased dong their length to the recording
amplifier in a small amount of flexible plastic adhesive (LePage 5F. Brampton ON,
Canada). M e r electrodes were irnplanted locusts were returned to their holding cages,
with food, for 11 to 34 hours before testing. The EMG electrodes had little effect on the
ability of the Iocusts to flap their winçs and generate fliglit and steerhg forces as ive
readily observed locusts performing climbing flights, tums, take-offs and landings \vhiIe
tethered loosely by only the EMG wires.
Electrode signals were antplified with a custom buiit 16 channel differential
amplifier and digitized at 25 kHz per channel using hardware and software t o m Axon
instruments (Digidata 12OOB \iith A~oscopevS.0. .Ason instruments. Foster City C.4.
USA). The digitized traces included a record of the trigger puise for presenting the batlike sounds. From the recordings. \ve measured the time ofeach muscle activation (as the
time of the positive going peak of the \vaveform for the tirst spike in spike-burstsl and the
number of spikes per burst for at least 15 cycles before and 15 cycles atier the stimulus
Dependin: on depressor frequency. this ~vindo~v
[vas between 1200 and 1600 ms.
We contirmed electrode position afier esperiments by dissection. -4nimaIs nere
injected wvith a 1.4 mixrture of S)SO/Oethanol to glacial acetic acid and Ieft at room
temperature for 73 to 48 hours. For each animal, the wings and legs rvere removed. the
animal was decapitated and the abdomen was removed dista1 co the 3"' abdominal
sezxent. The thorax and remainine portions or"the abdomen were then cut dorsally and
ventrally along the midline and each hernisection tyas pinned in a tvater filled petri dish
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with a cork bottom. The dorsal longitudinal and elevator muscles were then carefully
removed to reveal the underlying depressor muscles. Each depressor muscle was then
caretùlly teased apart until the tip of the electromyogaphic eIectrode was found. Results

of electrode placement and inspection of the electromyogphic recordinjs were used to
determine wliich muscles were included in subsequent analyses.

3.3.4 High-speed Digital Cinematography
.-\nimals were filmed from behind using a Motion Scope 500 tiame per second highspeed digital camera (mode1 K R j O O . Optikon, Kitchner OX, Canada). We used a 6 mm
1.1 4 TV lens and shuttered the camera at I/2500 S. We used a 150 W halogen lamp

positioned above the camera and a 300 Ur halogen lamp positioned below the camera.
Both lamps ivere directed ont0 the posterior of the Iocust tiorn an angle ofapprosimately

30 O above and below respecti\-el! The lizht intensity at the locust \vas 135 Wattslrn'
This lisht. ivhich caused the temperature ofthe faraday case to rise above ambient rooni
temperature. snabled us to complets our esperïrnents ar temperatures bern-een 27' and
3?C.
To facilitate observation of the ibings in the high speed images. we appIied marks
to the wings ivith ivhite correction Auid (Liquid Paper 8. Gillette Company. Boston h[.A,
USA). We placed a dot at the tip of each of the four i\-in_os.a dot on the foretvins tvhere
the costal vein meets the Ieading edse. and a narrow t-tripe to mark a wïng chord on the
foreiving that began at the Ieading edge and ended nhere the zndcubitaI ~ r i nmeets the
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and edge of the uing. These markings were placed on both upper and lower surfaces of
the wing.
The high speed camera rvas trisgered rvith the same s i g d that initiated the sound
presentations and therefore we were able to obtain simultaneous records of posturai and
wing kinematic changes with electromyo_gaphic recordings from flight muscles. M e r
the camera was triggered, we copied a 1.5 second segment (750 frames) of the camera
niemory to videocassette at a rare of one frame per szcond for later analysis. The video
tapes were then digitized using video digitizing hardware (.41in Wonder 128, AT1
Technologies Inc. Thornhill ON. Canada) and saved as XVI files. Custorn software was
then used to measure iving elevation angles, the time of stroke reversals. the onset of
wing rotation at the stroke reversals (the timing ofthe wing tlip), and abdomen position

from the AVI files.
The exact tiarne rate of our camera \vas dstermined by filming a light emitting
diode that tlashed at precisely measured intenais of time. The flash \vas generated by a
Grass instniments stimulator fniodel SS. Grass Instruments. Quincy YI.-\. USA) and the
interval between flashes \vas nleasured with a digital storage oscilloscope (Gould. modsl
DS0630). Frame rate calculations rvere repeated several times using different inten-als

of time and with the camera coId (right after booting) and rvam (on for at least three

and
hours). The average time betlveen frames was 2.0595 = 0.0003 ms (mean = S.D.)
[vas not affected by camen temperature loperatin~time).
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3 - 3 3Data halysis and Statistical Treatment of the Data
Spike times and elevation angles were used to calculate measures of lefi-right motor and
wing asyrnmetry. These variables, and their calculations, are summarized in Table 3.1.
Calculations follow conventions established in Dawson rr d (1997). These variables are
defined such that positive values always indicate an intended (fictive) tum to the right
and negative values always indicate a fictive turn to the leA. The data presented in figure
3.2. 3.7, 3.10. and 3.1 i is from the same locust (L33RI) and is presented to illustrate the
typical time course and cycle by cycle changes observed tirtien a Iocust reacted to our
stimulus.
Statistical treatment of the data Çollotvrd procedures in Zar ( 195-1)and Sokal and
Rohlf ( l9S 1). Statistical tests ivere perfornied using RIP v; 2 . 1 (S.AS Instit~iteInc.)
Signiticance ivas assiirned when P<O.OS.

3.4 Results
Locusts beoan to tly as soon as they were placed in the uind stream. Most locusts
required sIight adjustrnent atier securin~the tether in Front of the wind stream to achieve
symmetrical ning beats and a proper flisht posture although it was not possible to
achieve perfect symmetry. When locusts were stimulated with 50 kHz bat-like sounds.
rhey reacted with abdomen and hindleg deflection. abdomen dorsiflesion changes in
wing kinematics, and increases in depressor muscle activation (wing beat) frequency
(Fig 3.3). Gender based differences in tethered flight responses tvere not observed in

Table 3.1: Definition and explanation of variables. These terms follow definitions in
Dawson et ui.. (1997).

Variable

Description (units)

~alculiitionll ~ o t e s '

DA

Depressor asytunetq (nis)

Calculated as the tin~eof the left depolarization minus the
tiine of tlie riglit deplarization. A positive value indicates
tlie riglit muscle is activated before the lefi.

F\VA-DS
HWA-DS

Fore- or Hindtving
nqmmetq diiring the
dounstroke ("1

The as\.mmetF in elevation angles' of the \vins rit onc tliird
of the do\\nstroke. Calailated as the angle of the riglit \vin$
minus tlic angle of the left ning. Positive values mean tlie
right ning is more elevrited tlian the left wing.

Rir-SR4

Fore- or Hindning stroke
revenal asymmetn (")

Dfiercnce in timc bet~veentlie left and right stroke reversai.
Cnlculated as tlie time of tlie lefi stroke revcml minus tlic
time of the right stroke menal. Positive talues mean tlic
riglit tving begrin tlie do~vnstrokekfore tlie lefi uing.

FlV.4-SR
Hi\'.-\-S R

Fore- or Hindivins
asynmetq at the stroke
rcvcrsnl ("1

Tlic q m m e t n in elevation angies' of [lie !vins at the
mornent of [lit stroke revenal (beginning of tlie donnstroke
of the respective n i n g ) . Cnlculated as the angle of the riglit
n mg minus tlic angle of tlie left vins. Positive vnliics nirm
tlie riglit ning is more depresscd tlinn tlie Iefi.

F\V-PrA
H\V-Pr=\

Fore- or Hindtving
pronation nsynmetn r IIEI

Refers to aqminetria in the time of the onset of pronation
itlie beginning of tlie wing flip). See Fig. 3. II. Calculntcd
ris the tiine of [lie lcft ning îiip minus tlie tiine of [lie ri$t
ning ilip. Positive values mcan the right ving pronatcd
ifiipped) beforc tlie left.

H\V-SR.\

.-.A

Refea to asynrnetries in the '$ap- between left and riglir
fore- Iiindning pairs. Anglar difference is crilculnted by
subtncting the elevation anglei of the forewing from die
~Icvationangle of tlie Iündwing. &minetries are calculated
by subtncting the above difference from [lie left foreliindn-ing pair from the difference ~ a l ~ ~ l i ifor
t e tlic
d riglit
fore- Ikindwins pair. X positive value i n d i a t e a cmaller
-cap- on the right side of the locust.

\\'mg angles nre nieasured witli O " direct- nbove the locust.
-mie ordcr of tlic t e m in tlie nlculations have been cliosen sucli rliar positive renilts (" or ms) reîlect riglir
-rum- and negtive rcsults reficct leA mm-.

Figure 3.3. Locusts responded to stimulation rvith bac iike sounds ivith lateral abdomen
det-lection. dorsitlesion. and an increase in depressor (i\ing beat) tiequency. This
locust ( L j j R l ) responded with abdomen detlection to the let? (A), abdominal
dorsiflesion (B). and a 3 Hz increase in depressor fiequency (C). YelIow regions
indicate the post-stimulus period. The imases above are single frarnes €rom the
high speed carnera taken at the times indicated. Amorvs indicate the position of
the \vina tips. the tip of the abdomen and the leti hindleq (which detlected into the
turn after stimulation). The poor quality ofthe ima~esis a result of the
esperimental procedure xherein rt-e use a minimum of light durina filming. The
oscillations in (9)are due to the bearino \vin-.
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any of the experiments in this study. From EMG recordings, we also saw shifts in
depressor muscle timing coincident with changes in \vin; kinematics. A plot of wing
elevation angle as a function of time, for one Iocust, shows asymrnetnc depression of the
forewings and hindwings following stimulation (Fg.
3.4). Asymmetric wing depression
was more pronounced in the forewiings (particularly evident in the last six cycles of the
forewings in the figure) than the hindwings. [n this trace, nroke amplitude did not
change substantially for either ming but the range of angles throush which the wings
slvept changed. The right forewïng was more depressed than the left forewing after
stimulation and Ive interpret this as a fictive tum to the right. The change in forewing
asymrnetry was accompanied by asymmetries in the times of Iefi and risht depressor
muscle activation in bI97, the forewing first basalar. The forewing second basalar. M98.
did not show any appreciable changes in this trace.
In this study. we recorded responses to bac-like sounds presented tiom 90 O lefi at
SS dB ti-om 74 IOCUS~S.
From tliose 24. 19 showed fictive tums to the lefi. three showed

tictive tums to the right. and for tlie r e m a i n i ~two locusts. turn direction could not be
determined with certainty (Table 3.2). Tum direction was determined by look@ at a
number ofbehaviours: direction of abdomen deflection, focewing asymmetry measured
at one third downstroke, depressor asymmetry and anylar difference asymmetry. In al1
but one locust there \vas consensus between al1 behatioun.

Figure 3.4. Plot of forewine and hind~vinaangles with accompan>ingspike times of Mg7
and M98 from one locust 1gD 17L IRl). The lefi and nght forewing stroke ansles
become asynunetric durina the downstroke approsimately 200 nis after stimulus
onset. This is accompanied by asy-mmetric activation ofthe forewing tirst
basalar, hl97 but not the forewing second basaIar. 1,198. .Asyrnmetries in
hind~vinganales during the dotvnstroke are not as pronounced as for the
foretvinss. Note the increase in tving beat frequency afier the stiniulus. Blue
traces are the leîi \king, red traces are the right !king.

Table 3.2: Surnmary of correspondence between direction of abdomen deflection, sign of
forewing asymmetry during the downstroke, sign of forewing depressor
asyrnmetry, and sign of angular difference asymmetry. Al1 locusts were
stimulated with 30 fcHz bat-Iike sounds (see text) at 88 dB from 90 O to the left.
Of 24 locusts included in the data set, 19 locusts fictively turned left, three
fictively tumed right (yellow), and two could not be determined (blue). The latter
two were included in the data set because other aspects of the motor pattern, (e-g.
abdomen flexion, increases in depressor frequency, changes in depressor spiking),
suggested that they reacted to the stimulus. Only one locust (22), produced
contradictory information (abdomen deflection to the right with positive depressor
asymrnetry but negative forewing asymmetry during the downstroke and negative
angular difference asymmetry). (+) indicates a positive shift in the variable, (-)
indicates a negative shift in the variable (see Table 3.1 for further explanation).

Locust

Abdomen
Deflection

Abdomen
Flexion

9
10

Lefî
Left

UP

LI

Left

[

13

Left

1s

Qht

16
17
18
19
20

UP

FWA-DS

DA'

ADA

-

-

-

-

-

-

t

f

f

Lcft
LeR
LeR
LcR

UP
UP

NIC

UP
Down

-

NIC

NIC

UP

-

-

-

-

NIC
+

-

DA is measured from forewing depresso. usuaily Mg?:empty ceIIs indicate no forewïng depressor
activity wis recorded for thal locust
NIC refm to situations where Ive could noL disceni a ciear change in the pst-stimulusresponse ïrom the
pre-stimuluscondition.

'

Figure j.5. Latencies ofcornponents of the .\SR elicited with 30 C;H;i bat-like sounds
presented at 88 dB tkom 90 lefi. The first evidence of steering occuned as shifis
in depressor asymrnet- (and spikes per bursc) lmedian = 80.6ms) and
asynmetric forewins depression (rnedian = 81.4 ms). which were followed b!.
abdomen dorsiflesion (rnedian = 778.1 ms)and abdomen deflection (median =
3 16.2 ms).
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3.4. I Stimulus h g l e , Intensity and Latency to Response

LVe determined latencies to key elements of the ASR described above (Fig. 3.5). From
15 locusts that provided forewing first basalar (M97) records, we found that shifts in M97

(median = 80.6 ms, 1" & 3* quartiles = 46.0 ms, 104.5 rns respectively) were coincident
with shitis in fore~vingasymmetry (median = 82.3 ms, 1" & 3* quaniles = 15.3 ms. 134.9
ms). but substantially preceded abdominal dorsiflesion (median = 278 1 ms. I*

R; 3"

quaniles = 220.4 ms, 365.6 ms), and abdomen deflection (median = 3 16.2 ms, 1" &:
quaniles = 326.6 ms, -106.5 ms)
From a sample of 19 locusts (diffèrent animais from the 7-4 mentioned above). we
tested the e t k t of stimulus intensity (5=6)
and direction (N=I3)on the mapitude and
direction of foretvine M97 acti~ity.The magnitude of depressor shifis increased nith
increasing intensity of the stimulus (Fig. 3.6.A). Depressor asymrnetn. shifis. ~vithour
regard to direction. elicited tvith 60 and 65 dB sounds ivere 3.1 = 1. I ms (mean = S.E.hI.)

and Lvere significantly different than shifts elicited uith 70 dB sounds and higher u-hich
were 7.3 = 1.1 ms (.&iOVX of treatments by subjects, F=3.75, di%-5. P=0.006; rneans
compared post-hoc nith multiple Student t-tests. P<O.OS). Depressor frequenq (Fie
3.6B) increased for al1 locusts tested by 2.0 = 0.4 Hz from 17.1 = 0.7 Hz afier stirnuIation
but the magnitude of the increase was not dependent on stimulus intensity (XYOT'A of
treatments by subjects, F=1.02, dF5,5, P=0.43 1). The magnitude ofM97 depressor
shifis. elicited \cith an SO dB stimulus. did not depend on stimulus a-Ie (Fie 3.6C)
(.AINOVA oftreatments by subjects. F=O.jI. deI2.3 P=0.6S3) nor was the number of

Figure 3.6. (A) Forewing first basalar 0197) depressor asymmetry shifis (post-stimulus
peak minus pre-stimulus median value, calculated inespective of direction)
increased with increasing stimulus intensity. Data are means = standard enor.
Horizontal bars indicate significant differences (N=6 for al1 intensities escept 65
and 70 dB where N=5). (B)Depressor frequency increased between 2 Hz afier
stimulation but the increase \vas not dependent on stimulus intensity (data from
the same locusts as above; sample sizes as above). (C) M97 depressor asymmetry
shifis, a measure of steerin~direction, were not dependent on the position of the
speaker when placed at different angles beside and behind the locust. Zero
degrees is direct11 in ti-ont of the locust, 90 degrees is Iefi of the locust. Data from
10 locusts at 90 S locusts at 135 7 locusts at 225 and 10 locusts at 170
Values are means k standard error. (D) The number of locusts showin3 positive
or negative depressor asymmetries (Le. making fictive tums to the right or lefi
respectively) was not contingent on speaker position (data From the same locusts
in C).
O.

O.

O,

O.
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animais that turned lefl or right (Fig. 3.6D)(Contingency table G-test, G=1.668, dF3,

P=0,431)

3.4.2Motor Pattern

We irnplanted EMG electrodes into the forewing first and second basalars, hl97 and M9S
respectively, and the subalars, M99, and the hindwing first and second basalars, kf 127
and Ml28 respectively, and the subalars, M129. From the 21 Iocusts stimulated with bat-

like sounds. ive obtained successful EMG recurdinp h m 15 M97 left- right pairs, 6
M9S pairs. 17 M99 pairs, 2 1 h.11Y pairs. I5 hl t 38 pairs, and 33 M139 pairs. OnIy two

animals yielded data for al1 six muscle pairs. We typically obtained data from at least
four muscle pairs €or a given Iocust. X recording from une of the two Iocusts in rvhich a11
tivelve direct downstroke muscles ivere siiccessh1ly penetrated is presented in tigure 3.7.
A conspicuous feature ot'many of our recorded motor patterns was that spiking

\vas otien absent for man! cycles in forewino M99, and to a Lesser estent M9S. and
liindwing hII1S. Spiking in al1 muscles woutd resume immediate(yafter the stimulus

was presented. This is seen in tigure 3.7 for M9S. M99 and M l l S .

fol loi vin^

presentation of the stimulus. several chanses occurred in the motor pattern. Muscles that

rvere not being rhythmically depolarized begn to fire ivith every tvins beat cycle. There
tvas an increase in the number of depolarizations seen with each cycle (herealier referred
to as spikes per burst). The frequency of depressor muscle activation increased and the
timing of depolarizations advanced in the cycIe relative to the hindllng stroke reversai.

Figure 2.7. €MG recordings tiom one locust (L33RI) fiom 12 direct downstroke
muscles. sis in the forewings and sis in the hindwings. three per side for each
rviny. Before the stimulus kt98 and M99 fire intermittently but when firing the
spikes are in time with the wing cycle. M e r the stimulus, al1 muscles are active
and there is an increase in nurnber of depolarizations per cycle (spikes per burst)
for ail of the muscles that last for several cycles post-stimulus. Yellow area is
presented on an espanded time scale at the right to show asymmetries in
contralateral depressor muscle pairs. Forewing depressor muscies typically show
Iaqer shifis than hindwing depressors. The stimulus is a 30 kHz bat-like sound
presented fiom 90 O lefi of the locust at 88 dB SPL (additional details in test).
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Lastly, depolarization of contralateral muscle pairs became asymrnetric (more
asymmetric) (bosed region of Fig. 3.7).

3.4.3 Spikes Per Burst

Before a stimulus was applied, depolarizations of the muscles occurred as singIet or
doublet waveforms (spikes). We obsenred an increase in the number of spikes per burst

in al1 depressor muscles on both the lefi and right side of the locust. The increase
occurred irrespective of the direction of the fictive tum. Close esamination of locusts chat
tictively tumed to the left conf rms this (Fig. 3.8). Significant increases were found in al1
depressor muscles (paired t-tests. P<O.O5) on both the Iefi and right side ofthe locust.
The increase in spikes per burst \vas seen even nhen abdomen deflection and forervine
asyrnmetry lvere not apparent (e.g. Locust 12, Table 3.2).

3.4.4 Shifts Relative to the Hindivins Stroke Reversa1

From the 19 animals that tictively tumed left, we calculated the time of activation of each
muscle relative to the hindwing stroke reversa1 (Fis. 3.9). The hindving stroke reversa1
time was caIculated by taking the averase of the lefi and right aing stroke reversal times.
h'e chose the hindivine stroke reversa1 as a reference of cycle time because asvmmetries
in the hindwing stroke reversais are not as pronounced as they are for the forewinss
during steering. There was considerable vanability in activation times of al1 the muscies
before the stimulus \vas presented and depolarizations of contralateral muscle pairs often
did not tire qnchronously as mi@ be espected for straight ffisht. From the medians of

Fisure 3.8. The number of depolanzations per cycle (spikes per burst) increased afier
stimulation on both the Iefi and nght sides in locusts. Data above are for locusts
turning le&only. For each locust. the median number of spikes per burst was
calculated for the pre- stimulus and post-stimulus period and the mean = S.D. of
the medians are plotted. SampIe sizes are indicated in parentheses. Xstensks (*)
indicate significant differences (paired t-tests. P<O.O5). Diagrani in the centre
shotvs the relative location of the fonwing and hindwing direct downstroke
muscles within the left side of the pterothoras of the locust (dorsal vie~v)
(modified from Mohl and Zarnack, 1977).
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Figure 3.9. Spike times of the forewing and hindtving direct downstroke muscles
calculated relative to the time ofthe hindtving stroke reversal (normalized to a 50
ms winç beat penod). Data are taken tiom locusts tuminç to the left onIy .dl
muscles fired earlier in the stroke when presented tvith a 30 H z bat-like sound
from 90 O to the lefi at SS dB SPL. For each muscle, we calculated the latency of
each depolarization (on a cycle by cycle basis) to the hindtving stroke reversal
(median of left and right stroke reversal). These latencies were then normalized
to a 50 ms cycle period. The median of al1 the pre-stimulus latencies was then
calculated as was the median of al1 the post-stimulus latencies. These values were
determined for al1 19 Iocusts tested that tumed left (as determined by consensus of
direction of abdomen deilection. wing asymmetry, and depressor asymmetry) and
were plotted as separate bosplots for the pre-stimulus (white boses) and postsrimulus (shaded boses) period. Lire chose the hindtving stroke reversal because
the hindwings show smaller shifis dunny steenng than the foretvines and
therefore represented a stable marker of the time of each wing beat cycle.
Bosplots show the first and third quaniles (bos) with the median indicated bu the
line within the box. Miskers show 10'" and 90" percentiles and dots sliow data
outside of the aforementioned percentiles.

Lritenq to hindning strokc reversal tms)
(dam nonnalized ro 50 ms q c l r pcridl
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the spike times, the first basalars and subalars were depolarized before the second
basalars for the forewings and hindwings. Follotving stimulation, this pattern persisted
but al1 muscles shifted and fired earIier in the stroke. We also noted that ail muscles
escept Ml27 showed a greater shifl of the lefi muscle relative to the right; this is
esplored in more detail below.

:,1.5 Shifis of Fore- and Hindwing Contralateral Muscle Pairs
Xsymmetries in contralateral depressor muscle activations were abrupt with the onset of
the stimulus and often appeared within the first three post-stimulus wing beat cycles.
Depressor asprnetnes in aU forewi- muscles, 3197. M9S. and L199. shified together
~vhereashindwing hl1 127 and Ml28 depressor asymmetry shified opposite to hl 139.
Figure 3. lOA. F show the time course ofshifis in forswino and hind~vinsmuscles for one
locust. L33RI. Some locusts sfiowed an initial shifi in one direction tollotved by a
prolonged shifi in the opposite direction (see Fig. 3.IO.A and note the initial positive shifi
in hl98 followed by a prolonged negative shili). From the 19 locusts that turned lefi. 1ve
calculated the magnitude of depressor shifis by taking the average (across locusts) of the
difrerences between median post-stimulus and median pre-stimulus depressor
a-mmetries (for each locust) calcttlated on a cycle by cycle basis. The magnitude of
shifis in forening h.197was srnaIIest at 6.62 = 0.54 ms (mean = S.E.M.) in comparison to
the other forewing muscles and iras the Ieast variable. kI9S shifts were 9.26i 2.08 ms
and shifis in M99 were 12.05 i2.05 rns. Shit'ts in hindning depressor asynmet? were

Figure 3.10. Time-course offoretking and hindwing mocor pattern and kinematic
changes for one tocust ( L 3 3 R l ) following stimulation tvith a 30 M3.z bat-like
sound at SS dB SPL from 90 O to the lefi (Yellow region). Depressor
asymmetries for al1 three toreiving muscles shifi to the leli (negative) (A). The
onset of depressor shifis are coincident with shifls in al1 the forewing kinematic
variables measured. Foreuing aspmetry measured at one third of the
downstroke (B) showed an initial shifi to the right (positive) folIowed by a la-e
and prolonged shift to the lefi. This is also seen in C. E and K. Hindwing
depressor asymmetries are less pronounced than for the forelvings (note the
different ordinant scale in F). hi 127 and Ml28 depressor muscles shiti to the
right (positive) while Xi129 shifts to the lefi (negative). The coincident chan-es
in hindwing kinematic variables is less obvious: hindwing shifts are srna11 in
cornparison to foret\in_oshifis. .bgular difference asymmet- (K); a measure of
the relative separation bettveen fore\\inos and hindivings on the lefr and right
shows that a geater fore- hindning gap Foms on Iefi side of the locust. Because
the hindiving shifis are srnaII, this gap is mostly created bu as)mrnetric fore~vins
depression.

T i e (ms)
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smaller than shifts in forewing depressor asymmetry. MI27 shifls were 3.79 = 0.52 rns,
shifts in Ml28 were 5.46

* 0.9 1 ms and shifts in Ml19 were 2.15 = 0.54 rns.

2.4.6Correlation of Motor Activity and Wing Kinematics
.Asymmetries in al1 forewing kinematic variables shiFted in time with and in the same
direction as asyrnmetries in the forewing muscles at the onset of the stimulus (Fig. 3. IOBE). Corresponding shifis in hindwing kinematic variables either did not occur or were

not as pronounced as those in the forewings (Fig. 3. IOG-J). M e n hindwing shifls were
present they occurred in the opposite direction than those of the forewings (e-g. hindwing
asymmetry measured at one-third downstroke. Fig. 3. IOG compared with Fi@. IOB).
ShiFts in anaular difference asymmetry are plotted in Fis. 3. IOK.
Due to hirh cycle to cycle variability in depressor activity and tving kinematic
measurements, ~ v performed
e
painvise correlations between motor and kinematic
variables for each Iocust on a cycle-by-cycle basis. This is in contrast to a method thar
u-ould take averages of shifis over a nurnber ofcycles and then pertbnn correlations on

the average shifts across al1 locusts. \ire feel the former method gives a more accurate
impression of steering because the cycle-to-cycle variability, which may be an important
aspect of rnotor control, is preserved in the analysis. .A scatter plot matris ofalt painvise
combinations of depressor muscle activity and wing kinematic measurements is shonn
t'or the forenines (Fig. 3.1 1A) and the hindwin_os(Fis. 3.1 1B) for one locust. L3 ;RI.

The stro-est correlations were found between forewing first basalar actiiity (M97) and

Fiyre 3.1 1. Scattergrams of al1 painvise correiations for one animal (L33RI) of
depressor asynmetq and kinematic changes for the forewings (A) and hindwings
(B). Each S-Ypair in the scatterplots is fiom a single winestroke cycle. Blue
dots are from cycles before the nimuIus, red dots are €rom cycles after the
stimulus (note in some scatterplots the post-stiniulus data is plotted on top of the
pre-stimulus data). Ellipses are 95OL density regions of the correlation c enclos in^
9596 ofthe data nithin the scatter plot). The areater the ratio of the major to
minor a.is lenghs. the stronyx the correlation. Asterisks (*) indicate signiticant
correlations (Pearson Product hIoment, P<O.O5).
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the other variables and also between angular difference asymmetry and the other
variables. This also applies to hindwing tint basalar activity and angular difference
asymmetry; however, correlations of the other hindwing variables were, as expected, less
strong and were fiequently not-significant.
Individual correlations were generated for al1 combinations of depressor and wing
kinematic measurements for each of the 34 IOCUS~S tested (regardless of steering direction
and mapitude of response). For each variable pair. Ive then tallied the number of
significant positive and significant negative correlations. From only the significant
correlations, we determined ivhich variables (muscle shifts and wing kinematic shifts)
tended to shifi together (positive correlations) or oppositely (nesative correlations). The
data From al1 21 locusts are summarized in Table 3.3 including the number of locusts that
yielded data for each painvise combination and the number of non-significant
correlations. By generatino al1 painvise correlations for motor and ivino kinematic
parameters for each locust individually and then surnming, across locusts. the number of
si-nificant and non-significant correlations. ive have controlled for sputious sioniftcant
correlations (see Rice. 1989) that might affect our overall concIusions. Further. the
tallied correlations in Table 3.3 were tested with a Binomial test to determine which
correlations are significant more often than by chance alone.
When esaminhg this table it is important to look at the relative numbers of
positive and negive comlations and not the number of significant correlations relative
to non-significant correlations. This is because non-siyificant correlations couId have
resuIted from hvo factors: that there was no biologicaL relationship (Le. no shifi in the

Table 3.3 : Surnmary of multiple painvise correlations (Pearson Product Moment)
between muscle shifts and measured wing kinematic variables. Values in the
cells are the number of significant (P<0.05) positive (+) correlations, significant
negative (-) correlations. non-sipificant (NIC)correlations and the number of
animals exarnined. Astefisks (*) in the cells indicate significantiy more positive
than negative or significantly more negative than positive correlations than
espected by chance (Binomial test. P<0.05).The colour of the cells reflects
situations (not statistical significance) where there are more positive than negative
correlations (green) or more negative than positive correlations (red); only cells
with two or more significant correlations are coloured.
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variables), or that the steenng response was small (Le. that the shifl in one or both
variables was small). For example, the correlation behveen forewing asyrnrnetry at one
third downstroke and M99 depressor shifts was calculated for 16 animals. Of the 16
correlations, 7 were positive, none were negative and 9 were non significant. We believe
that it tvould be w r o q to conclude that M99 does not shifi with forewing asymmetry
because there were more non-significant correlations than signiticant correlations, or that
less than half the correlations were sigificant. Some of the non-si-nificant correlations
resulted from maIl shitts chat were not statistically detectable. To be consemative, we
decided not to try to distinguish between non-significant correlations resulting from small
shifis (which are biologically sionificant) and non-significant correIations resulting from
a lack of biological reiationship. In Our esample. the meaningtùl interpretation cornes in
notins that 7 out of7 signiticant correlations were positive (Le. that forewinj asymrnetry
aiid M99 depressor asymmetqi shifis in the same direction)
The forewing muscles, M97, $198. and M99 were al1 positively correlated (shitied
together) but were nesatively correlated with shifts in &Il27and M 125 of the hindwinrs.
Shifis in hindwing M l 2 9 were positivety correlated with shifts in the forewing muscles.
A11 forewing kinematic variables shifted with the foretvine depressor muscles and shified
with anguiar difference asymmetry. The exception is thar foretvin2 asymmet- at the
stroke reversal and forewing asynmetv sometimes shifted rogether and sometimes not.
Shifis in hindwing muscles and hindwin kinematic variables were less clear

because there was a higher proportion of non-si~nificantcorrelations. Hotuever.
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hindwing Ml27 and Ml28 shifted together but opposite to M129. Hindwing kinematic
variables shified with Ml28 and Ml28 but opposite to anplar difference asymmetry.
The frequent observation that the hindwings shift opposite to the forewings is
reflected in the conelation between hindwing asymmetry and forewing asymmety
measured at one-third dowmoke; 13 of L3 significant correlations were negative.

5.4.7 Timing of the (Dorsal) Wing Rip
At the end of each half-stroke. the wing m u s rapidly rotate to establish an appropriate

angle of attack for translation. We nieasured the time of the onset of rotation at the
initiation of the downstroke. tvhich rve cal the dorsal wing flip following terminology
from Dickinson rr cd. (1993). and calculated the Iatency ro the stroke reversal for each
wing (Fig. 3.12). In 11 ofthe 19 locusts that turned left, we found changes in the
latencies of the lefi andlor naht forewi-s that were coincident with the onset of the
stimulus. For some Iocusts. chanses occurred in both left and right forenings whiIe in
others, changes occurred in onIy one iving* Four of seven locusts showed an increase in
latency in the right wing and sis of eighe Iocusts showed a decrease in latency in the lefi
wing Changes in Iatency were between 2 and 6 ms. We did not see changes in hindiking
latencies. Asymmetries in the timing of the forewing wine flip were significantly
correlated with forewin~first basalar (MW) depressor asymmetry (1 1 of 17 significant
correlations were positive), forewving asjmmetry measured at one-third downstroke ( 14
of 14 significant correlations vxre positive) and with forewing stroke reversal asymmet(23 of 22 si,gificant correlations were positive) (Table 3.3).

Fisure 3.13. (A) Just before the beginning of the downstroke, the forewins flips
(pronates) to establish the angle of attack for the downstroke (yellow re~ion
illustrating period of lefi forewing flip). Throughout the downstroke the left iving
is more depressed than the right showhg this locust (L13R1)fictiveiy tumed Iefi
(segment starts 90 rns afler stimulus onset). We note, however, this locust is odd
in that the right stroke reversa1 occurs before the left but add that the right wing
rerards the initial moments of its descent (most ob\<ous in the first stroke reversal
sliown). Because of chis. the ri9ht wing flip occurs before the left when normaIIy.
the lefi wins is
for lei? tums, the lefi wing flips before the nght. Re_~ardIess.
pronated more than the right which is consistent ivith a tum to the lefl. The angle
of attack tias approsimately 4 . 4 " during the doivnstroke and was betiveen 40 "
and 50 " before the fi ip began. The peak of the instantaneous veIocity of rotation.
xhich is between IO0 and 250 '/S. occurs just before the do\vnstroke beings. (£3)
The wing on the outside of the turn flips earlier relative to its stroke reversa1 than
the wing on the inside of the turn path. This data. from a different locust (L34Rl)
than above. fictively turned to the lefi and shows that the right sving flip is
advanced in the cycle relative to the lefi. The changes in latency to the stroke
reversa] for the left and nght foreivings is coincident ivith the detelopment of
foceiving asymmetry.

3.5 Discussion
The finction of the Iocust acoustic stade response is to move the anima1 away from the
source of sound that elicited the reaction. The reactions of our locusts are consistent with
observations from Robert (1989) and Dawson et nl. (1997). In response to stimulation
with bat-like sounds. we saw abdomen deflection and dorsiflexion. increases in depressor
(wing beat) frequency, asyrnmetric wing depression in the forewings and hindwings, and
changes in depressor muscle activÎty. Chanses in abdomen deflection (Camhi, 1970) are
correlated with steenng (both intentional and corrective) and their role. with abdomen
dorsiflexion and changes in depressor (wins beat) frequency, have been addressed in a
previous paper (Dawson u a/.,1997). 1's wiI1 therefore limit Our discussion to the topic
of forewing asynmetry and its underljing motor control as welI as the possible
siyificance of our observations of the dorsal ~vingflip. The dorsal !vins flip bas not
pretïously been described in locusts.

3.5.1 Stimulus -4ngIe. Intensity. and Latency to Response

Acoustic stanldescape responses in insects elicited with bat-like sounds are evoked with
behabiouraIly reIevant sound intensities and consist of short Iatency, nereotyped
behaviours that are ofien directional (Hoy, Cr al,, 1989). Reactions in our Iocusts. first
wident as stiifts in depressor asyunet-

occuned with a median Iatency of 50.6 ms

which corresponds to as few as txvo wiq beat c-cies after stimuIus onset. The m-nitude
of depressor shifis was intensity dependent and seemed to show a discrete (step-wise)
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increase for intensities 70 dB and greater. Robert (1989). looking at abdomen deflection.
found similar results wherein the magnitude of abdomen deflection increased with
increasing sound intensity to 65 dB but plateaued at stimuli 70 dB and higher. We found
that responses elicited with 80 dB sounds presented from different speaker positions were
non-directional. [n moths, responses to ultrasound in free-flight are affected by intensity.
When stimulated with intense ultrasound, as would be produced when a bat is close,
moths show non-directional responses such as passive hlling to the ground with closed
uings, power dives to the ground, spiralling flights to the ground, loops in the air, and
abrupt climbs. When the ultrasound stimulus is less intense. as would be the case if a bat
rf.eretàrther away, responses consist more of tums to change the flight path away from
the source of the sounds (Roeder. 1962; 1971). Roeder suggested that the diversity of
manoeuvres observed ta intense ultrasound, tvhich he found diEcult to categorize in an:
systematic way, might be adaptive in that it would increase the difficulty a bat has in
tracking the target. .Althou-h the idea that the .-SR in Lc)ctrsicr nripi.crioricr hnctions in
bat-avoidance is under debate (Dawson, ri ni.. 300 1). short Iatency. intensity dependent.
steering reactions would be adaptive to any unespected sound encountered white in
tlight.
The fact that the locusts used for motor patterns and kinematics turned
significantly more often to the left than to the nsht when stimulated with SS dB sounds
from 90 O to the Ieft (Binomial test, P=O.O5)is likely not a biological prekrence for
direction based soleIy on speaker position. In this part of our study it was unavoidabI!
necessary to use bnght Iishts durin? filrning and locusts strongly orient to l i ~ h (Lkarov.
t

1977; Dawson et d.,200 1). therefore, shaciows and other visual asymmetries present in

the flight chamber most likely have affécted the direction of tums. This is not, however.
a Iimitationh our attempts to correlate motor patterns and wing kinematics during
intentionai sretring. The responses we observed were coordinated, stereotyped,
reactions involving wing movements, les and abdomen movement, and muscle activity
and, as Table 3.2 cIearly shows, there was agreement bctween these different indexes of
steennz direction.

3.5.1 Motor Pattern and Wing Kinematics

To understand how f l i ~ h muscle
t
activity effects the chanses in wing kinematics.
and presumably frce-flijht responses of acousticaIly startled Iocusts, ive have rerumed to
the methods employed by nurnerous researchers nearly 25 years ago narnelysimultaneous rnuItiple channel electromyography and wing position monitoring. Durins

this intensive period of research larse advances tvere made in understanding steering
responses by inducing chanses in the three principle flight axes (?an.roll, and pitch) and
recording corresponding changes in muscle actiiity and wing kinematics. The idea.
presumably, tvas that the isolated responses to yaw, roll and pitch represented the "parts"
of a system and the "sum" of these parts, in various proportions. wouid represent the
behaiiour of the intact systern operating in fiee-flight under different conditions. These
on@l

studies isolated the principie flight axes by encouraging locusts to comectively

steer to resume a straight course of flight using a variety of stimuli Iboth t-isuaI and
mechanosensorv) and a significant benefir of this approach is that locusts wilI susrain
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corrective postures for many (tens to hundreds) of cycles allowing motor and kinematic
parameters to be averaged over a larse number of cycles. Except perhaps for thermal
avoidance steering (Shoernaker and Robertson, 1998), intentional steering manoeuvres
such as those involving auditory (and visual-collision course) stimuli are very abrupt,
short duration dynamic responses Iasting typically less than a dozen winç beat cycles.
Further, a major difference between intentional and corrective steerino is in the eaent of
involvement of postural adjustments. During correctional steering wing kinematic
chanyes alone are ofien adequate to bring about sufticient changes in tlight forces to
restore straight flieht; hoivever. because Ieg and abdomen movements are routinely
observed during intentional steering, it is not unreasonable to suspect motor patterns and
wing movements to difer in magnitude or components from those seen durin2
correctional steering. With this said. hoivever. parsimon' ivould sudaest similariries ar a
most basic level.
The purpose of rhis paper was CO determine if asymmetric depression of the
forewings \vas establislied by as>mnetric timing of the stroke reversais at the stan of the
dowwroke. This mode1 prediccs that chere shouid be strong correlations bettveen
forewing asymmetq measured durine the doivnstroke. stroke reversal asymrnetcy. and
forewing asymmetry at the stroke reversal. For our correlation analysis. we chose ro
esamine responses on a cycle by cycle basis as opposed to correlating values derived by
averaging a number of post- or pre-stimulus cycles. There is ample evidence that Iocusts
can adjust their wing movements on a cycle by cycle basis (Wendler. 1974: Burrows.
1975; Reye and Pearson. 19S7: 1988) and for stank/escape responses it is not
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unreasonable to suspect that flight forces change rapidly. Our responses were abrupt and
short duration and these effects rvere apparent in both wing kinematics and motor
patterns. This is consistent ~vithobservations of Mohl and Zarnack (1977) who noted
that responses to imposed roll couid be generated tvithin 1 to 3 cycles of stimulus onset.
Forewing asymrnetry rneasured at one third downstroke was positively conelated
with forewing stroke reversal asymmetq (19 of 19 significant correlations were positive)
and forewing asymmetry at the stroke reversal ( 16 of 16 significant correlations were
positive). Furthet. we found strong correlations between these kinematics and depressor
miiscle timing asynimetries for al1 forewing rnuscies (1397, h19S. and M99). Similar
results were obsened in the hindivin- but we found fewer significant correlations.
Hindwing asynmetry measured at one ttiird downstroke was positively correlated nith
hindwing stroke reversal asyrnrnerry (2 of 3 significant correlations w r e positive) and
hindrving asymrnetry measured at che stroke reversa1 ( 2 of three signitïcant conelations
tvere positive). Hindtving asynmetries nere ais0 positively correlated ivitti 11127 and
X I 1î S depressor asymrnetries. These results support our mode[ that bulk shifis in

depressor timing is the motor pattern underlying asymrnetric ~vingdepression for both the
t'orewing, and hindwings.
.-lsymmetries in the hindn-ings were less pronounced chan in the forelvinas and
tvere opposite in direction ( 12 of 13 significant correlations uere negative). so durine a
lefi turn. the right hindxing \vas loiver than the Ieft hindtting. This is retlected in
correlations of hindning first and second basalar activic with foretving motor or
kinematic parameters. This occurrence is supported by observations of correctional
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steering to an artiticial horizon (Thüring, 1986). Hindwing subalar activity (Ml29)is
positively correlated with foreviing kinematics and muscle shifis suggesting its role is not
to affect the timing of the stroke reversal. The hindwing kinematics and negative
correlations between Ml29 shifis and Ml27 shifis are supported by observations of
Schmidt and Zarnack ( 1987). The fact Ml29 is advanced in the cycle on the inside of the
turn path, however, suggests that it might play a role in establishing or maintainhg
hinduing angle of attack.
Although not empirically tested, forewing asjnlmetry could generate steenng
torques by redirecting the balance of forces generated during forewing translation. -4
potential mechanism for this has been adequately described in Dawson rr c d (1997).
.-\s~mmetricforewing depression is a prominent manoeuvre obsened in other types of
intentionai steering such as collision avoidance (Robertson and Reye. 1992) and thermal
avoidance (Robertson ri cd.. 1996) and has also been obsen-ed during correctional
jteerins (Baker. 1979: Tliüring, 19S6: Zarnack. I9SS: Waldmann and Zamack. 1958.)
Therefore. characterizing the underlying motor pattem is important for understanding
locust tlight in general.
The most complete reconstruction o f a motor pattern for intentional steerin,n was
completed for thermal avoidance steering in locusts by recording fiom h197, X198, h199.
MI27. and hl35 (Shoemaker and Robertson. 1998). The motor pattern durino straight
tlight agreed ivith obsenations from Wilson and iYeis-Fogh (1962) and consists of
hindtiing M 127 actiiity leadi- foretvina kI97- 1199, and M9S activity in that order
(Shoemaker and Robertson. !99S). This sequence of muscles contractions is the same
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order that live observed but ive can add that the hindtving hl 129 activity follows hl127 but
precedes ML28 activity; al1 of which preceded forewing muscle depolarizations. .Uer
stimulation, Shoemaker and Robertson (1998) found that the order of M97.99.98 stays
the same but that they fire earlier in the cycle (advance). Hindwing Ml27 shifts opposite
to M97 and recedes in the cycle. We found the same pattern of shift but add that Ml17
recedes and can become coincident with M97 timing. Funher, the order of activation of
the hindliving muscles aIso stays the same so Ml39 activity follows Ml37 acrivity but
precedes h l L 78 activity.
The depressor shifis that we observed share man? simiIarities witli obsenations
t'rom Zarnack and MohI ( 1977) for correctiona1 steering. They found that locusts
oscillated in yaw, pitch and roll in a wind streani stiifled the times of spiking relative to
the iviny stroke cycle Icalculated as the mean tirne ofaIl active spikes for a cycIe)
When locusrs were rorated in !a\\.. tIiey tound that M97. M9S. h[127, and 'ri IX sIiifi
together and fire earlier on side on the inside of turn ~kith1199 and 11 129 shifiing
together and tirin2 later on the side on the inside of the turn. When locusts were pitche~.
the! found that muscles on lefi and right side shift together uith hl97 and 9s advancing

in the cycle and M99 and 129 firing later. When locusts were rolled. they found that al1
forewing muscles on the side opposite the roll direction slufied to tire earlier: the muscles
on the side opposite roll direction tired later This l a s confirmed in a later study that
calculated tirnino relative to A1129 as a marker of the hindning srroke (iVaIdmann and
Zarnack, 1988). In Our Iocusts. we found that a11 forewin_omuscIes on the inside of the
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tum fired earlier than their contralateral homologues which is similar to the above
observations of locusts in yaw and roll but not pitch.
Dunn; straight flijht (pre-stimulus), when depressors were depolarized they

-~enerallyproduced one or nvo spikes. M e r the stimulus, the nurnber of spikes per burst
increased in al1 depressors. Because the different depressors are innervated by different
numbers of motor neurones (two neurones innervate M97, M99, Ml27, M13S; one
neurone innervates M9S.M 129) ir is difficuIt to determine if the increase is due to
increases in recmitment or increases in the number of activations of each unit or a
combination of both. Regardless. the number ofspikes per burst is a measure of the
.vfriv~gt/t
of muscle contraction. The increase occurred on both sides of the Iocust

regardless of turn direction and this is in contrast to obsen-ations by Shoemaker and
Robertson ( 1998) for thermal avoidance steerins ivho described a "push-pliIl'relationship bet~veencontralated depressors with the depressors on the inside of the turn
increasino in spikes per burst and the depresson on the outside of the tum path
decreasing in spikes per burst. Otlier intentiond steering studies have s h o w similar
results for hl97 to what tve found (Baker. 1979. Duzard. 1967. Waldron. 1967). Studies
of correctional steering have produced rnised results with respect to spikes per burst.
Mohl and Zarnack (1977) obsen-ed an increased burst length with the muscle that fires
earlier (on inside of turn). Others found that during roII. there was no change in bunt
[ength (Waldmann and Zarnack. 1938; Schmidt and Zamack, I9S7: Thüring I9S6).

W e believe that the hnctional consequences of the changes in \vins rnovements
etyected by the motor pattern we describe above is to produce roll toques in the direction
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of the more depressed forewing. The accompanyingchanges in abdomen deflection and
abdomen dorsiflexion wouId affect the direction (and magnitude) of these torques.
Abdomen deflection, by increasing drag on the side to which it is deffected (Camhi,
1970) and by shifiing the centre of mass of the locust (Zanker, 1988), would contribute a
yaw torque to the roll produced by the wings. Further. abdomen dorsiflesion. which
would shift the centre ofmass anterior would produce a downward pitching torque. The
net result of al1 these contributions would be to produce a banked downward tum or
spiral. Locusts in fiee flight have been observed making such manoeuvres in response to
stanling sounds (Dawson. rr c d . 2001).

3.5.: Timing of the (Dorsal) Wng Flip
We found strong. significant correlations between forewing depressor muscle
asymmetries and asymmetries in the timing of the onset of toretiing pronation before the
doivnstroke (dorsal \vins tlip). We also found that I I of the 19 locusts that tumed lefi
shoived coincident chanses in the latency of the iiing tlip to the foreiving stroke reversal
tvith the onset ofthe stimulus. Therefore. locusts may actively control the timing of tving
rotation and ive believe this may be an additional mechanism for generating steennç
torques.
Dickinson et al.. (1999) built a scaIed mode1 ofDrusopflika mlunocpc~sw-\\itb
sensors capable of measuring the aerodynamic forces senerated bu the wings during
kinematic manoeuvres. From kinematics based on observations of real tlies. transient
peaks in aerodynamic forces were observed at the start znd end of each upstroke and
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downstroke that result from the timing ofthe wing flip relative to the stroke reversal.
These aerodynamic forces were generated by rotational circulation as the wing tlipped
over for translation of the next half-stroke. Dickinson's expenrnents showed that a peak
in Iift is produced when the flip is completed before the stroke reversal. Our observations
are consistent with the results of his model. In our experiment, the forewing wing flip
preceded downstroke translation (by appro'urnately 8.4 to 15% of the cycIe length) and
the velocity of rotation of the wings was between 100°/s and 250°/s: values in the same
range as measurements for Dro.sopl~i/cr.If for our locusts the wing tlip is generating lifi
by rotational circulation, then during straight flight these forces would add to the forces

-rrenerated during translation.
Dickinson c't (11..(1999) found that advancing the timing ofrotation relative to the
stroke reversal affects the magnitude of the ~vakegenerated by the wing. For Drosophilc~.
because of ivake capture. in nhich the \vins interacts with the shed vorres from the
pre~iousstroke. the timing of wing rotation represents a very sensitive rnechanism of
regulating lifi and a potential means for generatins steering forces. Durin2 ~isuaIIy
induced steering, Drosopkilcr advance the timing of supination on the outside of the turn
(Dickinson,

cd, 1993).

If rotation of the wing generates iift then three possibilities esist that might
contribute to the generation of steering toques for Iocusts. First, without chansins the
amount of Iifi generated by rotation of the ieft and right \\in_rs. asyrnetries in the
devation angles at the moment of the stroke reversal couId affect the direction ofthe
rotational lift vector. Second. asymmetries in the magnitude of rotational lift c m be
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-eenerated by as~mrnetricaIlyadvancins the time of rotation relative to the stroke reversal.
Dickinson et al., (1999) found that advancing the time of rotation increased Iift whereas
delaying the time of rotation produced negative lie at the start of the upstroke. Of the 1 1
locusts that showed changes in rving flip latency relative to the stroke reversal, four of
seven Iocusts showed an increase in latency in the right wing (the wing on the outside of
the tum), and siu of eight locusts showed a decrease in latency in the lefi wing (Fig.
5 . I2B). These observations are consistent with a strate3 to either increase lifi on the

outside of the tum path or to decrease lifi on the inside of the turn path. Third,
asymmetries in the time that rotational liR is produced may affect steering toques. Our
correlations show that the wing flip occurs earlier in the uing on the inside of the turn
and hrther that angular difference asymmetries. ivhich are a measure of the relative gap
between fore- and hind~vingson the lefi and right side ofthe locust, are significantly
correlated with foreiting depressor timing and kinematics. There is likely to be
considerable interaction between the forces generated by the foreivin~sand hindvings
owing to the pattem of airflow between the two winos dunng fonvard flisht IScliniidt and
Zarnack, 1987: Schwenne and Zarnack. 1957). Because of fore-hind~vinginteractions.
lift produced by rotation rnay interact tvith the aerodynamic effects of the relative aaps

between forenin8 and hindivin-.

In a manner analogous to wake capture in Drosoplid~~

the hindwinas could be interacting with the shed vonices fiom the forewings (the
hindwing stroke leads the forewirg stroke). This may be the reason why hindiving
asymrnetries are less pronounced than forewing asynmetries.
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3.5.4 Conclusions

In this paper we have recorded Rom the direct downstroke flight muscles of the
forewings and hind~vïngsand measured differences in timing between contralaterally
homologous muscles. Relative shifis in the timing of contralateral homologues are
correlated with bilateral asymmetries in the timing of the stroke reversal, which in turn,
are correlated with aspmetric wing depression. These resuIts support previous
predictions that forewing asymmetry resuIts from bulk shifls in depressor timing that
atfect the timing of stroke reversais. As vie explained at sreat length in a previous paper
(Dawson. rr cd., 1997). asymrnetric wing depression may contribute to the production of
steering toques by affecting the lefi-nght balance of forces aenerated by each wing an
imbalance that would add to any aerodyamic effects senerared by ansle of attack of the
~vingsand changes in body posture. Finally. tiiis study presents evidence that the timing
of the wing flip may be important for steering. Timins of the iving tlip may generate
asymmetric forces directly. or indirectly riu interactions ivitli the hindwinss. The time
course of changes in !vin- asynimetry and depressor asymman in rhis study is the same
as reported in Dawson rr cri. ( 1997) and in preiious studies of other intentional steering
nianoeumes. namely collision avoidance (Robertson and Reye. 1992; Robertson and
Johnson, 1993) and thermal avoidance (Robertson rr d..1996: Shoemaker and
Robertson, 1998) suggestins that locusts empioy a common rnotor program for effectins
rapid avoidancdescape movements.
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CHAPTER 4
AUDITORY-EVOKED EVASIVE MANOEUVRES IN FREE-FLYING
LOCUSTS AND MOTHS'

Locusts are tympanate insects sensitive to sounds from 2 to more than 40 kHz. Pretious
studies have shown that tethered locusts possess an ultrasound-sensitive acoustic stade
response in which animals respond more fiequently to trains of pulses with carrier
frequencies of 30 kHz than to pulse trains below 10 Wz. These studies speculate that
locusts in free-flight will react with ai.oidance manoeuvres to the echolocation calls of
aerially-foranins insectivorous bats. We tested the hypothesis that Iocusts (Luchi~s/ci

rnip-rrrorinL . ) ~vouldreact specitically to bat-like sounds with avoidance manoeuvres in
t'ree-tlisht in a tlight room under controlled temperature and liglit conditions usine a
variet- of synthesized sounds. \Vr presented free-flling locusts ~ i t sounds
h
that varied
in temporal structure ranging from a nridulatory-Iike envelope to a bat-Iike (feedinb u u ) envelope and varied in frequenq tiom low ( 5 kHz) to hioh frequenq (30 kHz).
Locusts responded indiscnminately to al1 sounds with tums, IOOPS.

and dives. Responses

tvere becween 6% and 26'h and were independent of carrier fi-equency and pulse
structure; Iocusts were as likely to respond to 5 kHz. stridulation-Iike sounds as th- w r e

Subrnittcd for pubIication in the Jolimal cfErperrnrenrcr1Biologv ris: Dwson. J. W.. Kutscli. W. and
Robemon- R M."Auditon-evoked cmsivc mnnocu-tes in frce-fiying Iocusts and motlis-
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to 30 kHz. bat-like sounds. Since these results did not support previous findinss and
speculation €rom studies of rethered locusts, we tested wild-caught moths and tethered
Iocusts in the flight room under the same temperature and light conditions and with the
same audirory stimulus patterns to contirrn that the fke-fli& results were not an artefact
of conditions in the flight room. Moths responded with IOOPS, dives, and turns with low
response rates (between 5% and 10%) to 5 kHz bat-like sounds but with high response
rares (areater than 80%) to 30 kHz bat-like sounds. Similarly, tethered locusts, positioned

in rhe same locations as the free-flying locusts. responded more frequently (berween 60
and 809 8) to 30 kHz than to 3 or II kHz (2046 to ?O?:o) bat-like sounds. h'o differences

were found in response rates betneeen hl1 (ambient light greater than 100 lus) and
reduced liyht (attenuated 909/0)for locusts (free-tlying or tethered) or moths. Cire
conclude that Iocusts react to sounds rvhiIe in fret tlizhl but chat free-tlyina locusts do not
slion-the same discrimination based on frequency tliat is obsened in tethered Iocusts
Ttiese results support otfier studies concludino that tethering affects auditon processing

of sounds \%hichaffects motor output and tliereforci emphasizes the need for tesring
insects in free-tlioht. .Ilthouoh the tums, loops. and dives obsened are trpical of the intlight evasive manoeuvres of motlis. lacesvings and praying mantises interacting with
foragino insectivorous bats. the low response rates and lack of kquency dependenqsuggests that locust responses may not be specificaIly for bat-avoidance or that locusts
may possess additional. non-acoustic. defences Corn bats.
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4.2 Introduction
Tympanate ears protect many nocturnal flying insects fiom predation by insectivorous
bats (for reviews see Hoy, 1992; Fullard and Yack, 1993; Hoy and Robert, 1996).
Typically, an insect detecting an approaching bat will react with an acoustic
startIe/escape response (XSR) which results in movement away fiom the predator (Hoy.
19S9; Hoy, er cd, 1989: Hoy, 1992). The most extensively studied ASR is observed in
free-flying rnoths interacting with bats. Moths detecting a distant bat will tum away from
the sound whereas moths detecting a close bat wvill respond with Ioops, dives and
increases in flight path erraticism (Roeder, 1962; 1964; I967a; 1971). Similar last ditch
responses are seen in praying mantises (Dictyoptera) and lacewinss (Neuroptera). Yager

ci CI/. 11990) showed ttiat the praying mantis Pc~rc~sphniclcrle
ugrio~iiiicravoided capture

by Li~sir~rrrs
borrcdis and L, cirirrerrs with steep, spiralling power dives and Miller and
Olesen (1979) showed that several species ofgreen lacewing. C'Ii~~'suptr
sp.. fold their
!vin-s and dive. punctuating their descent tvith wing tlips. ~vheninteracting lvirh
Piprsn.c.ilispipisrreIIi~and :\,[mis hrmrclrii in a dimly lit cage. Similar behaviours are

obsened in other insects using synthesised bat-like sounds. -4group of nocturnat
buttetfiies. the Hedyloidea, showed responses to intense ultrasound when in fiight that
included steep dives, climbs, Ioops, and tums (Yack and Fullard. 2000). and, free-tlying
scarab beetles. Drrrhrolcr h111iii1i.s.were collected in the tield in large fùnnel traps with
bat-Iike sounds being broadcast fiom speakers atop the traps: the insects îàlling into the
traps presumably having esecuted bat avoidance responses to the sounds (Forrest et CI/..
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1995). Thus, for this diversity of Free-flying insects, spanning four insect orders, the
behavioural reactions to the echolocation calls ofbats seem to show convergence on a
fixed behavioural repertoire consisting of tums, loops, and active and passive dives
during fiight.
ObseMng unrestrained animals is ideal (Kutsch, 1999), however, collecting data
from nocturnally active insects interacting with flying bats in their natural environment
poses certain technical difficulties that are not easily overcorne. This fact. coupled with
the obvious benefit of restraining an animal for recording behavioural elernents with
transducers and presenting controlled acoustic stimuli, has resulted in many biologists
opting to work with tethered tlying insects stimulated with synthesized bat-like sounds.
By far the most estensively studied in this regard are members of the Onhoptera. Field

crickets (Gryllidae) and katydids (Tettigoniidae) respond to bat-like sounds uith an .-\SR
that consists of abdomen and hindleg detlection, head rollin% tlesion of the antennae.
tvin- tuisting (inferred corn basalar muscle activity). and charges in !vin- beat
tiequency and flight cessation (hIoiseff rr cd.. 1975. Pollack and Ho5 198 1. hIoiseffatid
Hov. 1983; PolIack rr al.. 1954; Nolan and Hou, 1986; Libersat and Hoy. 1991. and see
re~iewsby Doheny and Hoy, 1985: Pollack and Ho- 1959; Hoy, 1989; Hoy er cil.. 1959:
and Hoy. 1992). Other tethered tlying insects react to bat-like sounds in a similar way. for
esample. tiger beetles, Cic~~itlrlr
nrc~rtfrfiu.
respond to bat-like sounds ivith head roIlin_o.
les extension. and changes in t\ing kinematics (Yager and Spangler. 1997) Rare are
stüdies that have compared responses from Eee-flying and tethered animals but results
from pralins mantises (Yaoer and May, 1990). lacewings (Olesen and 1Iiller. 1979) and
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moths (Roeder, 1967b)sujgests that the convergence in kee-flight responses is reflected
in the responses of tethered insects and that elements of these postural adjustments have
aerodynamic significance in flight controI (Camhi, 1970;Arbas, 1986;Zanker, 1988;
Dawson et al., 1997).
The acridid grasshopper. Locrrstcr nrigmtorin L. also possesses an ASR ttith
similar characteristics to those described above and by association with crickets and
katydids. the XSR has been hypothesized to hnction in bat avoidance (Robert. 1989).
Tethered flying locusts react tvith short latencies of 50 to 100 ms to high-fiequency batiike sounds consisting of trains ofshon duration sound pulses with carrier frequencies

-rrreater than IO kHz presented at intensities areater than 45 dB SPL with abdomen
detlection and dorsiflesion, hindleg esension and detlection. changes in wins beat
fiequency, including ilisht cessation. changes in wing stroke kinematics and other
postural adjustments (Hoy cr cri., 1989: Robert. 1?S9;Robert and Rotvell. 1992;Dawon
LV

d.,1997).Roben ( 1989)showed tliat abdomen and hindleg deflection in response to

stimulation with bat-like sounds was accompanied by the production of steerin~toques
in directions opposite to the side of stimulation. Funher. Dawson rr al. ( 1997)shotved
that bat-like sounds produce a ~ m e t r i wing
c depression coincident with abdominal
deflection and dorsitlection and sugsested that free-flbin_olocusts tvould react tvith
banked, dotvnward tums. The purpose of this paper \vas to test the hypothssis that Iocusts
infr-cc-Jigh react to sounds and to detemine if thess reactions are specifically to bat-like
sounds. which would be in contrast to a general stade reaction to a- hi--intensi~
sound.
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To test this hypothesis, we presented al1 combinations of stimuli that varied
among three different camer frequencies (5 ZcHz, 12 kHz, and 30 W )and three different
pulse structures (stridulation-like, intermediate, and bat-like). Since flight tendencies in

Loci~smmigrcztoricr are affected by light intensity (Uvarov, 1977) we also tested animals
under Iight Ievels comparable to daylight (fi111light) and dusk (reduced light). We chose
the camer frequencies and temporal patterns of the pulses based on sounds that might
have sisniftcance in the natural behatiour of locusts. For esample. recordings of !vinsbeat noise show spectral peaks between 3.5 and 5 kHz (Haskell, 1957) and stridulation
sounds show peaks at 12 kHz (Kalmring 1975b). We predicted that we would nor see
avoidance to 5 kHz or 13 H z stridulation-iike sounds, ho\verer. From published
obsen-ations of tethered locusts (Ho' rt (71.. 1989; Roben, 1989; Roben and Rowell.
1992; Daivson et cd.. 1997) including Roben's (1989) beha\+ioural audio~~am.
ive

h
ofresponses to 20 kHz bat-like sounds.
predicted we ~iouldsee a h i ~ proportion
Furthsr. following fiom the tindinss of Da~vsonrt cd. ( 1997) and the convergence of
behrit-ioural responses seen in other insects in t'ree-tlisht. ive predicted that if ive sau
avoidance reactions they would consisr of banked. downward tums atvay fiom the sound
source.
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4.3 Materiais and Methods

Adult male and female Locirstn migraforinL. aged 15 to 70 days post imagina1 moult
were used in these experiments. tU1 animals. e'rcept those for the behavioural audiogram,
were reared in a crowded culture maintained at the Universitat Konstanz at 36 O C (day)
and 26 T (night) with 736 relative humidity under a 12h: 13h 1isht:dark cycle. himals
for the behavioural audiogram were reared in a crowded coIony maintained at Queen's
University in a 16h:Sh 1ight:dark cycle at 30 "C (da' and nisht) with 6096 relative
humidity. AI1 [ocusts used in this study were inspected for defecrs in win,0 structure.
utiusually large aniounts of xear on the ~vingtips, and missing appendages such as
hindle~sor antennae. Only locusts in apparent escellent condition were used in this
study.
110th~were collected fiom a deciduous ivoodland area tliat bordered on unused
agncultural tields. This area, called Hockgraben. is Iocated 47'1 1 ' 1 S" S. 9" 1 1 ' 2 7 E aiid
surrounds the grounds of the Universitat Konstanz. Moths w r e collected From mercuqvapour lamps illununaring paths through Hockgraben between 2230 and 0.00 hr during
July and August 1999 usin- hand nets. Moths ivere kept in a screen cage approsimately
30 cm long by 20 cm deep by 30 cm ta11 in a refigerator at 4 =C to prevent self intlicted

damage to their ninps unri1 tested in the fli$t room. ..dlmoths \\.ere tested n-ithin two
days of capture. To ensure correct identification of the moths. ive prepared a reference
collection of moths Rom the area and only tested those that could be positiveiy identified.
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XIoths were identified using Forster and Wohlfahrt, (1960, 1971, and 1981). and
collection records from 1992-93 as cited in Bauer (1993). Our reference collection
presently resides in the care of Mr. HoIger Manz and WK at the Universitat Konstanz.

4.32 Behavioural Audiogram
Behavioural audioyams ivere collected by monitoring abdomen deflections (Robert,
1989) from tethered. flying locusts stimulated with incrementing intensities of a bat-like
sound stimulus of randomly chosen carrier frequencies between 10 and 70 kHz. Animais
were tested in a foam-lined Faraday cage ivith a variable speed fan providing an air
stream of approsimately 3 m-s-'.;measured with a hot-wire anemometer (TSI model 67-7
with sensor model 1610-13). .L\niniaIs were attached to a @id tether by a small amount
of beeswa~on the pronotum and suspended from a retort stand in the air stream.
.\nimals ivere allo~vedto tly until rhey assurned a tucked flight posture after which tirne
the audiogram procedure be-an.

The direction of abdomen detlection n.as monitored ivitli a photosensitive position
transducer. The transducer was positioned below the distal portion of the abdomen and a
light was placed above the animal. During flight. Iateral movement of the abdomen
uould differentiaily shade two adjacently placed photocells. The photocells were
connected in a circuit suc11 that unequal illumination of the photocells. when the abdomen
ivas off centre, would produce either a positive or negative potential. We monitored this
~oltaeeand a marker of stimulus onset- on a 4-channel. IO0 MHz digital storage
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oscilloscope (Gould, model DS0630)and recorded the direction and latency of the
response.
Shaped sound pulses with carrier frequencies between IO and 70 kHz at intervals
of 5 CcHz were presented From a loudspeaker (Technics. mode1 EAS 10TH400B)Iocated

17 cm from the locust and positioned at a 45" angle to the longitudinal axis of the animal.
The centre of the speaker ivas aliged in the venicaI plane with the locust tympanum.
Shaped. 5 ms, sound pulses (0.5 ms riseJFalI, 4 ms sustain) presented ivith a 30 rns period
rvcre generared by passing a sine wave from a wavefonn generator (BK Precision. model
30 IO) throush an envelope shaper (Coulboum. mode1 SS4-04)and amplifier (National

Semiconductor. amplifier module model LMlSTjT). The continuous pulse trains were
lrated to the speaker by a hand-held stvitch. At each frequency cested. the sound intensity

h

ot' the hand-trkgered pulse trains !vas increased from silence unril a noticeabIe deflection
oirhe abdomen atvay from the speaker was obsened. The hand-triggered pulse trains
Lvere typically 500 rns in duration and care \vas taken to avoid habituating the animal
ivith repeated stimuli. The amplitude of the sound puises at threshoId \vas recorded from
the oscilloscope screen and

later converted into decibel peak equivalent sound pressure

IeveIs (dB peSPL; Stapels rr r d , 1982). Sound intensity of the pulses Kas determined by
matching pure tones of equivalent amplitude and frequency to the stimulus pulses and
measuring the SPL from a Bniel and Kjær sound lever meter (type 26 10) ivith a Bniel
and Kjzr !& inch microphone (type 4135. wirhout protective grid) positioned ivhere the

locust tympanum tvas durins testing. During caiibration it tvas necessac to band-pass
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filter certain frequencies (Krohn-Hite, model3500) input to the sound level meter. The
sound level meter was calibrated rvith a Brüel and Kjsr pistonphone (type 1228).

4.3.3 Flight Room

Observations of free-flying locusts, moths and tethered, flyins locusts were made in a
large room with an observation area measuring 8 m long, 5.7 m wide, and 2.2 m tall. The
tlight room walls and ceiling were white and the walls and floor were marked with a grid
in red and black tape (1 m intervals along Roor. 0.5 rn intemals alona walls). Cire used
these rnarkings to define a CO-ordinatesystern for refemng to the location oflocusts and
equipment in the room (Fig 4.1 ) Temperature was maintained at 32 = 3°C with four
Isrnet 2000 Watt forced-air heaters (.*O-ismer Elektrogerate, \'illin_een-Schivenni-n);
t~bolocated at the front of the rooni and tivo at the back of the room. The air streanis
from the Iieaters \vere directed aivay froni the centre of the room to reduce the possibility
of thermal eddies in the tlight path of the locusts. Relative humidity of the room at 30°C
is approsimately 65 to 75 O O This fiisht room has been used in the past for several
studies of free-flight in locusts (Kutsch ri c d , 1999; Fischer and Ebert. :999: Fischer and
Kutsch. 1999).
ive positioned a DC-powered photographer's studio lanip (Proîilus, mode1 300.
Hedler Systemlicht GmbH, RunkeKahn. with an Osram metal halide bulb. mode1 E-JAII)
in one corner of the fli&t room (CO-ordinates2.7 at a hei-t

of 1.1 m). Additional

Iighting was provided by fluorescent tube îisrures on the nalls close to the ceiling \i-itli
one Iocated on the right wall (relative to the fiont of the room at 0,O) above the

Figure 4.1. The flight room. (A) Photograph and (B) diagram of the room showing
location ofequiprnent and the flight path (dashed line) of locusts past the
speakers. The operational area of the flight room measured 8 m long by 5.7 m
wide by 2.2 m tall and was separated from equipment in the rest of the room b.!
two large heavy cloth curtain partitions (heaby lines). To facilitate observations.
the room was marked in 1 m intervals along the floor and 0.5 m intervals along
the walls which define the CO-ordinatesystem used in this study (S-vidth.
Y=length, Z=height). The room was illuminated by a photographer's studio lamp
located at (3, 7, 1.1). fluorescent tube fistures on the wall. one above the
photographer's lamp located at (3. 7.2.1). and one on the opposite wall at (-2.7.
4 5. 2. I), and a sinsle 60 Watt incandescent light bulb at (O, 1.5, 2.1) Note that
the tluorescent tube fisure on the ceiling in the centre of the room in the
pliotograph (-4)was not illuminated during esperiments. The room was heated by
four 1000 %a't forced air heaters (rectansles). nvo at the front of the room and
two at the rear (arro~vsindicate the direction of air flow away tiom the centre of
the room). Locusts were Iaunched by dropping them into flisht from a height of
approsimately 2 m at CO-ordinates(0, 1, 2). As locusts felI they opened their
~vingsand then tlen fonvard (dashed line). under their oltn power, toivard the
photogapher's lamp in the corner of the tlizht room past tu-Ospeakers located at
(1.5.5.6, 1.15 and 2.5. 6. 1.15); direction of speakers indicated by arrows
Sounds were presented when the locust flew past the 4 m mark.

(Heïght = 2.2 m)

Width (ru)
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photographer's studio lamp, and one located in the centre of the left walI. A sinjle 60
Watt incandescent light bulb was also located 0.5 m in fiont of the point where Iocusts
were launched into fiight. For observations under reduced light intensity, we placed 9090
attenuation neutral density filters (211, Lee Filters, h d o v e r Hampshire, LrK) on al1 the
lights escept the incandescent bulb. We measured the distribution of Iight in the room by
measuring lijht intensity at 1 m intervals along the lengh and width of the entire flight
room. For these measurements a light meter (Panlus electronic Lusmeter. Gossen
GmbH) was fixed to a tnpod at a height of 1 m and was rotated 360 degrees at each
measurement location. The direction, read tiom a protractor tised to the tripod. and
magnitude of maximum intensity, was recorded. For al1 locations in the room, at both
illumination levels. ma~imunilight intensity was in the direction of the photoerapher's
studio lanip in the corner of the tlight room.

4.3.4 Acoustic Stimuli
-4 pair of tivo

inch cons riveeters (S[otoroia, mode1 KSS1075.4) nere positioned on tlie

rislit side of the fli$it room. The speakers were 1.15 m above the floor, 0.5 m €rom the
ri$t wall and 0.4 m apart from each other. One speaker was directed toward a point jusr

in Front of the launch location and the other was directed toward the centre of the room.
Using two speakers \vas necessary to create a sufticientIy broad. distributed sound field

-eiven the size ofthe room and the directionaI properties ofeach speaker. The flight
room- Iight positions. speaker positions, and launch posirion are shown in fiyre 4. I.
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.An arbitra- waveform generator (PC Instruments, mode1 PCI-3 11, -Akron, Ohio)

controlled by a microcomputer 16th software supplied by the manufacturer (BenchTop
Lite, ~ 3 . 3 generated
)
al1 waveforms used in the flight room. Sound presentation was
controlled by way of keyboard entry (space-bar tap), or by a TTL trigger pulse generated
by a Grass Instruments electronic stimulator (mode1 SSS) applied to the arbitrary
wavefo rm =
osnerator.
We used three temporal patterns for our acoustic stimuli (Fig. 4.2). The first
pattern was based on the stridulation sounds produced by Loclrsm n~rprrrrorirras
described by Kalmring (1975b). This pattern consisted of pairs of shaped pulses each
ivith a 6 ms rise time. 9 ms sustain time. and 2 ms fa11 iime. The pairs of pulses
(measuring a total of 34 ms) were presented ivith an inter-pulse-intena1of 42 nis
producing a stimulus period of76 ms (13.2 pulses per second). We presented 10 pairs of
pulses as a train for a total stimulus time of 7 1s ms. The second pattern was taken t7om

Robert ( L 989). This pattern consists of single pulses nith a 1 ms rise!faIl time and IS nts
sustain time. These pulses are presented with an SO ms inter-pulse-intena1 yielding a
stimulus period of 100 ms ( 10 pulses per second). We presented trains of 10 pulses for a
total stimulus time of 920 ms Our last pattern. designed to mimic the temporal pattern of
a feeding b u n of an echolocating bat (Simmons rr al., 1979). consists of pulses with a 1
ms risdfaI1 time and S rns sunain rime presented with a 20 ms inter-pulse-intemal
producing a period of 30 ms (33.3 puises per second). \i'e presented trains of 10 pulses

for a total stimulus t h e of250 ms. Each of the patterns was ~nthesisedwith sine waves
ivirh carrier frequencies of 5, 12. and 30 i&k.

Fisure 4.2. The three temporal patterns ofpulse trains used for testins locusts in the
tlight roorn. The three patterns foiloiv a aradient from stridulation-like to bat-like.
The stridulation-like pattern is derived fiom acoustic recordinss published in
Kalrnring (1975). The intermediate pattern is that used in Robert (1989). The
bat-like pattern, used by Dawson rr cd. ( 1997). was chosen to mimic the feeding
b u a (after Sirnmons, 1979) of an echolocating bat that is in the tinal stages of
pursuit of a prey item. Xi1 three patterns consist of shaped pulses (parameters as
indicated) with carrier frequencies of 5. 12 or 30 kHz.

Stridulüliun-likz

47 ms intrr-pulse-interva1. 13.2 p p

... I O pulses in unin

Bar-Ii k t

t
...
70 rns inter-pulx-interval. 33.3 pps

I O pubrx in tnin
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We measured the sound field in the flight room for al1 three stimulus frequencies
( 5 , 13, and 30 kHz) and at three different heights (0.5m, 1.15 m (speaker height), and 1.5

m). Sounds were measured at 0.5 m intervals along a rectangular region of the flight
room in Front of the speakers (the flight zone), At each measurement interval, sound
intensity was detennined by measuring the SPL of pure (sinusoidal) tones with carrier
frequencies equivalent to the stimulus pulses. Sound pressure levels were measured with

a Brüel and Kjzr '4 inch microphone (type 4133) coupled to a Bniel and Kjær measunng
amplifier (type 2606). For measurements, the microphone was pointed directly at the
pair of speakers escept when in close prosimity to the two speakers where we adjusted
the direction of the microphone so as to record the ma~imumsound intensity

cncouiirered. The !i inch microphone has a tlat response to 40 kHz.
To Iveri@ the quality of the acoustic stimuli in the flight room, Lie esamined
recordings of the stimuli broadcast from the speakers recorded at speaker height ( 1.1 Tm)
frorn the centre of the "tlight zone" at CO-ordinates( 1.5). The broadcast sounds tvere
recorded tiith a Bniel and Kjacr '. inch microphone (confiyration as above) and
separately tvith a Bniel and Kjær 5.i inch microphone (tjpe 4135) tiirh a Bniel and K j w
preamplitier (type 261 5). Both microphones were coupIed to the measunng amplifier
described above nith the 12.4 Hz high-pass fiIter engaged. Signals tvere recorded ont0
'I" reels of masnetic tape (BXSF HiFi DP26) using a R4C.AL instrumentation tape

recorder (model Store-4) using a direct board tvith the tape travelling at 30 ips. Signals
on tape tvere replayed at 30 ips (i.e record speed) and dicjtised (rl.ron tnstruments
Digidata. model 1200B using .Aroscope v7.0. .bon Instruments. Foster City, C.4)

iï-ith a
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333.3 kHz sampling rate. Spectral analysis of the sounds was performed with ScopeDSP
(v3.6a, Iowegian International Corp., Shawnee Mission KS, USA).
The size of the room, the composition of the walls (cement floor and walls, wood
tile ceiling), and the fact that we broadcast from two speakers simultaneously, resulted in
a comples sound fieid in the locust flight zone. The intensity of the 30 kHz stimuli
attenuated over shoner distances than the 13 and 5 kHz stimuli as espected and we
adjusted the amplitude of the waveforms input to the speakers so that the intensity of the
stimulus pulses at the 4.3' m mark (the point dong the locust's flight path at the moment
of stimulation) was between 75 dB and 75 dB for al1 stimulus frequencies. Sound
intensities were greatest tom measurements at speaker height (1.15 m) relative to
measurements 0.5 m above the tloor or 0.7m belotv the ceiling. Recordings of the
stimuli shotved that some echo tvas present in the 5 kHz stimuli but it kvas not suficient
to significaiitIy distort the snvelope of the stimuli. Spectral analysis of the recorded
stimulus pulses sIio\ved that the? were narrotily tuned at their broadcast tiequency and
that the stimuIus pulses \vers the dominant sound in the room.

4.3 3 Obsemations of Locusts in Free-tlight

On each da? ofobsewation. we colIected I O to 20 locusts from the colony and arbitrady
(but with re~ardto ses) assigned them to indiiidual numbered clear plastic containers
k y t under a 150 Watt heat Iamp (Osram Siccatherm) at the rear of the tlizht room. The
conrainers measured approsimateIy 15 cm deep with a I O cm square mouth and provided
ample room for movement. The rear area of the fl-ht room contaîning the locusts and
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the stimulus generating equipment, is out of the sound field of the speakers and was
separated from the observation area by heavy black Cotton curtain partitions. Each locust
was launched into flight and ailowed to fly within the flight room at least three times
before formai observations began. During formal observations, we cycled through the
locusts for each sound pattern, light intensity, and sound intensity regime. We consider
each flight of each locust to be independent as an individual locust was never tested
under the same conditions more than once (escept for controls. see below).
.Al1 locusts were Iaunched from the same position at the centre of one end of the
tlight room (CO-ordinates0.0). Locust flight was initiated by hoidin- the locust at a
height of approsimately 2 meters (= 5 cm) and releasing it. The locust was held between
the thumb and first and second tingers. dorsum up, by pinchine the metathoracic ribiafemur joint and folded wings. The descent of the Iocust induced ~ \ i n gopenino and
locusts nornidIy began tonvard tlight at a distance of between I m and O 3 rn tiom the
tloor. Xo tonvard velocity \vas intentionally added to the Iocust durin%kaunch.
Locusts typically flew from the launch position toward the photographer's studio
lanip in the corner of the tlight room (dashed line in Fis. 4.1B). .Al1 flights were obsen-ed
by t~vopeopie (WK and Mû) in the flight room tvith vantage points at approsimate nght
angles to th%flight path. ICkD launched and obsewed the locusts as they fletv the Iength

of the room tvhile WC made observations while Sitting dong the Ieft \vaII of the room lat
approsimate CO-ordinates-2.7). Locusts were stimulated with sound as they approached
the speakers. Stimuli were manually ttiggered tvhen Iocusts were within 2.5 meters ii.e
on the rioht side of the room) of the speaker and at leasr 20 cm above the floor and 50 cm
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below the ceiling (to avoid wall effects). Locusts that did not fly through this "flighr
zone" were immediately flo~vnagain. If afler five flights the locust did not enter the
flight zone, they were omitted From the observations for that experiment. From the
calibraeions of the sound tield, sound intensity was typically between 73 and 78 dB (Fig.
-!.;A-C) at the location of stimulus onset.

We made detailed notes about the in-flight reaction of each locust as it flew
toward the lamp, past the speakers. Notes included details such as whether or not a
reaction was observed, changes in flight speed, direction, altitude. and the location of the
reaction relative to the speakers (for intensity estimates). We also scored the landing
positions of locusts on the tvalls. tloor and ceiling of the flight roorn on a three
dimensional diagram of the tlight room. For the purpose of scoring the landing position.
some locusts flew on a straight fliçht path then. tvithin 0.5 m of the wall (or lamp) would
veer into a new direction which ive presume was to avoid collision. Where Iocusts
veered away kom the ivalls and Iamps. we scored the location before veering (Le. the
Iandingicollision site estrapolated From the tlisht path immediately before veering).
Locusts varied in their flight paths in that some Iocusts tlew nith lots of zigass.
turns, and changes in altitude on their path toward the lamp. To be sure we were not
mistaking coincident erratic manoeuvres tvith reactions to sounds. we o b s e ~ e dtrials in
ivhich Iocusts were Iaunched into tlioht but were not presented with sound. .himals that
tlew in such a way that we could not distinguish reactions to sounds from their flight
tendencies were discarded fiom the anaIysis. Similarly, afier al1 data were collected, ive

Figure 4.3. Calibration of the sound field and light intensity in the flight room. (A B. C)
[sointensity plots of broadcast sounds (in dB SPL), at speaker height, in relation
to the location of the speakers in the tlight room for the three carrier frequencies
used in esperiments. For al1 fiequencies, sound intensity in the room near the
point in the flisht path where the locusts are stimulated (1.4 to 13; see Fig. 4.1).
\vas app. 75 to 75 dB SPL.The comples distribution of intensities was a result of
using two speakers app. 40 cm apart broadcasting in offset directions (see Fig.
4.1) and the acoustics of the flight room (cement walls and floor with a particle
board ceiIing). Backgound noise in the Bi&t room was tvpically between 6 1 and
64 dB SPL. See methods for other measurements of the acoustics of the fliaht
room. (D. E) Isointensity plots of liaht intensity rneasurements (lus) for the fli~ht
room in reduced and full liaht. Light intensity was unifonnly decreased by
placing neutral density film (0.9 attenuation) over al1 light tiaures with the
esception of the incandescent bulb near the launch position. The direction of
masimum light intensity at al1 measurement points (1 m intervals along the length
and width of the room) was in the direction of the photographer's lamp in the
corner of the fliaht room.

D Rrducrd Light

E FUI! Light
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discarded al1 data from anirnals that could not be tested for 3 or more trials of the nine
sound pattern-frequency combinations.

4.3.6 Observations of Moths in Free-flight

Moths were tested under identical conditions as the Iocusts. .Mer moths were identified.
they ivere separated into individuai, labelred containers (the same used for hoIding the
locusts, see above). -.UL moth flistits were observed from tw-Odifferent vantage points in
the flight room by two individuals. Tt was not possible to launch moths into îlight the
same ivay as locusts given the fragile nature of these insects. To initiate flight, the
container \vas held so that the moth could ciimb out and enter flight under its own
volition. For some indi~iduals.a sentle flick of the container ivas necessas to coax the

moth off of the rim of the container. Mrhen moths tvere tcl'thin a few meters of the
speakers (in the same location as the Iocusts at stimulation), and were not within 50 cm of
the ceiling or 20 cm of the floor. they were presented with sound. \Ye tested moths ~ v i t h
the bat-like sound pattern ivith carrier frequencies of 5. 12, and 30 kHz in bot11 hl1light
and reduced light. Notes describing the flight path before and afier stimulation indicating
any reactions to sound were recorded in a manner identical to the Iocust fli-ht tri&.

4.3.? Obsenations of Locusts Tethered in the Flight Room

On each day of resting several locusts were rerrieved from the colony and a copper
saddle was afised to the pronotum of each with meIted beeswax. Locusts ivere then
separated into labelled plastic containers until testing. A 1.15 m taIl retort stand was
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positioned in the flight room at CO-ordinates(1,5), the "far" location or (2,6) the "near"
location relative to the speakers. The "fai' tether was 1.7 m from the speakers and the
"neaf' tether {vas 0.5 m from the speakers. A desk fan (Braun, mode1 HL\)was placed
25 cm in tiont ofthe tether and produced a wind Stream of 3.5 d s e c (measured with a

Lambrecht Type 641 bN anemometer). We recorded the sounds produced by the fan
(recording method as above for stimulus pulses) at the same distance as the tethered
locusts to ver@ that it was not a source of high-frequency sounds. The sound intensity

of the noise produced by the Fan was 60 dB (at 75 cm) and spectral analysis showed that
mosr of the sound energ [vas below 1 O kWz;the fan did not produce any high-frequency
( p a t e r than 20 kHz) sound.
-41aspects of the tlight room ivere identical to those during frec-flight tests.

During testing, individual Iocusts were retrieved from their containers. atfised to the
tether and w r e stimulated wirh sound. M'hen tethered. the locusts faced the lamp in an
rilignment consistent with the obsen-ed tlight path of free-tlyins locusts. iL'hen necessan.
iocusts were prodded into tlight by touching their abdomen or head or by suddenly
removing tarsal contact with a finger rnomentarily presenteu to the Iacust. Locusts ivere
stimulated with sound only afier they had assurned a tucked flight posture. ivhich
occurred afier I O to 30 seconds of flight. Terhered Iocusts rvere tesred ivith the bat-like
sound pattern with carrier fiequencies of 5, 12 and 20 W r Sound intensity- dependin:
on frequenc. was between 7S dB and 80 dB at the far location and becween 52 dB and
90 dB at the near Iocation. Locusts were tened at both locations in f
Nliaht and reduced

Light.
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Locusts were videotaped from behind using a Panasonic MSl SVHS video
camera wich a 1: 1.4 TV zoom lens shuttered at 11250" of a second. A second video
camera (Panasonic VN-SXSO aIso with high-speed shutter) filmed the stimulus monitor
lamp of the Grass S88 stimulator used to gate the computer synthesised stimulus pulses
broadcast from the speakers and an information card noting the locust being tested, its
location in the flight room and the stimulus being broadcast. The video signals from the
ttvo cameras were rnised (Panasonic W-AVE5 niixing board) and recorded onto a single

3b1 SE 180 colour S W S videotape using a Philips VR960 SVHS VCR. For analysis. the
videotape (which was converted Fiom European P.LL format to North .Amencan NTSC
format) was reviewed on a Panasonic editing VCR (model AG7300) with sinale-frame
shuttie job capability and a Sony Trinitron video rnonitor (mode1 P\%f 12-11 ). During
review of the tideotape. detailed notes Ivere made of any reactions to the stimulus. Tkese
notes included things such as abdomen deflections. abdomen dorsitlections. hindley
esensions, changes in \tins-beat tiequency, wing kinematics and tlight cessation.

4.2.8 Three-dimensional Re-construction of Locust Flight Paths
lVe used two cameras (a Panasonic SIS 1 S W S ifdeo camera, model hW-LIS 1 HQ

(Carnera A) and a Bauer (=Bosch) Skï-iS video camera, mode1 VCC550 -4.F (Camera B))
positioned at equal heights and such that their video fields overlapped at 90". Both
cameras had a 1. I.4 Tl' zoom lens shuttered at 1250"of a second. .As locusts flew
through the overlapping video tields, the relative position of the imases of the locust in
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the two cameras was used to reconstruct the location of the locust relative to the coordinate system of the flight room (see below).
Two additional cameras were used to monitor stirnuius presentation. .A
Universum model VKR-4650 and a Panasonic model NV-SXSO. each with a high-speed
shutter, filrned the stimulus monitor lamp of the Grass SS8 stimulator rvhich gated the
output of the computer synthesised sound pulses. We also placed a card indicating the
stimulus presented, the Iocust beine floin and the flight number for that locust nest to
the stimulus monitor. The ima-s from each of these cameras were mised with images
tioni the tlight room cameras. [niases From Carnera h were mised with images from the
Prinasonic camera usina a Videonics mising board. and imaees fiom Camera B tvere
mised ivith images from the Cniversum camera using a Panasonic \i'J-.4\ES misinp
board. The images, linked in rime by the flash of the stimulus monitor. were recorded
ont0 separate \'HS tapes. lrnaes t'rom Camera A rvere recorded usina a Philips k'R960

SVHS VCR recording onto 511-SEISO S\NS colour video tape and images froni Camera

B were recorded using a BIaupunkt RTVÎS6 VCR recording onto Sony Super D.E-240
173s videotape. The end result \vas two \;ideotapes. each containing images of the same

locust but filmed at right aneles and each tape had a record of the stimulus monitor (for
synclironisin~the sequences durina analysis) and a record of the locust being filmed and
the stimulus presented.
For reconstmction of the Bi@ paths the videotapes (which nere converted from
European PAL to North .herican NTSC format) tvere re~iewedon a Panasonic AG7;00
editing VCR The ho~zontaland verticaI location of the locust relative to the flight room
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walls and floor fi.e. its projected location on the waIls) was recorded for each video
t'lame. For each camera, the distance fiom the camera lens to the wall in view was
known and we could calculate the angle, relative to the optical avis of each camera, of a
line from the camera lens to the projected Iocust location on the flisht room wall. The
actual location of the locust is the point where these two lines intersect. Because the
cameras were at the same height, we could find this point relarive to one of the cameras

by solving a system of three equations in tivo unknowns. Finally, because the location of
rhat camera in the flisht room was known. we used a linear transformation to find the
locust location relative to the rooni CO-ordinates.

4.3.9 Statistical Treatment of the Data

XI statistical tests assumed signiticance \\rith P10.05. Untess othenvise indicated. X
represeiits the number of individuaI locusts observed. Contingency table G tests and Pvalues were calculated using procedures in Zar (19S-l). Two-bytwo contingency table G
tests and associated \Villiarn's corrected G values were calculated sith Urindoivs2x2
Tables (v1.0 by Kelvin F. Conrad).

The fiequency sensitivity of the ASR in tethered fl&

locusts. in a wind tunnel. is

s h o w in figure 4.4. Sound pulses seater than 15 H5.z elicited avoidance responses with
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lower stimulus intensities than sound pulses of lower frequencies. The best Frequency for
eliciting abdomen deflections was 30 kHz with a mean threshold of 54 dB SPL. The
median Iatency to abdomen deflection with 30 kHz sound pulses was 120 ms (35ms.
I75ms. 1" and 3d quartiies respectively; W 7 ) .

4.4.2 Observations of Locusts in Free-flight

Locusts had littIe dificulty rnanoeuvring in the flight room. Under bnyht Iisht, locusts
were obsemed circling the lamps and speakers, landing on the walls. floor. and ceiling
and jumping into flight without apparent dificulty. Gender based differencesin freeOer rnass, were
tlieht ability were not obsewed escept thar tèmaIes. owing to their lar=
more diEcult to Iaunch into tlight given our method of fliaht initiation. We spent three
tveeks qstemarically t';hg

diEerent lighting conditions. speaker locations and stimulus

paranieters in the fliaht room. From this penod of preliminary obsenation we found that
locusts would not fly or enter into sustained tlight *on1 our launch technique in the dark
or under v e n low light ( l e s than approsimateIy 2 lus). We also found that locusts
strongiy orient to sources of lisht in the flisht room. We used this ro our advantas and
found ttiat by varying the amount of ambient light in the room, and the location ofthe
Iights, we couId launch locusts at one end of the fliglit room and they rvould fi! on a
direct flight path.

Figure 4.4, Behacioural audioararn based on the steering responses of seven tethered,
tlying locusts. At each frequency tesred, locusts were eeposed to shaped sound
pulses tvhich gradually increased in intensity (see methods). The Iowest intensity
required to elicit a noticeable abdominal defieaion at each frequency was
recorded as threskold. The best-frequency was found to be 20 kHz witli a mean
threshoid intensity of 53 dB SPL. The median latency for abdomen deflection
[vas 120 rns ( 2 5 ms, 175 ms. 1" and jrd
quartiles. respectively). Thin h e s are
audiograms from individual Iocusts. The thick line is the mean audiogram.
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past our speakers, to the photographer's studio larnp positioned in the corner of the room
(dashed line, Fig. 4.1). Under the same conditions, repeated flights of the same locust
yielded consistent flight paths and Ianding positions (Fig. 4.5). M e r this period of trialand-error we were satisfied that Iocusts responded to sounds while in free-flight, that our
equipment was arranged in a manner sufficient for eliciting responses, and that ive were
rnaking observations from good vantase points in the flight room.
Lire saw a diversity of behakiours in response to sounds including Ieft and nsht
turns, upward and downward turns. loops, spirals. ditchesldrops to the ground and
z i ~ a & g (wobbling) in the flisht path. Unlike tethered flight, locusts in free-flight are
not confined to a sinsle plane of rnovement and lefi and right turns were often combined
with changes in elevation producing. for exampie, an upward left turn or a downward
right tum. We categorized the locusts responses according to the most pronounced
component of these manoeuLres. For esample. a large left tum nith sli$t upward
motion was catesorized as a lefi tum. Downvard turns. when the locust did not contact
or land on the ground. and ditches/drops to the gound were combined into the same
categoq. Cpward turns. due to the relativeiy Io\\ ceiline in the tlight room (2.2 m), ofien
yielded collisions with the ceiIing. Spirals or loops were fiequently observed and
consisted of locusts following a cork-screw type tlieht path ~vithan initial upward
componenr and being completed nithout the locust contacting the gound. We observed
boch large and srnall diameter cylinders in the spirals. Zigzag and wobbling Bi@ paths
were observed when the Iocusrs repeatedly chaneed either elevation or azimuth in an updow-up-dom-up-dom or a left-right-lefi-n_oht-lefi-nght fashion respectively.

Figure 4.5. Diagram of the flight room showing the landing positions ot'locusts tested in
a series. Each Iocust was esposed to al1 combinations of sound pattern and
tiequency (in a randomly chosen order). The landing positions are concentrated
on the right side of the room illustrating the orientation of the locusts to the
photographer's studio Iamp. One locust (number 9. male) is indicated in each
frarne (blue triangles). In response to 5 Wz stridulation sounds. locust 9 flew in a
spiral ~vithincreasing speed during its ascent. and in response to the 30 kHz
intermediate pattern and 30 kHz bat-like pattern. Iocust 9 ditched to the gound
(circled blue triangles). For many responses. reactions to the stimulus did nor
affixt the landing position where in a manoeutre n-ould be executed and the
locust would recover and continue toward the lamp. The loiver most diagram
(contro1) shotvs the landing positions of Iocusts t1on.n ttithout sounds being
presented.
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Three dimensional re-constructions of the flight paths of four locusts respondins
to sound in the flight room are s h o w in figure 4.6.This Figure shows typical reactions to
sound such as loops (Fig. 3.6A). tums away fi-om the speaker (Fig. 4.6B,C). and drops to
the ground (Fig. 4.6D). Figure 4.6C shows a clear increase in flight speed away fi-omthe
speaker as the tum is completed. We frequentiy observed changes in flight speed as pan
of the reactions to sound. Aso, many Iocusts would remain motionless for several
seconds on the ground or walls, apparently €?ozen, after certain reactions. e.2. ditches to
the -round.
The frequency of the different manoeuvres (tg.left turn. right tum. loop. etc.)
varied between O and 11?6 in response to the different sound patterns with net reactions
to sounds occuning bettveen 6 and 16% of tlights (Fia. 4.7). The type of manoeuvre
observed did not depend on the stimulus given in either hl1 light (Fis. 1.7.A) or reduced
light (Fig. 4.7B) (fidl lisht: Contingency table G test, G40.40-I. d-O.

P=0.452; reduced

lisht: G=1-I.S59, dF4O. P=0.971). Since the speakers tvere positioned on the right side
ofthe flight path. we espected more Ieft turns (i.e. away from the speaker) than righr
turns. Of al1 the manoeuvres that were tums. al1 escept one were left turns in tlijhts in
full light, and al1 were lefl turns in flights in reduced Iight (al1 sound patterns combined,
responses tested asainst an espected 1 :I ratio of 1eti:right tums. hl1 light: %' Goodness of
rit test. x',=11.529, dF1. P=0.0007; reduced light: x',=5.143. d e l . P=0.023).

When al1 manoeuvres t x r e coIlapsed into response or no response. response rate
was not contingent on the sound pattern presented. tn other words, no one sound pattern
elicited more responses than a- other sound pattern (Fig. 4.8X) (full light: Contin~ency

Figure 4.6. Three-dimensional reconstmcrions of segments of the fl isht paths of four
different Iocusts responding to sounds in the tlight room. A bat-like sound with
30 kHz carrier frequency elicited a loop (-4)and a turn away fiorn the speakers
(B). Ttie Iocust in (C) was stimuiated when flying close to the speakers and
responded wirh a turn and a clear increase in flight speed away fiom the source of
the sounds. Bat-like sounds at 12 kHz eIicired a quick drop to the :round in front
of the Iamp (D).-4rrows indicate the tirne of srirnulus onset and the asterisk [ * )
indicates the besinnino ot'reconstructed sequence. The lensrh of the flioht path
segments are defined by the overtappinp field of ~ielvsof the two cameras used CO
film the responses (see methods). Sequences were t>~icalIy16 to 19 fiames or
app. 160ms to 320 ms total rinie. Time betiveen points is 16.7 ms
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Figure 4.7. The distribution of locust responses to the nine combinations of sound
patterns and Frequencies in Ih) iÛIl light and (B) in reduced light. The sound
patterns and tiequencies were chosen to establish a gradient from presumably
non-aversive (stridulatoy-like. 5 kHz) to aversive (bat-like, 30 H z ) stimuli
Locusts responded to al1 sound patterns rsith steerino manoeuvres and the
distribution of manoeuvres observed were not contingent on the stimulus
presented. Response rates were low to a11 stimuli. Left turns (Le. turns away
fiom the speaker) were more tiequent than ri@ turns. Locusts were obsened by
two people in the flight room and the reactions of the locusts were categorised as
turns Ileft or risht), changes in altitude (up or down), loops (sometimes spirallins
tlight) or otlier. The proportion of locusts sho~c-ingany of the indicated responses
(R)and no responses (NR) is summed at the risht of each histogam. ?1: represents
number of indi~idualsobserved.
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table G test' G=7.895, df-8, P=0.444; reduced iight: G=11-091, df-8, P=O. 197). M e n
responses to each sound pattem were considered individually, the nurnber of locusts
responding did not depend on the light intensity under which they were tested except for
the intermediate sound pattem presented at 12 kHz (Contingency table G test, G ~ 4 . 2 7 0 ,
d e l , P=0.0:9; al1 other patterns, P=O.116 to P=0.959). When data were collapsed into
the three sound patterns, the number oFIocusts responding to each pattern was not
contingent on liaht intensity (Stridulator).-like: Contingency table G test. G,=2.889, dEL,
P0.089; Intermediate: G,=2.879,dF1, P=0.093: Bat-like: G,=0.332, df=1. P=.565).

Similarly, when data were collapsed into the three camer tiequencies of the sound
patterns. the number of locusts responding ai each frequency was not contingent on light
intensity escept at 5 kHz (5 kHz:Contingency Table G test, GC=4.OS7.d g l , P=O.O43. 13

W :G,=l.I54. d e l . P=0.2S3: 20 kHz: G,=O.O33. d e l . P=O.S56) (Fi-. 4.SB).
[n surnrna-. locusts in free-flight reacted to sounds ~vhilethey tlew past the
speakers toward the photographer's studio Iamp in the corner ofthe flight room. The
frequency of responses did not depend on the tempord pattern of the stimulus or on
carrier frequency. .A variety of reactions were observed includina turns. loops and spirals
but the type of reaction also did not depend on the temporal pattern of the stimulus or
camer frequency. Responses were aIso independent of light intensity. These findings
are in contrast to predictions. From pre~iousstudies using tethered locusts. that locusts in
tiee-flisht would r e m to hish-frequency bat-iike sounds more frequently than Iow
frequency sounds. To veril that our results were not artefacts of conditions in the flight

Figure 4.5.The proportion of locusts responding in firll light and reduced Iiyht \vas not
continaent on the sound pattern presented (A) or the carrier frequency of the
sound pattern (B).
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roorn we esamined responses of wild-caught moths and tethered locusts tested in the
same tlight roorn under the same conditions as the free-flight tests.

4.4.3 Observations of Moths in Free-flight

The rnoths that we tested in the flight room are listed in Table 4.1. We tested a total of 74
individuals denved from three superfamilies and seven families. The majonty of moths
tested did not fly in a straight flight path from the point of Iaunch to the Iamp in the
corner of the flight roorn. There was considerable variation both within and between
moth species in their flizht tendencies. Typically, moths flew ivith intermittent bouts of
fast and slow flight sequences punctuated with frequent tums and chanses in elevation.

plecrcr
Notable esamples of this type of flight behaviour corne from Ocitr.oy/ci~rcr
Woctuidae) and (Ic/i~'cmgtirn
mlilngoirtr (Notodontidae). However. other species such as
c 'rmrioplrm~l~gttsm(Socuidae), D~LTCI'IJI~~
s ~ m i (.kctiidae),
o
and Pl~ocs~ci
~niirlu

(Sotodontidae) flew with slower (tlight speeds estinlated to be less than 1 nu's). mostl!
straight. smooth tlights from the point of relsase to the walls or lights (not necessady the
photographer's larnp) Because the moths did not fly in a straight path from launch to the
lisht past the speakers, we did not distinguish between lefl and risht tums
The proportion of moths responding to bat-like sounds at 5, 12, and 30 kHz with
the different manoeuvres above are presented in tigure 4.9X. The manoeuvres with which
the moths responded (turn loop, etc.) were not continsent on the sound presented in
either fit11 Iieht or reduced light (%II light: Continsency table G test, G=9.6751, d+S.
P=0.239: reduced lisht: G=5.4258.deS. P=0.711).More moths responded to 30 frHt

Table 4.1. Moth species tested with bat-like sounds in free-fliçht in the flight roorn.

Super Famil!

Famil!

Gcnus & ~pecies'Author

Drepanoidea
Geonierroidca

Drepanidrie
Geornctridric

Drvpnnnfalcnrnrin L.
Cnbern emrhenrnto Scopoli

enu us

Y:
1
1

R: species names follo~vForster and Wali[fan ( 1960. i9TI. 1981): genus names in parenrlicscs
indicate synonynis.
-'Turnber of indivïduals obsentd.
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bat-like sounds than to 5 or 12 H z sounds in both tiI1 light and reduced light (fi111 light:
Continsency table G test, G=62.3654,dF2, P«0.0001; reduced light: G=108.3610,
d W , P<<0.0001) (Fig. 4.9B). The number of moths reacting to bat-like sounds at each
of the three frequencies was not contingent on light intensity ( 5 kd-k Contingency table

G test, Gc=0.037, d g l , P=0.848; 12

Gc=O.I 12, df=I, P=0.738; 30 Eh, G,=3.190,

d F 1, P=0.074).

4.4.4 Observations of Locusts Tethered in the Flight Room

Locusts tvere tethered at speaker height at two locations in the fliyht room; a location
near to the speaker (CO-ordinates2,6) and one fanher from the speaker (CO-ordinates1,s)

.At both locations. locusts responded to sound with: flight cessation. deflection of the

abdomen and hindless either toward or a\i.ay from the speaker. estending a hindleg b!.
opening the fernorai-tibia1 les joint. dorsiflection of the abdomen. skipping a stroke in the
normal rting beat cycIe. and increasing !vins beat frequenq. From our videotapes. ive

caretUI1y noted the presence of these and other cIear responses to the onset of the sound
stimuIus. TypicalIy responses occurred within three wingbeats (approsimately 150-

100 ms) of the stimdus and behaviours observed outside of this wndow were deerned
not to be a reaction to the sound. Similady. locusts that w r e eshibiting aspects of the
above behaviours before the stimulus was appkd were discarded tiorn andysis. Since
the above responses to bat-Iike soünds of tethered Iocusts have been arnply documented
in the literature (Roben, 1939;Robert and RoweII. 1992: Dawson et d,1997). we

Figure 4.9. The reaction of rnoths to bat-like sounds at 5, 12, and 30 H z in the tlisht.
The type of reaction (turns, chanses in elevation, Ioops) observed in response to
the stimulus did not depend on the frequency of the sound (A), but rnoths
responded more ofien to 30 kHz sounds than to 5 or 12 kHz sounds (B). The
number of rnoths responding in tuIl Iight was not different than the nurnber
responding in reduced li&t.
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Figure 4.10. Tethered locusts responded to bat-like sounds nith flight cessation, abdomen
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the iving beat including increases in wing beat frequency. The number of locusts
responding was contingent on the frequency of the bat-like sounds with more
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tether. Response rates were not different in full light and reduced light.
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sirnply counted the number of locusts respondinj and not responding from our detailed
notes.

The proportion of Iocusts responding to bat-like sounds with camer frequencies
of 5, 12 and 30 kHz, in hl1 Iight and reduced Iight, at the two tether locations, are
presented in figure 4. IO. Sound intensity was greater at the near location than at the far
Iocation for al1 Frequencies tested (12 dB louder at 30 kHz, 3 dB louder at 12 Wz and 7

dB louder at 5 kHz). OveralI, more locusts responded to high-frequency than to low
frequency stimuli and responses were more fiequent to 12 and 30 kHz stimuli at the near
tetber than at the far tether. In full lioht, the proportion of Iocusts respondins was
contingent upon the carrier frequency of the bat-like sounds with more locusts responding
to 30 kHz (near: Contingency table G test. G=lS.096. df-2, P=0.0001;far: G=I2.359.
dF-3. P4.002); the sanie trend is present in reduced Iight. but is not statistically
d+2.
significant (near: Contingency table G test. G 4 . 9 8 5 . de'. P=O.OS2: far: G=5.133.

P=0.077)most Iikely becauss fewer locusts ivere tested in reduced light. M e n each
fiequency tested is considercd independentlu. the number of Iocusts responding in %II
light and reduced liglit are not different [Contin-ncy table G test, P values ranse 0.194
ro 0.96 1).

4.5 Discussion

The purpose of rhis study \vas to determine if locusts would react co sounds ivhiIe in freetlight and to determine if the reactions were bat-avoidance responses. From preiiousIy
published obse~ationsof tethered Iocusts responding to bat-Iike sounds. incIuding
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behacioural audiograms (Robert, 1989; Dawson rr cd,1997), we predicted that locusts in
tiee-flight would show banked, downward tums aivay fiom Our sound source depending
on the tiequency and the pulse structure of the auditory stimulus presented. We found
locusts responded to sounds with a divenity of manoeuvres consisting of tums, loops and
dives. Although these manoeuvres are typical of other insect reactions to bats, what was
unespected was that response rates of free-flying Iocusts were independent of camer
frequency and pulse structure of the stimulus, and hrther, that response rates to high
frequency sound (30 M z ) were lower than espected from observations oFtethered
locusts.

4.5.1 Behavioural Audiogam
With feiv eeseptions (e.g Popov, 198I. kfason. 199 I. Fonseca rr cri.. 2000; Yack et LI/..
2000). the tuning of an insect's ear is matched to the range of sounds of biological

relevance to the insect ( FuIlard and Yack. 1993). E~ctracellulartympanal nene (X6)
recording. intracellular receptor recordings and tympanal membrane vibration
recordings have s h o m that locust ears are sensitive to sounds €rom 3 kHz to geater than
JO kHz (Michelsen, 1971a. Kalmring, 197Sa. Meyer and Elsner, 1996). Our behavioural

audiogam, tvhich measured the threshold for elicitiq abdomen deflection away from the
sound source (Le. an avoidance response of the whole animal) found a best frequency of
20 kHz at a threshold of 54 dB SPL and ayees with Robert ( 1989) who found a best

frequency of 25 kHz at 45 dB threshold. The stight disagreement is most likely due to
differences in our cnteria for threshold (klichelsen 1971b) and in the stimulus used for

eliciting responses; Robert ( 1989)used longer duration stimulus pulses (20 ms) presented
in trains with longer periods (10 pps). Our behaviourd audiogram, recorded from
tethered, flying locusts, suggests that although Iocusts can detect a wide frequency range.
it is the high frequency sounds that are important for a Iocust to detect and avoid while in
ilight.

-1.5.3 Observations of Locusts in Free-flisht

If the XSR elicited in tiee-flying locusts was a bat-avoidance response then response
races of free-fl-ng Iocusts ivould have been frequency dependent with higher response
rates being eiicited with high-frequency bat-like sounds rhan Iotv-fiequency sounds.
Further. if responses elicited in tethered locusts were an indication of free-flioht

performance, as is widely believed. then response rates of kee-tlying locusts to the three
bac-like sound patterns should have been simiiar to those obsened in tethered flying
Iocusts. We found response rates ivere independent of both carrier frequency and pulse
structure of the stimulus and that response rates were low (between 1346 and Y3°G)to
sounds at al1 frequencies. Had our obse~ationsof free-flying locusts shown hizh
response rates to hieh-frequency bat-Iike sounds, a IikeIy conclusion would have been
thar the selection pressure eserted by echolocating bats, presumably the source of highfiequency sounds encountered by locusts fl!ing at night, wouId have been responsible for
the tuning of the ASR Since this was not the case. ive must determine if our discrepancy
is due to technical problerns, such as obsen-er enor, poor stimuli. or artefàcts in the tliglit
room or due to biologicai factors.
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Ai1 flight tests were obsewed by two people from different vantage points in the
room and both observers had to agree on what was seen before it was tallied.
Disasreteements resulted in individual locusts being re-flown or in flights being discarded
From the data set. We also flew animals without presenting sound to veriQ that responses
were reactions to the stimulus and not to other factors and locusts that flew erratically or
responded in the middle ofthe flight room in the absence of sound were discarded from
the data set. Thus ive reduced our sample sire while retaining locusts tbat showed definite

reactions. This increased the percentage of responding Iocusts and thus our estirnates of
response rate are arsuably senetous. With this said, however. ive realize that the
relatively srnaII numbers oflocusts tested in the tlizht roorn under the different conditions
nteans tiiat certain of our negaiive findings shoirld be interpreted cautiously
lire are confident that the qualit. of the stimuli presented in the flight roorn.
tvhich ivere spectrally verified (see methods). tvere suficienr to have elicited responses
from free-flying locusts because ive saw steerino responscs koni free-tlyins motlis and
locusts tethered at two dittèrent locations in the sound field. Althou~~li
we ad-iusted the
intensities of 5 and 11 kHz stimuli to match the intensity of 30 kHz stimuli at the point of
stimuIation as Iocusts flew though the flight zone. the masimum intensity that could be
broadcast from our speakers was 9s dB at 5 Wz and 8-1dB at 13 kHz also measured ar
the location where locusts were stimuIated. ive ran trials at these masimum intensities
and response rates (data not shotvn) tvere higher (between L'O.$and 4S%) for aU the
frequencies and sound patterns tested but response rates w r e still not statistically
dspendent on the fiequency or sound pattern tested. Thus sound intensity alone can not
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explain why free-flying locusts exposed to 30 kHz sound patterns did not respond as
often as tethered iocusts. Further, the intensity of the stimulus pulses at 5 and 12 kElr (78
to 8 1 dB) may have been subthreshold for the ASR measured in our behavioural
audiogam, but these intensities were well above threshold for the auditory abilities of the
ear in this frequency range. Locusts reacted to al1 of the sounds irrespective of pattem
and camer frequency as aversive because al1 tums (except one) observed in free-flying
locusts were away tiom the speakers not just responses to the bat-like, high-frequency
pattem as was espected.
Robert (1989) showed that pure tone stimuli (mimicking a hunting bat) and two[one stimuli. consistins of a 30 kHz tone presented concurrently with a 3 W tone I O to
13 dB more intense than the first. have ditierent behavioural elfècts tvith the former

eiiciting negative phonotasis and the latter suppressing it in L. nrrgmrarru. Robert
suasested that the biological sigificance of the ditierence in behavioural eRects wouId
be to suppress an ASR that tvould othenvise be eiicited by high-frequency components in

the sounds produced by beating wings. We agree with tliis interpretation, however. we
do not believe it is the reason for our low response rates to 30 kHz stimuli.
Measurements from Schisroca-ccr g-~'gc~ricr
show that wingbeat noise is composed
primarily of frequencies between 3.2 and 5 kHz and has an intensity between 62 and 71
dB (Haskell, 1927). Locusts flying in the sound field (Fig. 4.3.kB. C) in the flisht room

would always be receiving stimuli that are. at a minimum. 5 dB greater tlian the
intemities of wing beat noise and therefore suppression of the ASR is not a likely
esplanation. Further, Boyan !1986) found that auditory sensitibity in L. rrtigrcrroricr may
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be modulated by wind (as might be produced during flight) in a frequency dependent
tàshion. He found responses of certain auditory interneurones are suppressed by low
fiequencies (5 W )whiIe responses of other interneurons (e.g. 714) are potentiated by
high frequency (12 kHz) sounds in the presence of a wind stimulus. The speculation is
that the shift in sensitivity might prevent contùsion between low fiequency sounds in the
environment with wing beat noise and that increased sensitivity to high frequency sounds
might facilitate the detection of conspecifics andfor predators.
One possib[e esplanation for the discrepancy in response rates to 30 Hz sounds
might be that locusts tlyin~pas: a stationary speaker emitting a pattern of cails
mimicking a feedinz biizz or searching calls of a bat, at constant intensity, may not be a

-rrood simulation of an insect-bat encounter. Inspection of strobe photographs of moths
(Roeder, 1962) and lacetvinss (htiller and Oleson, 1979) interacting tvith bats show rhar
the movements of the predator and prey through three dimensional space are cornples

and that the intensity of the emicted calls. as perceived by the insect. ii.ould be more
variable than those perceived by locusts in our tlight rooni. h similar situation tvould be

[rue ILhen tethering an insect ar a fised distance to a speaker: an equally unrealistic
situation Tethering ensures that the intensity of the sounds perceived by the insect is
constant during a stimulus and thus response rates of tethered locusts (and other insects)
may be =
rnenerous.
=Vier a11 is considered above. we remain tqins to esplain lvhy the response rates
of fiee-flying Iocuns to hizh fiequency sounds G O kHz)were lotver than response rates
oftethered Iocusts in the same tlight room. under the same Iightin_oconditions. and in the
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same locations relative to the speakers as the free-flying locusts. Because there are
numerous interacting factors that could account for our discrepancy, we turned to
observations of moths in the flight room as a "biological control". There is now ample
evidence in the literature that bats are the predominant selection pressure shapin; the
acoustic stade response of moths and, our belief was that if locusts are also preyed on by
bats, then their response rates to 30 kHz bat-like sounds should be sirnilar to those of
moths tested in the same flight room. under the same light conditions.

Xloths caught from ivild populations around the Lrniversity of Konstanz tested in the
tlight room showed high response rates (75% to SSO'o) to high frequency (30kHz) batlike sounds and few reactions to low frequency (5 kHz)bat-like sounds. Moths did not
have dificulty tlying in the tlisht room under eitlier Iisht intensity and our obsenations

are consistent ivith botti tield and tlight room obsen-ations by otlier researchers. Roeder
( 1962) observed

S7.5?6 of ~vildmoths responding ro bat-like sounds being broadcast.

These responses were composed of 49% dives. 30?6 turns and S.5O.G loops. Sirnilarly.
Rydell rr al., (1997) obsened behavioural reactions of geometrid winter moths (.4grhpis
spp.. Lrct~rrrisspp. and =il-s~y~hi/icr
crrscrr/nl-icr) to 26 kHz pure tones presented in puises
sontrolled by hand (5-10 pulses over 1-2 seconds) in the fieId and in a tlight room. [n the
tield, 96% of moths responded to bat-like sounds \\ith zigzags (at distances Sreater than 5

m)-spiralIing and diting tlight (at distances Iess than 5 m),and in a tlirht room. 100% of
trials sliùtved responses.
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Unlike locusts. the fiequency dependant nature of the responses ofmoths can be
e'cplained by the tuning characteristics of the moth rympanic organ as noctuoid moths are.
at present, believed not able to discriminate Eequency (fûrther, we acknowledge that
fiequency discrimination in geornetrid moths is an untested hypothesis (Surlykke and
Filskov, 1997)). For the moth farnilies tested, the sensitiçity ofthe ears, as revealed by
audiograms recorded from exzracellular tympanic nerve recordings, is greatest for
tiequencies from 25 to 70 H z (Fullard, 1958; Surlykke and Filskov, 1997; Fullard and
Dawson, 1999) and is likely a reflection of the fiequencies in the calls of echolocating
bats in the area around Konstanz (Roeder. 1970; Fullard, 1952).
Moths responded with tums. loops. dives. and a number of other manoeuvres that
were clear responses to the stimulus (grouped as mher' in Fig. 4.9.9 These manoeuvres
are similar to those obsened by Roeder (1962). Roeder observed a variety of responses
ofmoths responding to bat-like sounds (70 kHz puIse trains) broadcast from a speaker
atop a tall poIe in the fieId. He described some responses as sharp dives. where the moth
kept its tvings niotionless during descent. as power dives. where the moth flew to~vardthe
-round at a rapid rate. and passive dives, where the descent was intempted by wins

b

movernents. Responses also consisted of deviations from a horizontal fligtit path (turns).
as well as senes of loops and tight tums. Roeder admitted having dificulty categorizing
the behaçiours (as Ive did for Iocusts and moths) because in ma- instances one type of
response tvould be folIowed by another. for esample. a dive preceded by a tight clirnb.
loop or turn. Responses also invoIved increases in ning beat fiequency of 10 to 20 ?.o.
Response latencies in free-tlyiy rnoths were between 0.2 and 1 second. Roeder also
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noticed that moths that were stimulated when far from the speaker tended to react with
turns whereas moths that were closer to the speaker at the time of stimdation would react
with dives, spirals and Ioops susgesting that intensity might be a cue for the behavioural
reaction. We neither obsewed, nor looked for effects of sound intensity given the sire of
our Bipht room and the intensities of sounds we presented. We did notice that moths that
turned away fiom the speakers relative to moths that dived, Iooped and spiralled, did so
ivhen close to the speaker or lvhen tar fiom the speaker. This does not discount Roeder's

hyporhesis but shows that moth responses are quite variable. the variability perhaps
supporting his hyporhesis that it adds to tfie survival value of the moth escape response
by making it more difficult for a predator in pursuit (Roeder, 1975). M e n stimulation

resulted in rnoths landing, often they remained motionless for several seconds; an
observation we also made ot'rnany free-fIying Iocusts immediately after a response was
observed.

4.5.4 Obsenations of Locusts Tethered in The FIioht Room

We tetliered the locusts in positions in the Bi$t raom that corresponded wirh Locations
along the flight path of free-flying Iocusts. We sait- higher response rates to both 13 and
30 kHz bat-like sounds when the tether was closer co the speaker. The reactions were not

different fiom obsenations pretiously published for [ocusts responding to hiohtiequency sounds. narnely, abdomen deflection and dorsifiexion, hind1eg exsension.
changes in \vinsbeat frirquency including ff ight cessation and. chanses in rbing
kinematics (Ho? rt ai.. 1989: Robert, 1989: Robert and RowelI. 1992; Dawson rt ni..
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1997). Our response rates at 5, 12, and 30 H z are consistent with our data for thresholds
of the ASR at these frequencies. When Iocusts were tethered at the far location (coordinates 1,5), the sound intensity for 5 kHz and 12 kHz stimulation was 80 dB and for
30 1iHz was 78 dB. The thresholds for the behavioural audiogram are above 80 dB for 5
and 12 kHz but is 54 dB for 30 kHz. Therefore at 30 kHz, the stimulus was
approsimately 31 dB above threshold. Sirnilarly, at the near tether, the sound intensity
for 5 kHz was 57 dB. for 12 kHz. was 82 dB and at j 0 H z . was 90 dB. These intensities
were above threshold for the XSR at both 12 and j0 kHz but not 5 kHz and ive saw high
response rates to both 12 and 30 kHz stimuli (Fig 4.10). AS stated above. the locust ear
is broadly tuned to frequencies From 1 CrHz to more than 40 kHz and it is unlikely that
locusts could not hear the 5 kHz or 12 kHz sounds. Our data shows that Iocusts simply
did not respond to those sounds with ASR-typical behakiours.
Another factor IikeIy to contribute to higher response rates. in general. of tethered
locusts is that it is easier to see and score responses from a tethered animai than tiom one
in free-tlight. We videotaped the cethered locusts and scored responses afer ~vatchinsthe
tapes. sometimes using a fiame-by-frame shutt1ejog. Using this technology it is possibIe
to see very subtle movements of the Locus in response to the stimuli. This might partially
account for why response rates for tethered locusts at 30 kHz are hisher than for fieeflying locusts but does not account for tvhy they are the same at 5 and 12 Wz. L'hile
obsening the tapes ive took decailed notes of al[ behaviours (postural adjustmencs)
occumng in response to ail the sounds. If we were able to see reactions in tethered
[ocusts but not in free-tlyïng Iocusts, it suggests thar some of the posturaI adjustments
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that are elicited are either not elicited in fiee-flight or do not have behavioural
consequences (Le. aerodynamic significance) during fiee-flight.

45.5 Effects of Light Intensity

The locusts we used in this study were a11 in the gegarious phase aind reports of locusts
tljing at night are typically in the solitary phase (Kennedy, 1956; numerous citations in
Uvarov, 1977; see also Fanow, 1990; Gatehouse and Zhang, 1995). To our knowledge
nobody has examined differences in auditory sensitivity between gregarious and solitary

L. ~rligruroriir.lire tested locusts and moths under full and reduced light and our logic for
this was simple: that animais flying in light conditions comparable to dusk (less than 100
lus) mi& be more sensitive to high-frequency sounds because ambient light intensity
ma- be a cue signalling potential threat tiom bats. Locr~srcrmtgrcrrorra tlight can be
stimulated or inhibited by abrupt changes in lisht intensity Ilivarov. 1977). C\'e did not
find a systematic effect of light intensity on the reactions of the Iocust to sounds escept
t
(note snialler
rhat locusts ivere more reluctant to tl!. under our reduced l i ~ hconditions
sarnple sizes in Fig. 4.7B). U'hen ambient light Ievels tvere Iess than approsimately 2
lus. we had dificulty launching locusts into flight wherein they would immediately land

on the gound and remain still.
We found that locusts strongly orient toward sources of bright light (relative to
backgound Iight intensity). Our light intensity calibrations confirm the brightest point in
the rooni ivas the photoppher's lamp and the direction of maximum light intensity \vas

a l m p in the direction of the lamp. Bogan ( 1989) showed that a flight intemeuron. 229.
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which receives both auditory and visual input, is gated by the presence of wind input to
the locust. In instances where visual and auditory information are present during a wind
stimulus (Le. during flight) visual information takes precedence over auditory input. Ir is
possible, therefore, that visual orientation by the locust to the light we used to establish a
flight path past the speakers overrode the .GR With this noted, however. tethered
Iocusts were tested white facing the photoçrapher's studio Iamp and because their
responses to 30 kHz bat-like sounds Lvere higher than our free-tlight responses, we can
not conclude this is the sole reason for our discrepancy.

4.5.6 Tetherins Eftècts and Auditon. Sensitivity

Free-flgng locusts respond to sound with avoidance manoeuvres that are similar to
avoidance manoeuvres obsewed in moths. Iaceivinss. and prayina mantises. This is in
conrrast ro tethered locusts thnt react more ofitn to hi@-tiequency sounds We have
considered many technical reasons (lighting. speaker position. room effects. etc.) for this
disagreement. honever. obsen.ations ot'fiee-flying moths in the tlight room under
identical conditions as locusts nrongly susgests that biolo~icalfactors underlie the
differences betneen free-flying and tethered locusts.
We feel the most plausible biological esplanation for Our results is that tethering
afects the auditory q n e m of Iocusts. During tethered flight, movement of the ivings and
mechanical deformations of the thorax produce phasic and tonic activity in the auditory
nene (96)that arises tkom stimulation ofthe receprors at the rympanum (Hedwig. 19SS)
This activity results in the auditory systern beins approsimately 20 dB less sensitive to
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certain (Iow fiequency) sounds during Bight relative to ivhen an animal is stationary. [t is
therefore possible that tethering artifactuaIly accentuates high-frequency responses.
Tethering may also affect the processing of auditory information within the locust

CNS. Tethering removes sensory input normally present durin~flight such as an optical
fiow field (Baader, 199 1; Baader, tif a!., 1992; Spork and Preiss, 199 11, input to wind
sensitive hairs, and proprioceptive feedback From cuticular receptors. These differences
may result in tethered locusts behabing acoustically as Iocusts on a substrate. When a
locust is on the ground sound plays an important roIe in its biology and like other
onhopterans. the ability to distinguish different types of sounds in the environment is
adaptive. For crickets, pitch has been shoit~nto be one cue for this categorical
discrimination Wyttenbacli rr al.. 1996). For locusts. low-frequency sounds such as
stridulation. mandible clickins, xving-beac noise. and even lvind are nor aversive stimuli
~vhereashizher-frequency sounds. such as might be produced by ~Ieaningbats and
rodents. or coincident sounds sucti as rustling vegetation produced by terresrrial
imebrate predators. signal potentiaI dangers (Sales and Pye. 1971; Fuilard. 1988). The

arsigrr. possesses an .-\SRin ivhich it
eastem sword-bearer conehead. .\;toco~iocrpi~~il~rs
ceases or pauses calhg ~vhenstimdated ivith hi$-frequency, but not low fiequency,
sounds t Faure and Hoy, 2000). Tethered Iocusts may cate~oricallydiscriminate sounds
and produce avoidance reactions preferentialiy to high Frequency stimuli. Free-fi!-@
Iocusts. iacking the mechanical interference ofa tether. mi& not Sate their responses
according to fiequency. In this case. a free-flying [ocun ma- openIy gate dl auditoresponses to an avoidance reaction. This xvould be a conservative response to ail sounds.
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both alluring and aversive, but would be adaptive when the source of sounds is a predator
such as an insectivorous bat.
The results of this study raise an important question: Do aerialiy-hmclking bots ear

locirsts? To our knowledge, the rernains of L, ririgraroriu, or other Iocust species, have
not been positively identified in stomach or faecal pellet contents of bats. This result is
surprising given that locusts would be a meal of nutritional value to a bat given their high
protein and carbotiydrate content (Uvarov, 1966). Locusts are palatable to birds (Lvarov.
1966) and orthopterans in general, are patatable to gleaning bats (La Val and La Val,
19SO; Belwood and LIonis, 1957). Locusts aiso are known to fly in open environments
at altitudes as high as lOOm to IOOOrn during migratory tlights and during dispersal
tlights of solitary-phase individuals (Chapman, 1976; Riiey and Reynolds. 1997). Many
lase. high-flying. aeriai hawking. bats (Le. predicted characteristics of bats that might
ked on locusts [see Freeman. 198 1: Barclay and Brigharn. 199 1; 1994; Waters c'f cd..
19951) e.g. Tcrclc~rirclc~
spp. (Kingdon. 1974) are Found in the same geographic areas as

.
locusts and use echolocation calls wirh peak frequencies around 30 kHz ( e . ~T~~plrozc~rr-s
rtrc~rrriricitru.s.25 kHz [Fenton C I d..19801,larger Tc~rirbspp., -15 kHz and SCotopliil~~.~
~tipirn.30 W z [Fenton and Bell, 19811). These frequencies are in agreement with the
best frequency of the behacioural audiograrn for the ASR recorded for tethered flight:
however, as we have found in d i s study, locuns wiH react with atoidance manoeucres to
~ i m i - .sounds while in

free-flight, not specificaIIy bat-Iike. high-frequency sounds.

Free-flyïng Iocuns ma? have low response rates relative to moths because the!
possess additional defences asainst bat predation One defence may be in the tendencies
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of!ocusrs to agçregate in large numbers and fly in Iarçe swanns (Uvarov, 1943).
Swamping is a strategy used by many animals, such as mayflies (Sweeney and Vannote.
1W),monarch butterflies (Calven rr a!., 1979; Brower and Calvert, 1985), and

m i ~ o w maser
s
and HeIhan, 1991) for protection fi-om predators. Detecting the
echolucation calls of bats is not the only way of avoiding predation by bats. Many moth
species (both eared and earless) avoid bats by flyinç at times that bats are not active,
tlyin_oat altitudes different than bats. or flying erratically (Roeder, 1974; Mord and
FulIard, 1992; Lewis rr al-, 1993). Others (e.g. Satumiidae. Sphingidae) enjoy protection

by their size and agility in tlight (Roeder. 1974). It is not unreasonabIe to think that the
large size of locusts. and tlieir asile flight and flight heights offers them additiona1
mechanisms of protection from bars. Ir must be noted. however. that possessing
alternative defensives to auditory detection oFbats is not in itself sut'ficient to cause a
decrease in sensitivity of tlie ear to high-frequency sounds (FulIard and Dawson, 1999)

Craig K- R WiIIis collected the behavioural audiozram data and Dr. James Fullard
ioaned us acoustic equipment for that purpose- Dr. George Pollack suggested the design

of the photosensitive position transducer used for behat;.ioural audiograms. Wfiile at
Konstanz, ive thank HoIser Martz. Sebastian Beraer, Lrs Fuchs and Tobias MuelIer for
technical assistance, Dr. Hanno Fischer for valuabIe adt-ice. and Prof Dr. Wotf~ano
Kirchner for the Ioan of certain acoustic equipment and dso for providino valuabIe
adrice. Dr. James FuIlard kindly read an early draR of the manuscript and offtred man-
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Robert (1989) provided the first formal description of the acoustic startle/escape response

(ASR) in tethered flying locusts and speculated that the reactions observed hnction in bat
avoidance. This speculation was based on sirnilarities in postural adjustrnents and yaw
torque production obsemed between crickets and locusts when similarly presented ~vith
bat-like sounds. hlany nocturnally active tympanate insects possess ASRs and this list
nonr spans several orders and numerous families ( Fullard and Yack, 1993; Hoy, 1991).
For an XSR to be adaptive. it must facilitate movement away fiom the source of the
sounds or render the animal less conspicuous. For an insect in tlight, changes in body
posture may contribute to rnovement away tiom the source of the sounds. but changes in
wing kinematics effect the substantial forces necessary for steering torque production. Of
the diversity of tympanate insects with ASRs. locusts provide the best opportunity, at
present. for understanding the neuromuscular events underlying avoidance steering to
bat-like and other sounds. This thesis has attempted to determine some of these evenrs
and their neuroethological basis. The studies presented in this thesis were undertaken
tiith three primary objectives: 1) to describe the tking kinematic changes, in particular
forewina asymmetry, accompanjin~audito- evoked steering responses. 2) to determine
the underiying motor pattern for forewing aqmmetiy and intentional steering in general.
and 3 ) to test the hlpothesis that locusts react to bat-like sounds with avoidance
manoeutm when in fiee-flight.

Tethered locusts flying in front of a wind Stream stimulated with bat-like sounds
attempt to tum by deflecting their abdomens and hindlegs to one side. These steering
attempts are accompanied by asymmetric forewing depression in which the forewing on
the inside of the attempted turn path occupies Iower elevation angles than the
contralateral wing throu-hout the downstroke. Forewing asymmetries are large in
comparison with hindwing asymmetries and are also accornpanied by bilateral
asymmetries in the timing of foreiving first basalar muscle activation. The number of
depolarizations per cycle in first basalar rnuscks increases on the side of the attempted
tum and there is an overall increase in depressor frequency (wing beat Frequency) as a
result of stimulation.
Xsymmetric tving depression is seen in locusts reacting to objects on collision
course (Robenson and Reye. 1992; Robenson and Johnson. 1993) and in locusts reacring
to laterally placed sources of intense radiant heat (Robenson rr trl.. 1996: Shoemaker and
Robenson, 199s). Prior CO these publications it was believed that bilaterai asymmetries
in \king angles durin2 the downstroke tvouid contribute little to the aerodynamic forces
required for generatino steering torques (Schmidt and Zamack 1957; Zamack. 1988).
This was perhaps because previous studies of locust flight steering employed locusts
engaged in correctional steerins where wing asymmetries are typically sma1I. relative to
those observed in intentional steering and therefore were considered seconda- to the
et'fects of chanses in angle of attack. Here, it is aroued that asymmetric wing depression
is important for generatins steering torques and that the aerodynamic effects complement
the eî3ects of differences in angle of attack to generate roll torques.
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During asyrnmetric depression of the forewings, the Iifl ~eneratedby the wing
pair is predicted to be directed at an angle inclined towards the side of the locust with the
Iower wing relative to the dorsal-ventral avis of the body. These effects would add to
effects of pronation and supination and would not affect the thnist produced by the wing
pair. One appealing aspect of this idea is that it is potentially effected by steady
aerodynamic mechanisms. Further, recent discoveries of unsteady, high-lie aerodynamic
mechanisms operating during the translational phase of the n4-g stroke, such as the
leading edge vones and delayed stail (Ellington er nl., 1996; Willrnott rr d..1997)-also
supports the possibility that forewing asymmetry has an aerodynamic basis Hoivever. an
unavoidable truth is that little is known about the aerodynamic basis of fonvard flight in
insects and even less is kno~vnabout the aerodynamics of functionally four-wing insecrs
such as locusts.

What is needed now is a quasi-steady aerodynamic mode1 of wing depression that
esiimates the translational forces generated by the foreivings and Iiindtbings during
symmetrical and asynmetrical iting strokes. Cornparison of quasi-steady estirnates of
the forces uith values of lifi. thrust. and rotational torque measured fiom locusts
esecuting avoidance neering on a flight balance would confirm ivhether the underlying
mechanism is a steady or unneady high-lifi mechanism (Ellington, 1951). Lrnfortunarely.
IittIe is presentiy known about the aerodynamic interactions betiveen forewings and
Iiindwings and this poses a sizùficant difficulty in impIementing a quasi-steady madel.
n e s e interactions are likely quite complex and significant in Iocust flight {Schmidt and
Zarnack- 1987; Schwenne and Zamack, 1957; Mrortmann and Zamack 1987; 1993).
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Observations of asymmetric wing depression have only been made from tethered
Iocusts reactins to various stimuli, and as such, it is an open question as to whether
asymmetric wing depression is a kinernatic strategy ernployed by free-flying animals.
One technical difficulty in working with free-flyïns Iocusts is that it is hard to use hi$speed cinematography to measure wing kinematics because of the flight speeds and
distances travelled during flight. Locusts simply do not hover in front of a camera lens
tàcilitatin~data collection. Locusts ivill. however. tly on reasonably straight flight paths
toward sources of bris& Iight and wilI tly around objects. such as larnps, to avoid
collision. SimiIarly, intermpting these flights is possible by presenting startling sounds.
This suggests that it might be possible to coltect high-speed cinemato~rapliicdata on
tving kinematics durin5 intentional steering of free-flyino Iocusts. The analysis of this
data would. however. be quite complicated but wouId yield valuable data on wing angles.
stroke plane. ~ i n stroke
g
anoies and angle of artack. Incorporating data from frer-flying
Iocusts would greatly improve the accuracy of any quasi-steady rnodelling attempt.

If as?mrnetric ivins depression is imporrant for intentional steen'ns. then how are
the asl;mmrtries in wing depression estabiished? It was sussested that asymmetries in
the timing of depressor muscles misht establish aqmmetries in the timing of stroke
revenats for the lefi and right ttings which. in m m woutd bnng about asprnetric
depression of the \vines durins the downstroke. Because downstroke translation of each
ning is comrolled by the coordinated action of many depressor muscles, the prediction
from this mode1 was that bulk shifis in depressor muscles would be observed dunng
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intentional steering and that bilateral asymmetries would be correlated with several
kinematic parameters of the stroke reversal and downstroke.
High-speed (digital) cinematography with concurrent multiple muscle
electromyographic recording show that asymmetries in the timing of the stroke reversal
and bilateral shifis in depressor muscle timing are correlated with forewing asymmetry;
observations entirely consistent with the above model. Clearly the most significant
limitation of this method is that correlation can not substantiate a causative role of
depressor activation in establishing the timing of the stroke reversal. tntracel1ular
recording and stimulation of depressor motor neurons needs to be completed to determine
the role of each muscle in establishing the win- kinematics seen during steering Hedwig
and Becher ( 199s) have comp!eted one such study during their development of a new
optoeIectronic method of recording wing movement. They found that electrical
stimulation of the motorneuron that innervates the forewing first basalar muscle (MN97)
reduces the amplitude of the downstroke; an observation entirely consistent with the
results of this study. A related methodolosical approach might be to use a computer to

-zenerate models of motor patterns that could be used to stin~ulatemultiply implanted
EMG electrodes. High-speed cinematography could then be used to compare the effects

oladjusting the relative timins of muscle activations on the resultin~wins movements in
deafferented. tethered flying locusts.
High-speed cinernatography of the stroke reversais also revealed a second.
unespected. result. The timing of the Iefc and ri-ht w ï n ~flip (supination to pronation
transition at the end of the upstroke) was asymmetrïc and relative to the onset of the
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stroke reversal in more than half of the Iocuns filmed. The timing of the stroke reversal
is a potent mechanism for establishing asymmerric flight forces by way of increasing
rotational circulation at the end of wing translation (Dickinson et al., 1999). These
observations provide evidence, for the first t h e , that locusts may actively control
asymmetries in the timing of the iving flip and use the resulting asymrnetries in lift during
steering.
The coordination betiveen postural adjustments and \ l n 9 kinematic changes. with
plausible aerodynamic consequences, coupled with a defined motor pattern strongiy
suggest that locusts in free-tlight will react to bat-like sounds with banked downward
turns. This is predicted because it is the iogical outcome of a predicted roll torque
senerated by asymmetric wing depression. a yaw torque generated by abdomen
deflection and asq.mnietries in angle of attack. and a pitcliins torque yenerated by
abdominal dorsiflesion. Robert ( 1989) suggested that the reactions of tethered locusts
tùnction in bat-avoidance and also predicted that locusts in free-flight would show
avoidance reactions to bat-like sounds. His audiogram of the ASR showed locusts
responded most frequently to pulsed sounds nith 25 kHz carrier frequencies and suggests
that reactions of free-flyin_olocusts niII be frequency dependent. Further, the sounds
produced by locusts during stridulation are not likely to be heard by indii-iduals in flight.
In other words. locusts are predicted to respond more fiequentty to bat-like sounds than
non-bat-like sounds.
To test Robert's (1989)hypothesis. sounds that varied on a continuum in nvo
dimensions from conspecific-Iike (low fiequency, stridulatory sounds) to predator-like
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(high frequency, bat-like) were presented to locusts as they flew in free-flight towards a
bnght light source. Locusts responded to al1 of the sounds regardless of pulse structure
and frequency. These results did not show the gequency-sensitivity that behavioural
audiograms denved from tethered flying locusts predicted. Moths and tethered locusts
tested under the same conditions showed that the lack of fiequency dependency in the
responses of free-flying locusts was not due to conditions in the fl ight room. These
results suggest that tethering may affect auditory processing and we concIude that the
Iocust ASR is a general stanle reaction to any sound.
The conclusion that locusts react to any sound, not just bat-like sounds is an
attractive one that is consistent nith the behaviour of gregarious phase locusts (Cvarov.
1977). Gregarious phase Iocusts are typically diurnal in their habits, flying during the
day in swarms and settling during the niaht (Kennedy. 1956). The large number of
locusts in a warm is also consistent u-ith a predator swamping strates!.

Hoxever. thore

is no reason to suspect that auditory physiolo~would be diffèrent between solitaphase locusts. that fly at night for dispersal. and gre~anousphase locusts. Funher. ~vhat
remains enigmatic is that the responses of locusrs in free-flight are in many ways similar
to those reponed for other insects respondin- to bat and bat-iike sounds (turns. loops.
dives) escept in their fiequency dependency. [f the ASR is not specifically a baravoidance response. then why are the manoeuvres observed in kee-flight so similar to
manoeuvres observed in insects that use their ears esclusively for bat-detection (e.g
ma- moths. Iacewings. and prayïng mantises)? The ansnrer to this question ma! be
found in understandin2 how insect ean have evolved.
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The emerging picture of the evolution of insect ears is that they are al1 derived
tiom proprioceptive chordotonal organs and that this is tme regardless of the form of the
ear or where the ear is located on the insect body (e.g. abdomen, thorax, wing, leg, or
mouth) (Boyan, 1993; Yager, 1999). The auditory afferents of al1 insects project to the
same neuropile, the media1 ventral association centre, in the CNS. with the possible
exception of praying mantises in which the afferents project to nearby associated
stnrctures (Boyan, 1993; Yager and Hoy, 1987). There seems to be a common 'bauplan'
t'or insect audition based on pre-esisting mechanosensor).pathways in the CNS that are
being repeatedly CO-optedfor audition (Boyan 1993). Support for this is that a
prominent auditory interneuron in the Iocusr, interneuron 53 1 (=B 1) is homologous ivith
interneuron XR-50 1-T3 in the praying mantis (Yager and Hoy, 1989). Similarly. within
locusts there is evidence of serially repeating processine modules derived from
developmentally related neurons, and this is quite possibly tnre ofother insects (Boyan,
1991). Therefore. connections of auditoq processing neurons (and modules) with the

fiight pattern generator and fliçht motor neurons are likely to be similar across insect
tasa. It is not unreasonable. therefore. to suspect that the kinematic and aerodynarnic
mechanisms employed by locusts are not tùndamentally different from those employed
by rnoths or other insects &en both the constraints of biomechanics and limits in the
types of aerodynarnic mechanisms (steady and unsteady) that insects can use for flight
control and steering.
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Neurobiolog (BIOjOJ)

Queen-s Universi.
Queen's University

Queen's University
Queen's Universic
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
University of Toronto

Apr. 1996
Nov. 1994
1988 to 1994
1990 to 1992
1989 to 1991

Judge at Frontenac. Lemos and Addington Districts Science Fair
Judge at Kingston Collegiate and Vocatiofid Innitute Science Fair
Organizer for the "ErindaIe College Science Eqo". U~versityofï'oronro
Founded the "Erindale B i o l o Club"*
~
Univenio. of Toronto
Student Mentor. University of Toronto Mentoahip Program:
1989 isabelle O h d a
1990 Karen PvIilek
1991 Abkijit Patel & Wqne Lau

Profcssionül Devclopmcnt
1995-96

Sept. 1995-95
Apr- 1994
Sept. 1994

Teacliing .4ssisiant .kociate with the Instructional Dcveloprnent Cenlre.
Quecn's University
Iiivolvcd in tlie training and evaluation of teacbing assistanrs (Tris]at
Queen's University. Acted as a liaison with man! depanrnents ro
idcntifi needs and concerns of TAS. Developed World Wide \Veb
pagcs to facilitate advertking and distribution of materials 10 he!p TAS.
Orgrtnized and panicipated in TA wvorksliops for the Depanment of Biolog .
Queen's LTni~rsity
Invitcd Spcaker at Student Leaderslup Seminar. Erindale College, Universin- of
Toronto
invited Speaker rit Teaclung Assistant Training Worksliop. Erindale College.
Universin oîToronto

Contributions to Administration
Sept. 1997 to May 1995 Gnduate Studies Committce Reprcsenrative. Biolog. Graduate
Studenis Association. Biolog Depanment. Quecn's Universit!.*
Xpr. 1995 to Xug. 1997 StafiMeering Rcprcscntative. Biolog Gnduate Studcnts Association.
Biolog Dcpanmcnt. Queen's ünivcnity
Sept. 1993 to May 1994 Qualiv S e ~ i c e for
s Students Committee Representative. .4ssociarion
of Grnduntc Studcnts nt Erindale (AGSAE). Erindale ColIege.
Cnivcrsip of Toronro
Sept. 1993 to MW 1994 Student Centre Building Cornmirtee Representative. Association of
Gnduate Students nt Erindale (AGSAE). Enndale Colleçe. u'nivcrsi~
of Toronto

"The 1998 BioIog Graduate Student Cost S u ~ e y "Jeff W. Dawson
and Darren Bos, Depanment of Biolog. Queen's University.
1 initiated tliis survey to quanti- the living eqenses and education
cons of p d u a t e students cornpleting tlieir degrees in tlie Bioiogy
Depanment at Queen's University. mie purpose of [lie m e - w s to
objmivet?- quant@- the financial needs of graduate students in tlie
depanmcnt The n i n e - results were quite surprising and rcceived hi&
m i a i m from certain members of the department, the mident atvards
offlce and the Schaoi of Gndiiate Studies and Researcli at Queen's

